Abstract
The aim of this Master's thesis research is to explore how a community of practice can
support the transformation of individuals and their work settings toward regenerative
leadership. The regenerative is a paradigm which seeks to infuse people and
organizations with the logic of life in order to begin restoring and revitalizing the planet,
people and all in between – taking a step further from sustainability. This paradigm
thereby seeks to address the current degradation of the planetary systems on Earth
by showing how everything is systemically connected through inner, outer and
ecosystemic awareness. A shift towards regeneration requires leaders to deepen
awareness of themselves and the systems they are a part of in what pioneers Storm
and Hutchin’s (2019) call Regenerative Leadership Consciousness.

The research is based on a case study of a community of practice around regenerative
leadership in Jutland, Denmark, named “Let it Grow.” Participant observation and
semi-structured interviews with five members of the group informed this research. The
findings show how with support and learning in the community of practice combined
with focusing on inner development journeying down the Theory U, Let it Grow leaders
can help bring about their own regenerative transformation as well as seeding this new
paradigm into their work. This paper, moreover, gives practical examples of what this
looks like. This thesis feeds into a much needed practical gap in regards to how
Regenerative Leadership can be seeded into work(lives).
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Introduction
The time has come for fundamental action in order to begin restoring and revitalizing
the planet, people and all in between. “We are at a crossroads. The decisions we make
now can secure a liveable future,” expresses IPCC Chair Hoesung Lee (IPCC, 2022).
We have now reached a critical point of no return in the human made planetary crisis
causing loss of biodiversity, climate change, ocean acidification to name a few of the
consequences. A growing number of scholars are thus moving away from the
sustainability agenda of “adding no more harm” rooted in a mechanistic worldview
toward a systems perspective (see Allen, 1999, Senge et al., 2005, Storm & Hutchins,
2019, Scharmer, 2018, Holliday, 2016), wherein leaders recognize the complexity of
today’s world on a systemic level and start to reconnect with the natural world as well
as their own inner world. This stage or paradigm shift beyond sustainability is often
referred to as “regenerative,” a new leadership paradigm addressing the massive
stress in all systems; human, ecosystems, financial, political, and social. All is pressing
the planet to the stage where species and human livelihood is at the risk of severe
damage. “The new norm now upon us demands a new leadership paradigm, a new
business worldview where profits are not at the expense of people and planet but
aligned with the Logic of Life.” (Storm & Hutchins, 2019, p. 85). The paradigm is asking
leaders to reflect upon their own existence and underlying logic by which they operate
on this planet, as well as becoming aware of the many systems they are part of. “When
we are in a constant state of stress, we are simply not able to think systemically and
address issues like climate change, loss of biodiversity, refugees, food waste, and
widespread ecosystem degradation” (UC Berkeley, 2017 as seen in Storm & Hutchins,
2019, p. 41).
This new paradigm has been named Regenerative Leadership, as the word
regenerative points to creating the conditions conducive for life to continuously renew
itself, to transcend into new forms, and to flourish amid ever-changing life-conditions.
Some of the scholars who have fed directly and indirectly into the regenerative
leadership paradigm are Sanford (2017), Holliday (2016), Hardman (2011), Kegan
(2016), Gorissen (2020), Bateson (2007), Wahl (2016), Laloux (2014), Senge et al.
(2004), Lahey (2009), DeLuca (2012), Scharmer (2018), and Storm & Hutchins (2019).
These regenerative thinkers have been a great inspiration for understanding the
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imperative paradigm shift. Furthermore, it is inspired by nature's logic of life, meaning
that all (business) activities must have a positive and restorative effect on people and
the planet like we see it in nature, where there exists no such thing as waste. Much of
the foundational knowledge of the regenerative paradigm is found in and inspired by
nature and indigenous wisdom. Various academic disciplines such as history, biology,
anthropology, psychology, biomimicry etc. inform the Regenerative Leadership
paradigm. As pioneer Laura Storm puts it in an interview, “I realized that in the field of
sustainability most people have no clue how nature actually works. There is no
curiosity to sense into the natural world around us and to actually think about ourselves
as a species, and nature as our natural habitat” (Johns, 2020). Therefore, amongst
others, Storm and Hutchins (2019) and Holliday (2016) present life principles in their
work to build up (eco)systemic awareness for leaders to systematically understand
how nature works and also to emphasize nature and humans are not separate. Storm
and Hutchins (2019) state:

Ecosystemic Awareness is reached when we open ourselves up to the full
spectrum of all the nested systems we are part of - the human and more-thanhuman. We innately sense the interconnectedness of all life, and open up to a
field of awareness that pervades reality (...). In this opening-up to the field of
interconnectedness, we integrate the human and nature dynamic (...), where
we become attuned with nature, not separate from it (p. 67).

Storm and Hutchins and Holliday have different frameworks, yet they speak into the
same understanding: “(...), science’s expanded story offers us the basic prescription
for a living system to thrive, whether it is a rainforest, an ant colony, an organization,
or you and your body. For a living system to be fully resilient, adaptive and creative,
(...) fertile conditions must be present” (Holliday, 2016, p. 36). Thus, the role of the
regenerative leader is,
“(...) to be a force for good, catalyzing and spawning new systems and
structures that create more value than they take. Rather than merely reducing
our negative impact on life, doing less bad, we can seize the opportunity to
constructively contribute to life's evolution. This is what being regenerative is
about” (Storm & Hutchins, 2019, p. 49).
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But why is a paradigm shift required? Ives et al. (2019) state, “According to systems
thinking, the deepest and most influential levels of a system are the underlying ‘mental
models’: ‘the filters through which we interpret our experiences, evaluate plans and
choose among possible courses of action’” (Nguyen and Bosch 2013, p. 109 as seen
in Ives et al., 2019, p. 211). According to Ives et al. (2019), systems thinking has
transformational potential:
According to Meadows (1999), complex systems possess different ‘leverage
points’ whereby interventions can affect a certain amount of change. Shallow
leverage points focus on existing system parameters. They are easily acted
upon but unlikely to bring about transformative change. In contrast, deep
leverage points tackle underlying worldviews, paradigms and values—they are
more difficult to work with, but have much stronger transformative potential (p.
213).
Furthermore, Senge et al. (2005) argue the problem’s problem cannot be solved with
the same thinking which created it. Rather, people must see themselves in the greater
systems they are a part of and in turn, “they can then become a place for presencing
the whole as it might be, not just as it has been” (Senge et al., 2005, p. 5). Gibbons
(2020) also asserts, “instead of seeing ‘problems’ and ‘solutions’ in the world,
regenerative sustainability sees living systems as existing in transitory states along a
continuum of health and complexity” (p. 4). This turn toward a deeper, more holistic
and living systems view rather than solely the parts – as seen in a mechanistic
worldview – requires leaders to develop their consciousness of inner and outer
systems, human and nature relationships, and co-creative processes of change.
Sanford (2017) states:

In my experience, we must each start by becoming aware of our mindsets and
the effects they have on how we think and what we think about. By working to
make ourselves conscious of these effects, we can develop the ability to choose
and evolve our mindsets, which will enable us to proactively create the thinking
that we will need for regenerative business practice” (p. 3).
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Scharmer (2018) furthermore puts forward that he sees these fundamental changes
begin within the individual which requires a deeper self-understanding,
We have never systematically looked at the leader’s work from a blank-canvas
perspective. The question we have left unasked is: What sources are leaders
and change makers actually operating from? For example: What quality of
listening, what quality of attention, do I bring to a situation — and how does that
quality change the course of action moment to moment? (2018, p. 20).

Moreover Scharmer (2018) argues:

While the ecological divide arises from a disconnect between self and nature,
and the social divide arises from a disconnect between self and other, the
spiritual divide arises from a disconnect between self and Self — that is,
between who I am today and who I might be tomorrow, my highest future
possibility. (p. 20)

This shift toward systems thinking may be what the people and planet need to address
the current trajectory of degradation and create positive change toward thriving and
regenerative living systems. In this paper, we explore this paradigm shift under the
name Regenerative Leadership (Storm and Hutchins, 2019). According to Storm and
Hutchins (2019), Regenerative Business under Regenerative Leadership is described
in the following way:
The word ‘regenerative’ means creating the conditions conducive for life to
continuously renew itself, to transcend in to new forms, and to flourish amid
ever-changing life-conditions. This primary principle underpins life-affirming
leadership and organizational development, where our organizations help
rather than hinder the logic of life. This goes beyond traditional CSR initiatives
and sustainability as it is not primarily aimed at reducing negative impacts
created by the current mind-set; rather, it is a move into an entirely new mindset, a ‘new way’ of being-and-doing in business and beyond (p. 70).
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In the following section, the Literature Review, we briefly introduce the current state of
sustainability and the research pointing toward a deeper exploration of inner and outer
sustainability. Furthermore, we cover the origins and worldviews put forth by Storm
and Hutchins (2020) as well as other scholars and thinkers on Regenerative
Leadership and a systems approach addressing the current degradation of Earth’s
systems. Finally, we discuss leader/leadership development in terms of systemic
thinking. Bringing together the literature, we identify literature gaps and how to explore
the Regenerative Leadership paradigm in practice for this research.

Literature Review
The foundation and definition for modern sustainability was put forward in 1987 by the
Brundtland Commission (the World Commission on Environment and Development
(WCED). The commission published Our Common Future, also known as the
Brundtland report, defining sustainable development as, “(...) the ability to make
development sustainable to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland
et al., 1987). But as Gibbons (2020) argues, “This “conventional sustainability”
recognizes that unfettered use/destruction of environmental resources is detrimental
for continued human existence. In this conceptualization, the focus is anthropocentric
and largely on how to enable continued economic development within a context of
finite resources” (p. 2). In 1994, the sustainable movement took another leap with
Elkington proposing the importance of companies focusing on the Triple Bottom Line
also known as the Three P’s: People, Planet and Profit. This means to work with
sustainability, companies need to not only focus on being financially sustainable, but
also committing to measuring environmental and social impact, which has been an
important step on the way to a systemic view on sustainability within corporations.
Here, Elkington states,
We felt that the social and economic dimensions of the agenda – which had
already been flagged in 1987’s Brundtland Report (UNWCED, 1987) – would
have to be addressed in a more integrated way if real environmental progress
was to be made. Because SustainAbility mainly works, by choice, with
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business, we felt that the language would have to resonate with business brains
(as seen in Henriques et al., 2004, p. 24).

Later in 2015, the United Nations put forward the 17 Sustainable Development Goals
as a global framework for the sustainable transformation in order to have common
references all the way from top corporate and governmental levels to locally anchored
projects (UNDP, n.d.). The SDG are described to be “a bold commitment to finish what
we started, and tackle some of the more pressing challenges facing the world today.
All 17 Goals interconnect, meaning success in one affects success for others” (UNDP,
n.d.). More people now begin to realize how everything is connected and that the
planetary crisis not only requires an outer transformation, but equally requires an inner
transformation as it ultimately is humans causing the crises. Gibbons (2020) asserts,

Several scholars, practitioners, and activists agree that the fundamental reason
sustainability efforts have failed to produce systemic change is that the inner
dimensions of sustainability are largely ignored. Moreover, sustainability efforts
may be subverted by a myopic focus on outer dimensions (p. 5).

As a consequence, Gibbons (2020) furthermore argues,

A focus on meeting minimally acceptable levels of human wellbeing within
negotiated environmental limits, incremental change, and addressing
symptoms rather than causes has effectively crippled the field from achieving
not only net-neutral states but the much loftier aims of thriving and flourishing
living systems (p. 1).
As Gibbons suggests here, the revitalization of Earth’s systems may require a deeper
penetrating approach. Ives et al. (2019) assert, “It might be said that the scale of the
sustainability crisis extends all the way from planetary systems to the heart and soul
of every human being” (p. 211). This is also the root cause of the Swedish based
initiative the Inner Development Goals (IDG), which in April 2022 held its first ever IDG
Summit in Stockholm. The team behind the IDG writes on their webpage, “we lack the
inner capacity to deal with our increasingly complex environment and challenges.
Fortunately, modern research shows that the inner abilities we now all need can be
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developed” (Inner Development Goals, n.d.). On the website they furthermore express
how the 23 IDG are an outline of the capabilities, qualities and skills we as humans
need to accomplish the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). But what does
inner sustainability mean? Gibbons (2020) connects and contrasts inner and outer
sustainability as follows:
Inner sustainability refers to aspects of existence that are unobservable —
worldviews, paradigms and the ability to transcend them, beliefs, values,
thoughts, emotions, desires, identities, and spirituality. Outer sustainability
includes the observable aspects of existence that arise from inner aspects —
policies, governance structures, economic markets, the built environment, and
ecosystems (p. 5).

In order to bridge the inner and outer transformation, Souza et al. (2019) point to the
potential of transformation through learning. They state:

When we refer to sustainability, we refer to ways of living and being that are
grounded in a reflexive value system that requires continuous learning to
respond to ever-changing circumstances. This notion of continuous learning
should allow for a rethinking, and even disruption, of current values, routines,
and structures, as well as the creation of new ones, and new ways of thinking
(Heymann and Wals 2002, as seen in Souza et al., 2019, p. 1607).
Souza et al. (2019), furthermore, state, “education can only be carried out within a
learning environment where each person is acknowledged in his or her legitimacy in
co-creating the world and committed to his or her role as a transformative agent” (p.
1610). Scharmer speaks into this challenge in practice as a blind spot in leadership,
management, and social change. He explains, “The blind spot concerns the inner
place - the source - from which we operate when we act, communicate, perceive, or
think. We can see what we do (results). We can see how we do it (process). But we
usually are not aware of the who: the inner place or source from which we operate”
(2018, p.18).
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This inner reconnection is what the regenerative paradigm unfolds, by giving voice to
the fact that everything in the world is systemically connected. Although this separation
has caused great progress, it has also led to the huge challenges we face today. In
Denmark alone, 21% of the adult population lived with a high stress level in 2010. In
2017, this number has risen to 25%, which means that every fourth adult is severely
stressed (Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2/1-2020). In the book Regenerative Leadership, Storm
and Hutchins (2019) state, “The period of the Scientific Revolution made great strides
in material progress and scientific insight that we benefit greatly from today, yet this
disconnection from nature - our natural habitat - and domination of the feminine
creates an imbalance in us as collective and as individuals” (p. 10). Furthermore, they
name four areas affected by separation: The inner from the outer, human from nature,
man from woman, the domination of the left-brain hemisphere over the right-brain
hemisphere (Storm & Hutchins, 2019, pp. 5-18).

Figure 1. The Story of Separation and Reconnection (Storm & Hutchins, 2019, p. 20)

Scharmer (2018) also points to this issue in leadership, “The problem with our current
societal eco-systems is the broken feedback loop between the parts and the whole”
(p. 11). He refers to the separation as ‘The Three Divides': an ecological, social, and
spiritual divide:
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While the ecological divide arises from a disconnect between self and nature,
and the social divide arises from a disconnect between self and other, the
spiritual divide arises from a disconnect between self and Self – that is, between
who I am today and who I might be tomorrow, my highest future possibility
(2018, p. 20).

Without the understanding of potential for future change we will not move forward in
the sustainable or regenerating transformation. Senge et al. (2004) argue,
As long as our thinking is governed by habit – notably by industrial, “machine
age” concepts such as control, predictability, standardization, and “faster is
better” – we will continue to re-create institutions as they have been, despite
their increasing disharmony with the larger world (p. 5).

For regenerative pioneers Storm and Hutchins as well as other scholars like Scharmer
(2018) a big part of the (regenerative) leaders’ work is to heal the story of separation
or the “divide.” Storm and Hutchins (2019) assert, “Leaders of the future must embrace
both – an understanding of the parts and how they interplay. Underpinning the ability
for the leader to embrace both is the re-connection and re-integration of left and righthemisphere, inner and outer, masculine and feminine, human and nature” (p.19).
Although briefly described in the book, Regenerative Leadership, Storm and Hutchins
(2019) link the journey of reconnection to the metamorphosis of a butterfly. They state,
“The shift may come with a mid-life crisis, a radical change in one’s career or life-style,
or what is sometimes referred to as a dark night of the soul, which can last many
months or years through which we change on the inside, shedding layers and facing
inner triggers” (p. 141).

The Regenerative Leader works iteratively moving inside-out inspired by Otto
Scharmer's Theory U Model (2018): Cultivating self-awareness, through the
movement between a closed mind (ignorance), closed heart (hate), and closed will
(fear) to an open mind (curious), open heart (compassion) and open will (courage). In
this way, Storm and Hutchins (2019) assert, “The more we open up to life through our
cultivated self-and-systemic awareness, the more life can unfold through us. We
become life-affirming leaders who are operating in harmony with our inner and outer
14

nature” (p. 135). Furthermore, Storm and Hutchins (2019) define the role of the
Regenerative leader as “(...) constantly tending, cultivating, catalyzing, clearing away,
healing, and nurturing the channels of connectivity by facilitating rich conversations
and encouraging people to open up and deepen both self-awareness and systemicawareness” (p. 135). And in doing so “(...) we are enlivening the transformative energy
across the systems we engage with” (Storm & Hutchins, 2019, p. 135).

Figure 2. Regenerators Academy workbook (Storm, 2022)

The journey of reconnection, thus involves an understanding of how inner and outer
sustainability are intertwined and interdependent serving a whole new framework for
the sustainable/regenerative leader becoming aware of their own inner landscape from
where decisions are made. This is also known as their blindspot, as Scharmer (2018)
calls it, “The biggest source of hope in our time is that more and more people,
particularly the younger population, realize that the three divides are not three
separate problems. They are essentially three different faces of one and the same root
issue. What issue is that? The blind spot.” (p. 18). In an interview from 2020, Storm
says,

I say this with a smile because if someone had said this to me five years ago I
would have been deeply annoyed, but the biggest barrier to sustainable
transition is that sustainability practitioners and leaders often have no idea that
it has to start with an inner transition. We need to understand more about inner
regeneration and inner sustainability (Johns, 2020).
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Moreover, Storm and Hutchins (2019) as well as others (see Holliday 2016 and Ives
et al. 2019) do not believe in all together abandoning the sustainability efforts thus far
in place but rather see sustainability as a step along the way toward regeneration.
Holliday (2016) states, “We just need to add a layer of living tissue to the machine. To
do this, we need to understand the core characteristics or design principles of the living
organization. Whether it is your body, a rainforest, an organization, or a community,
these are the factors at play” (p. 28). To illustrate the movement from conventional
towards sustainable and regenerative organizations, Laura Storm (2019) - with
inspiration from Reed, Wahl, Hutchins and Andersson - has visualized the transition
from the mechanistic design we are coming from over sustainable to the natural
system design we are moving towards (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Regenerative Goes Beyond Sustainability from Regenerators Academy (Storm, 2022)

As this paradigm calls for leaders to do inner and outer work, it is important to consider
the leader/leadership development literature. Researchers have studied this
development within the field of sustainability and regenerative leadership (see
Hardman, 2012; Benn et. al, 2014). Based on the research, both sustainability and
regenerative thinking requires leaders to embrace a new logic to understand the
complexity of life and organization beyond traditional models of organizational change
and leadership, namely linear and transactional frameworks. Furthermore, it takes a
leadership style which incorporates long-term goals toward the sustainability agenda
and distributing power throughout the organization to drive commitment in changing
previously held beliefs and assumptions (Hardman, 2012, p. 6).
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A growing number of researchers, moreover, focus on leadership development related
to nature which Regenerative Leadership does as well: Creative Leadership, Ecology
of Leadership, Environmental Leadership, and Stewarding Thrivability (see DeLuca,
2014; Pew, 2015; Madjidi, 2015; Manolopoulos, 2021; Holliday 2016). These
researchers seek to understand how tools and concepts can awaken a new leadership
paradigm described as resilient, thriving, collaborative and honest. Holliday (2016),
amongst others, works with the word “Thrivability” (Ie. ability to thrive) to describe what
regenerative leadership should seek to invoke within the organization. Allen et al.
(1998) argue an ecological approach helps reveal the complexity, which is key to
survival:
The ecological approach inherently recognizes the complexity of our world,
while simultaneously helping us understand it. The metaphor is also helpful
because its biological roots remind us of the environmental challenges that are
a key to the survival of the human species (p. 67).
Furthermore, in her work on so-called Natural Leaders, DeLuca (2012) points to
humans as nature as a key to transformation, “This is easier than you think because
you, as an organism, and we, as a species, are part of nature. We have evolved to
live as active participants in numerous complex dynamic networks of ecosystems in
nature. Ecological thinking is hardwired into our DNA. You already ‘get it’– you simply
need to remember” (para. 19).
Despite earlier literature on leader/leadership development focusing on individual and
pragmatic learning within organizations, the literature has grown to include leadership
theory and development such as authentic and ethical leadership to address social
change (Day, 2000, p. 4). Day (2000), furthermore, argues, “In addition to building
individual leaders by training a set of skills or abilities and assuming that leadership
will result, a complementary perspective approaches leadership as a social process
that engages everyone in the community (Barker, 1997; Drath & Palus, 1994; Wenger
& Snyder, 2000)” (p. 583). Thus, the literature suggests a movement from egocentered leadership toward collective and community based leadership development.
Allen et al. (1998) argue understanding leadership requires understanding
relationships, interconnection, and context as leadership takes place in a variety of
17

social and ecological systems of mutual influence and dependence (p. 69). In practice,
Allen et al. (1998) state, “It will also require leader-full communities and organizations
with many individuals who see the larger picture and have the self-discipline to initiate
action around the core values of the community, nation, and world (Chaleff, 1995)” (p.
65). While Allen et al. (1998) call them leader-full communities and Day (2000)
communities of practice, Benn et al. (2014) use the term change agents: “Change
agents spend real time in building networks to provide information about the systems
they are working in, to act as channels of influence and for support in what is an
emotionally demanding endeavor” (p. 305). Furthermore, Benn et al. (2014) state
change agents are not limited to employees within an organization, but can also
include external stakeholders.
Thus, this conceptualization of leader/leadership development requires a broadening
understanding. Day (2000) states,
In this way, each person is considered a leader, (...) (Drath, 1998). Leadership
is therefore an emergent property of effective systems design (Salancik, Calder,
Rowland, Leblebici, & Conway, 1975). Leadership development from this
perspective consists of using social (i.e., relational) systems to help build
commitments among members of a community of practice (Wenger, 1998)” (p.
583).
With this understanding of leader/leadership development as a key element in the
transformation of organizations and the systems they are a part of, we see there is a
need to explore how leaders (in the broader understanding) can come together in
engaging with and learning about the Regenerative Leadership paradigm, as scholars
argue the ability to shift paradigms may be a deep leverage point for change in the
effort toward addressing the degradation of Earth’s systems. The Regenerative
Leadership paradigm theoretically speaks into the inner-outer sustainability debate,
yet the concept in practice and how to bring it into organizations is unexplored in
academic literature. The few resources located under the name Regenerative
Leadership in addition to Storm and Hutchins, furthermore, discuss it theoretically (see
Harman, 2010) and conceptually (see Sturnick, 2004). The exploration of a community
of people actively learning and working with the paradigm, however, is missing from
the literature. Therefore, the aim of this research is to explore the path toward the
18

Regenerative Leadership paradigm and how it influences individual and organizational
transformation.

Problem Formulation
Based on the literature review, we have identified leader/leadership development as
an important avenue to explore the transformation of individuals and their work
settings toward Regenerative Leadership. Therefore, for this master’s thesis research
we dove deep into a community of people learning about the Regenerative Leadership
paradigm. We have actively chosen to explore this through the concept of community
of practice, as mentioned in the literature review. Therefore, our research seeks to
address the following problem formulation:

How can a community of practice support the transformation of individuals
and their work settings toward Regenerative Leadership?
In the following section, we present the “Let it Grow” community of (regenerative)
leaders, which lies at the center of our research.

The “Let it Grow” Leaders
In late summer 2021, 19 leaders from all over Denmark met in Copenhagen to attend
sustainability expert and regenerative pioneer Laura Storm’s five module course in
Regenerative Leadership. The course was hosted by Ledernes KompetenceCenter,
which is part of Lederne (ie. Leaders). Lederne is a professional organization offering
amongst others courses for leaders with more than 115,000 members (Lederne, n.d.).
All of the current participants of the community, including one of the writers of this
master’s thesis, Louise Boe Weis Jensen, have been through the course which has
provided them with theoretical as well as case examples of regenerative practices.
With permission from Lederne, Louise gained special access to the course as a
Master’s student, despite it being aimed at leaders.
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After the course ended in November 2021, the participants decided to form a network
to support each other on the regenerative journey towards bringing it into their work
and personal lives – also encouraged by Laura Storm. The name “Let it Grow”
emerged by pure coincidence and is inspired by the Disney movie “Frozen” and the
song “Let it go.” It is supposed to amongst others symbolize how the network wishes
to spread the seeds of regeneration into their workplaces to integrate the regenerative
principles, like seeds in nature. But the name also refers to wishes of expanding the
community of practice (CoP) around the regenerative, thrivability and inner
sustainability agenda (for CoP definition see Theory section).
The “Let it Grow” network is based in Jylland (Jutland) and shaped by the participants
living in that part of Denmark. Everyone interested in the regenerative is welcome. Due
to practicalities (transport, time, etc.), meetings will mainly be in Jylland (Aarhus,
Aalborg, Herning etc.) for convenience in terms of the members (see Appendix 8). In
this master’s thesis, we will meet five of these leaders from the Jylland entity, “Let it
Grow,” and investigate their personal journeys toward the regenerative to understand
what led them to be a part of the regenerative community of practice as well as seeing
how they slowly but steadily are seeding it into their organizations or work.

Philosophy of Research
Ontological and epistemological considerations
To explore our problem formulation, we have chosen to take the ontological and
epistemological stances of interpretivism and social constructionism. Porta and
Keating (2008) state, “Human beings are ‘meaningful’ actors, scholars must aim at
discovering the meanings that motivate their actions rather than relying on universal
laws external to the actors. Subjective meaning is at the core of this knowledge” (p.
24). We see this as an important and appropriate approach to explore the regenerative
community, as the regenerative leadership paradigm asks the person to explore their
internal world and motivations as much as their external world. Furthermore, we
embrace the view of social constructionism as influenced by both social actors and
researchers. As Bryman (2008) states, “(...) the researcher always presents a specific
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version of social reality, rather than one that can be regarded as definitive. Knowledge
is viewed as indeterminate” (p. 19). Moreover, Geertz (1973), states:
The purpose of interpretive analysis is to provide ‘thick description’, which
means a thorough description of the characteristics, processes, transactions,
and contexts that constitute the phenomenon being studied, couched in
language not alien to the phenomenon, as well as an account of the
researcher’s role in constructing this description (as cited by Terre et al., 2006,
p. 321).

The knowledge we seek to gather is an understanding based on the perspectives of a
group of people engaged in our topic of study. We do not, therefore, attempt to make
this knowledge generalizable but rather explore our problem formulation within a
certain place and time as the community under study is newly formed. Finally, for this
research, we take the stance of “traveler” as expressed by Kvale and Brinkmann
(2015) in our approach, “The interviewer-traveler, in line with the original Latin
meaning of conversation as ‘wandering together with,’ walks along with the local
inhabitants, asking questions and encouraging them to tell their own stories of their
lived world (...)” (p. 48). Thus, as we “walk along with” the participants of this study
through participant observation and interviews, we seek to discover knowledge about
the community surrounding the regenerative leadership paradigm and community
through their stories. And, as Kvale and Brinkmann’s metaphor of the traveler
suggests, we are open to being changed by their stories and our experience during
this research.

Relation between theory and data
As Regenerative Leadership is still a newer field of study, it was important to take an
iterative approach to our research moving in a hermeneutical spiral, “The philosophy
behind an iterative approach to research is that of flexibility and ongoing change that
meets the needs of the research design, data requirements, and analysis methods in
response to new information as it is collected” (Mills et al., 2010, p. 504). Furthermore,
this process also required us to be reflexive in our exploration as researchers,
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The role of iteration, not as a repetitive mechanical task but as a deeply reflexive
process, is key to sparking insight and developing meaning. Reflexive iteration
is at the heart of visiting and revisiting the data and connecting them with
emerging insights, progressively leading to refined focus and understandings.”
(Srivastava & Hopwood, 2009, p. 77)

As mentioned in the ontological and epistemological considerations, our role as
researchers in this research design are taken into context as we move with the
participants through our research. Thus, we constantly moved between theory and
data in a reflexive approach in an effort to gain a deeper understanding.

Methodology
Data Collection
We conducted qualitative research in the form of participant observation and
interviews as well as photos and field notes to answer our problem formulation:

How can a community of practice support the transformation of individuals
and their work settings toward Regenerative Leadership?

We have chosen to collect data in two ways to gain a deeper look at the community.
Firstly, through attending one of the “Let it Grow” meetings and secondly collecting
subsequent interviews with the individuals to learn their stories on the regenerative
journey. This approach can be viewed as triangulation of data sources which was “(...)
originally conceptualized by Webb et al. (1996) as an approach to the development of
measures of concepts, whereby more than one method would be employed in the
development of measures, resulting in greater confidence in findings” (Bryman, 2008,
p. 379). However, criticism of this triangulation as a strategy to ensure validity of the
data, scholars (see Silverman, 1985 and Fielding & Fielding, 1986) argued a lack of a
total picture and objective truth has brought about a new understanding of triangulation
as “(...) a strategy leading to a deeper understanding of the issue under investigations,
and thereby as a step on the road to greater knowledge, and less towards validity and
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objectivity of interpretation” (Uwe Flick, p. 179). In our research, we have adopted the
latter understanding for the design of our data collection.
Therefore, by collecting data from the meeting, we sought to understand the group’s
inner workings, and how they organize as well as use the community. And, then
following up the meeting with individual interviews with the members of the Let it Grow,
we sought to learn about their perspectives on the community as well as their inner
and outer work in bringing the ideas from the regenerative leadership paradigm out
into the world. Thus, we view our data collection based in two different methods as a
way to gain greater knowledge.

Participant Observation
We began the primary data collection process with participant observation of a Let it
Grow meeting held on March 25, 2022 in Stilling, Midjutland. Kawulich (2005) states,
“Participant observation is the process enabling researchers to learn about the
activities of the people under study in the natural setting through observing and
participating in those activities” (para. 2). To access this meeting, Louise, a researcher
of this project and member of the Let it Grow group, reached out to all members in a
group chain email to ask permission to conduct research on the group by attending
the next scheduled meeting and conducting follow-up interviews. She received not
only permission but enthusiastic responses to the research request by all attending
members.
Before the meeting took place, we compiled a list of questions we would consider in
our participant observation of the Let it Grow meeting. These questions would be used
to assist us in our participant observation rather than as a list of questions we would
ask the participants during the meeting. We would attempt to notice whether the
activities and conversations within the natural setting of the meeting would lend to
potentially answering the following questions.
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Questions to consider in the observation of the Let it Grow network
●

Who are the regenerators?

●

How do people talk about the current state of work/ organizations ?

●

Where do the regenerators see potential for change?

●

Where do the regenerators see resistance for change?

●

How do the regenerators run their meetings?

●

What are the subtle aspects of the meeting (body language, greeting, meeting
format, meeting venue)?

●

How do regenerators talk about their journey developing regenerative
leadership?

●

How do they help each other develop?

●

How do the regenerators put their new knowledge into practice?

●

How can this network inspire change in organizations?

Because of Louise’s membership in the Let it Grow group under study, her
participation in the data collection process was considered thoroughly before the
meeting took place. We decided, therefore, that Louise was most appropriately
situated as a “participant as observer,” here defined as “(...) the researcher is a
member of the group being studied, and the group is aware of the research activity”
(Kawulich, 2005, para. 20). Furthermore, “In this stance, the researcher is a participant
in the group who is observing others and who is interested more in observing than in
participating, as his/her participation is a given, since he/she is a member of the group”
(Kawulich, 2005, para. 20). Thus, during the meeting Louise took notes but not without
fully participating in the group’s activities. In contrast, Addison took the position of
observer as participant:
The observer as participant stance enables the researcher to participate in the
group activities as desired, yet the main role of the researcher in this stance is
to collect data, and the group being studied is aware of the researcher's
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observation activities. In this stance, the researcher is an observer who is not a
member of the group and who is interested in participating as a means for
conducting better observation and, hence, generating a more complete
understanding of the group's activities (Kawulich, 2005, para. 20).
Furthermore, “(...) this ‘peripheral membership role’ enables the researcher to ‘observe
and interact closely enough with members to establish an insider's identity without
participating in those activities constituting the core of group membership’" (ADLER
and ADLER, 1994, p. 380 as cited in Kawulich, 2005, para. 20). Thus, Addison mainly
took field notes during the meeting but also participated in the form of deep listening
and participated fully in the closing guided meditation with the group. Each
researcher’s unique stance provides rich data on the situational, relational,
experiential, and dialogical nature of the meeting.

Field Notes
Following the meeting, both researchers digitized each of their field notes from the
meeting (see Appendix 1). Kawulich (2005) states:
Field notes are the primary way of capturing the data that is collected from
participant observations. Notes taken to capture this data include records of
what is observed, including informal conversations with participants, records of
activities and ceremonies, during which the researcher is unable to question
participants about their activities (...) (para. 63).

Thus, we use our field notes to supplement the data from the semi-structured
interviews, which are presented in the following section. Therefore, the field notes will
be used as a way to understand what can happen in the Let it Grow meetings as well
as understanding the social interactions when the group members are together.
Kawulich (2005) argues:

KUTSCHE states that, when one is trying to analyze interview information and
observation field notes, he/she is trying to develop a model that helps to make
sense of what the participants do. One is constructing a model of culture, not
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telling the truth about the data, as there are numerous truths, particularly when
presented from each individual participant's viewpoint (para. 67).

The field notes, therefore, are not proposed as a method of validation but rather as
contributing data in understanding the context of this group and their activities deeper.

Photographs
During the research process, we took photographs at the Let it Grow meeting we
observed. We also did portrait photos of the interviewees and sometimes a few
snapshots of their (work/home) spaces after conducting the interviews. The
photographs taken and presented in this research will primarily be used as
supplements to the primary data of the semi-structured interviews and field notes. We
have chosen not to analyze the photographs provided in our research as our focus of
this research is to center the participants voices through our primary data collection
method as presented in the following section. The photographs, therefore, will
primarily be used to show the reader who participated in the research and present an
inside look into the Let it Grow meeting, which was observed for this research, as well
as portrait photos for the individual introduction of the Let it Growers.

Semi-Structured Interviews
In trying to understand the potential of the Let it Grow, we knew it would be important
to speak with the members of the group one-on-one. We employed a strategy of semistructured interviews to investigate our problem formulation further. It was of significant
importance for us not to create leading or assuming questions that could influence our
interviewees statements. Therefore, we tried to keep the questions as open, yet
focused as we possibly could. We designed the semi-structured interview guide with
questions that openly would explore each of the participants' regenerative journey as
well as their views on the Let it Grow group. Below, is the structure of questions we
asked the participants:
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Interview Guide
1. Can you tell us a little bit about yourself to start?
2. Were there any specific events in your life that made you turn to the
regenerative path?
3. What does regenerative mean for you?
4. Can you tell us about your regenerative journey?
- Where would you position yourself on an imaginary line between beginner
and expert on regenerative leadership?
5. What have been the important aspects of regenerative leadership for

6.
-

you?
What are some ways you have investigated these aspects in your work?
And personal life?
Which knowledge and competencies / capabilities do you lack?
Who could teach you? How could you learn more?
From your perspective, what is the purpose of this community?
How would you describe the values and culture of “Let it Grow”?
How do you see your role in the community?
How does the community facilitate your learning about the regenerative
approach/leadership?
How does it support you in your regenerative practice?

7. In what ways do you think the community will develop in the future?
8. We really want to understand how the regenerative principles can be
integrated into organizations. What seems to work for you and what
doesn't?
- Could you give us some examples?
9. We see more and more people that would like to work regeneratively
within their business environment.
- Why do you think this is the case?
Follow up question (sent out afterwards):
We know that you are deeply engaged in inner sustainability, væredygtighed,
regenerative leadership, personal development etc. in the workplace and
through the work you do.
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But what do you hope that this focus will bring for you, colleagues, leaders, and
clients in your sphere in the end? Why is this an important focus for you? "The bigger/
idealistic picture" so to speak?

Following the interviews, we realized we were missing important questions about what
is next and why Regenerative Leadership is an important focus for their work. We,
therefore, sent a follow up message via LinkedIn to all interview participants with the
following questions: What do you hope that this focus will bring for you, colleagues,
leaders, and clients in your sphere in the end? Why is this an important focus for you?
"The bigger/ idealistic picture" so to speak. Each participant responded in writing with
their answers (see Appendix 7), which will also be included in the data collection
process and analysis.

Interviewee selection
Out of the total 19 participants in Laura Storm's Regenerative Leadership Autumn
2021 course, eight are situated in Jutland. These are the people that we mainly focus
on in this Master’s thesis since there has been created a more formal structure to how,
when and why these people meet (see Appendix 8). Therefore, we pursued purposive
sampling for this research, “The goal of purposive sampling is to sample
cases/participants in a strategic way, so that those sampled are relevant to the
research questions that are posed” (Bryman, 2016, p. 408). Because the researcher
Louise and supervisor of this project Heidrun Knorr are also a part of the Let it Grow
group, we have chosen not to include them in our interviewee selection because of
their involvement in the data collection and supervision of this project. However, their
participation in the meeting will be part of the analysis as without them, we would not
have the full picture of the activities of the group. We interviewed five members of the
Let it Grow as presented below:
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Name

Work

Organization

Ellen Elsnab

Branding, Regenerative
Leadership, Women's
Leadership Development
and Storytelling
(Shamanism)

Brand New Day

Eva Damsgaard

Consultant, Leadership
and Employee training

CAPIO CONSULT ApS

Louise Lykke Kronstrand

Consultant and
Psychologist

Bæredygtig Bevidsthed

Morten Damgaard

Digital Advisor and
Partner

Ex3

Thea Lyng Thomsen

CEO

Bæredygtig Herning

Table 1. “Let It Grow,” Jylland Entity, Participants Residing in Denmark from Laura Storm’s Course

These five participants were all at the Let it Grow meeting we attended. At the end of
the meeting, we invited anyone interested in participating further in our research for
an interview. The interviews were thus scheduled for three participants at the end of
the meeting (Thea, Ellen and Morten). The final two interviews (Eva and Louise K.)
were scheduled thereafter by email.

Interview setting
We prioritized meeting physically with all the interviewees - except Eva Damsgaard
whom we met on Teams. As the Covid19 restrictions were lifted in Denmark, this was
yet again an opportunity to meet face-to-face. The physical meetings gave us the
space and time to meet the person where they were at that current moment, this was
underlined by us entering their space. Coming to them gave an extended opportunity
for sensing their situations. Interviews with participants Louise K., Morten, and Thea
took place at their work offices. We conducted the interview with Eva in a meeting
room generously provided by Thea on the same day of her interview. The interview
with Ellen took place at her home. Each interview lasted approximately one hour,
however, we were also offered lunch at Ellen’s house before conducting the interview.
Both researchers were present and recorded the interviews for transcription purposes.
One researcher acted as interviewer while the other researcher took notes and kept
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the time. Louise Boe Weis Jensen conducted three interviews and Addison Hyldahl
Rogness conducted two interviews.

Data analysis
For analyzing our qualitative interview data sets as well as supplementary field notes,
we have conducted Thematic Analysis. We have chosen this method as we are looking
for patterns as well as differences in the (collective) regenerative journey that our
interviewees have embarked on, as we believe this information will feed into more
concrete information in terms of how to integrate the regenerative paradigm into
(work)lives. Mills et al. (2010) state about Thematic Analysis,

The basic analytic strategy used in thematic analysis is coding, a process of
closely inspecting text to look for recurrent themes, topics, or relationships, and
marking similar passages with a code or label to categorize them for later
retrieval and theory-building. (p. 926)
After having finished our data collection and transcription process, utilizing Microsoft
Word’s transcription tool, we conducted In Vivo coding of our interview transcripts; “In
Vivo coding uses words or short phrases from the participant’s own language in the
data record of the codes” (Miles, 2014, p. 74). Miles et al. (2014) furthermore argue
that In Vivo coding is well suited to research that wishes to center the voices of the
participants (p. 74). Because each interview intimately follows the participants journey
toward the Regenerative Leadership paradigm, In Vivo coding is well suited for our
data analysis process, which we further explain next.

The process
After finishing each interview, we individually sat down and transcribed the interviews
utilizing Microsoft's free transcription tool. The quality of translations varied a lot
depending on factors such as how clear the interviewees speak, the quality of the
sound, as well as accent, etc. Therefore we went through each raw transcript
correcting mistakes while listening to the recording. We did this to clear any
misunderstandings and verify the raw data quality from the beginning.
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Followed by that we collectively listened to each interview while discovering central
codes based on our research problem. One of us marked the codes in the Word
document highlighting with yellow typing, while the other typed the code into the
illustration program Canva digitalizing the codes (see Appendix 4). Normally we have
been using post-its for the coding process, as we believe this handwritten way works
well, but this time most of the thesis has been written from Montana, U.S. and
Reykjavik, Iceland which required another and digital format. After having discovered
all the codes we ended up with several pages of codes in Canva (see Appendix 4).
From here, we quickly saw many similarities in the stories and aspirations our
interviewees shared with us. From there, the data began to shape into the first version
of Themes (see Figure 4). As we further discussed our codes and the participants’
stories, we came to the finalized Themes as seen in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Picture of the initial themes from the analysis process.
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Figure 5. Picture of the final themes from the analysis process.

Once the themes were finalized based on the five interviews, we cross checked our
field notes and began to support the themes with these associated observations, which
often underbuild the practices related to the Let it Grow community.

Ethical considerations
Because of Louise’s (researcher) active membership in the Let it Grow group, “The
roles of full member (Covert and overt) and participating observer carry the risk of
over-identification and hence of ‘going native’ (...), but offer the opportunity to get close
to people and thereby glean a more complete and intense understanding of their
culture and values'' (Bryman, 2016, p. 433). We found Louise’s (researcher) proximity
and relationship with the group an important factor in gaining full access as well as
gaining a deeper insight into the participants' experiences through participant
observation and the follow-up interviews. Therefore, Louise (researcher) can be
considered a key informant. Bryman (2008) says of key informants, “They often
develop an appreciation of the research and direct the ethnographer to situations,
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events, or people likely to be helpful to the progress of the investigation” (p. 409).
Furthermore, because our research as participants and observers carries the
responsibility to adhere to ethical considerations within our research design
particularly in regard to our participant observation, we put emphasis on our
communication with the participants of this study. Kawulich (2005) states:

When the researcher meets community members for the first time, he/she
should be sure to inform them of the purpose for being there, sharing sufficient
information with them about the research topic that their questions about the
research and the researcher's presence there are put to rest. This means that
one is constantly introducing oneself as a researcher (para. 31).

Thus, Louise reached out to the group and explained our research and purpose when
she asked for participants' permission to conduct research at a Let it Grow meeting
and proposed subsequent interviews with the members. Everyone gave consent to
our participant observation as researchers and Louise, as overt full participant in the
meeting. At the meeting and subsequent interviews, we emphasized our purpose as
researchers from Aalborg University to ensure full transparency and develop a trusting
relationship with participants within this research study.
Kawulich (2005) further argues, “Another ethical responsibility is to preserve the
anonymity of the participants in the final write-up and in field notes to prevent their
identification, should the field notes be subpoenaed for inspection” (para. 32). In this
case, we have asked all participants if they would be open to be named and their
stories told publicly or “open source” as a part of bringing awareness and knowledge
of the regenerative to the literature. They all gave consent three times: (1) at the Let it
Grow meeting for us taking notes and photographs to be shared, however, we chose
not to record the meeting, (2) when setting up the interviews and (3) when we met for
the interview where we recorded the interview as well as asked to take a photograph
of each member to be published in this paper. Each interviewee consented to the
recording of the interview for transcription purposes, as they would be directly quoted
in this paper. Thea Lyng Thomsen asked us to send her any quotes we intended to
use for her approval, to which we did before the publication of this paper. Furthermore,
we have decided to protect the members on more sensitive issues like past
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employment places. Thus, we have decided to remove names of companies they
mentioned during the interviews or Let it Grow meeting in all documentation.

As mentioned in the Interviewee selection, both Louise (researcher of this thesis) and
Heidrun Knorr (supervisor of this thesis) are part of the Let it Grow community.
Therefore, we have not done interviews with these two for ethical reasons.
Furthermore, during the meeting at Ex3, where Heidrun also participated, it was very
clear that she participated as a full member of the group, which means Heidrun did not
in any way step into the role of our supervisor nor related to our University faculty
during the meeting.
Finally, we referred to Guba and Lincoln’s Trustworthiness Criteria (1985) (as seen in
Bryman, 2008) to ensure the credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability
of our research. Regarding credibility, both researchers shared and discussed field
notes to cross reference each researcher’s observations. In regards to transferability,
we created a database of “thick description” according to Geertz (1973) with our field
notes, as well as included as many artifacts from the process along the way in this
document including the interview guide, transcripts, and photographs to allow for a
judgment of transferability (Bryman, 2008, p. 378). Furthermore, we addressed the
dependability and confirmability of this research through detailed documentation, “This
entails ensuring that complete records are kept of all phases of the research process
- problem formulation, selection of research participants, fieldwork notes, interview
transcripts, data analysis decisions, and so on - in an accessible manner” (Bryman,
2008, p. 378). All records of our process are, thus, available within this thesis research
document for the readers’ auditing purposes.

Theory
In this chapter, we present the theoretical frameworks for our research. As our
research centers on a group of people around the topic of Regenerative Leadership,
we have employed the following theories to underpin our research: Community of
practice (Wenger), Regenerative Leadership (Storm and Hutchins), as well as Theory
U (Scharmer) and the principles of presencing, which we present next.
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Community of Practice
This first theory is of particular relevance to our research as we view the members of
the Let it Grow group as part of a community of practice. For our research, it was
important to understand the development of the Let it Grow community and in what
way it supports the regenerative transformation of its members and their work.
Therefore, we must take a closer look at what makes a community of practice in theory
to subsequently analyze the data collected.

Community of Practice was first coined by Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger in their
study of apprenticeship (1991), which “reveal a more complex set of social
relationships through which learning takes place…” (p. 4) beyond the master and
student relationship. In broader terms, “Communities of practice are groups of people
who share a concern or a passion for something they do and learn how to do it better
as they interact regularly” (Wenger, 2011, p. 1). Wenger (2011), furthermore,
elaborates this concept as having existed long before the term was coined and in many
spaces:

Communities of practice are formed by people who engage in a process of
collective learning in a shared domain of human endeavor: a tribe learning to
survive, a band of artists seeking new forms of expression, a group of engineers
working on similar problems, a clique of pupils defining their identity in the
school, a network of surgeons exploring novel techniques, a gathering of firsttime managers helping each other cope (p. 1).

Thus, learning through social systems is an important aspect of the community of
practice. As Wenger (2010) states,

The concept of community of practice does not exist by itself. It is part of a
broader conceptual framework for thinking about learning in its social
dimensions. It is a perspective that locates learning, not in the head or outside
it, but in the relationship between the person and the world, which for human
beings is a social person in a social world. In this relation of participation, the
social and the individual constitute each other (p. 179).
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Thus, Wenger says, that a community of practice needs active participation to create
this fruitful learning system, “Meaningful learning in social contexts requires both
participation and reification to be in interplay. (...) At each moment of engagement in
the world, we bring them together anew to negotiate and renegotiate the meaning of
our experience.” Referring to negotiation also shows that the process is “dynamic and
active. It is alive” (Wenger, 2010, pp. 179-180).

But it is made clear that not any community is a community of practice according to
Wenger’s understanding. Wenger defines a community of practice as having three key
characteristics: the domain, the community, and the practice, each defined below in
Wenger’s (2011) own words:
The domain: “It has an identity defined by a shared domain of interest.
Membership therefore implies a commitment to the domain, and therefore a
shared competence that distinguishes members from other people” (p. 1).
The community: “In pursuing their interest in their domain, members engage
in joint activities and discussions, help each other, and share information. They
build relationships that enable them to learn from each other” (p. 2).
The practice: “They develop a shared repertoire of resources: experiences,
stories, tools, ways of addressing recurring problems—in short a shared
practice. This takes time and sustained interaction” (p. 2).
Furthermore, Smith (2003) discusses Wenger’s community of practice:

For a community of practice to function it needs to generate and appropriate a
shared repertoire of ideas, commitments and memories. It also needs to
develop various resources such as tools, documents, routines, vocabulary and
symbols that in some way carry the accumulated knowledge of the community.
In other words, it involves practice: ways of doing and approaching things that
are shared to some significant extent among members (p. 2).
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According to Wenger (2011), the typical ways communities of practice develop their
practices are problem solving, requests for information, seeking experience, reusing
assets, coordination and synergy, discussing developments, documentation projects,
visits, and mapping knowledge and development gaps (pp. 2-3). These activities can
be identified in the group's interactions through dialogue, for example.

Moreover, the community of practice can be understood as it develops over time.
Wenger (1998) provides a model for how to understand the stages of the development
of a community of practice (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Stages of Development, Communities of practice (Wenger, 1998, p. 3)

The specific community of practice, Let it Grow, that we study is centered around
learning and exploring the regenerative leadership paradigm, especially how a
community of practice can support its members seeding regenerative into their
(work)life. Therefore, the second theory for our iterative research is the Regenerative
Leadership DNA model, where we also introduce the “rhythm of life.”
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Regenerative Leadership DNA Model
Although there is no single definition or theory encompassing the Regenerative
Leadership paradigm, we have chosen to focus on the The Regenerative Leadership
DNA model put forth by Laura Storm and Giles Hutchins (2019) since it serves as a
foundational framework shared by the participants of this research – as it was
introduced in Laura Storms course at Lederne last fall. As Storm and Hutchins (2019)
say themselves about the model, “This DNA model of Regenerative Leadership
embraces both the inner and the outer technologies, tools, and consciousness that
are required for the new regenerative business paradigm to unfold” (p. 85).

Figure 7. The Regenerative Leadership DNA (Storm & Hutchins, 2019)

The Regenerative Leadership DNA model consists of one DNA-like shaped model
with two interweaved dynamics: Leadership Dynamics and Life Dynamics. Inside
these intertwining dynamics there are three sections: Living System Design, Living
System Culture, and Living System Being (see Figure 7). All these elements make up
what Storm and Hutchins (2019) call “The Logic of Life,” which is what the regenerative
leader seeks to steward. They assert, “(...) the DNA Model of Regenerative Leadership
is all that any leader needs in order to unlock the Logic of Life to surmount everyday
challenges and embrace potential opportunities while stepping into next-stage
leadership” (Storm & Hutchins, 2019, p. 84).
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Figure 8. Leadership Dynamics model (Storm & Hutchins, 2019)

Zooming into the first of the two interweaved strings, the Leadership Dynamics (see
Figure 8), Storm and Hutchins (2019) define that it consists of three key elements: Self
Awareness, Systemic Awareness and Regenerative Leadership Consciousness:
Self Awareness: “Leadership thrives through individuals' gaining perspective
on their thoughts, habits, behaviors and blind-spots; we are able to reach
beyond self-imposed limitations and open up more readily to life through self
mastery” (p. 87).
Systemic Awareness: “Leadership thrives through an understanding of
networks, flows and relationships within systems; we are able to sense how
best to influence the organizational system toward life-affirming futures” (p. 88).
The leader, therefore, becomes a so-called “Ecosystemic facilitator” (p. 133).
Furthermore, “The key (is) to ‘hold space’ to provide a psychologically safe
container for generative dialogue to successfully happen between diverse
people with divergent perspectives, while sensing into relational flows” (p. 133).
Regenerative Leadership Consciousness: “Leadership thrives through
cultivating both self awareness and systemic awareness; we are able to serve
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life attuned to nature’s wisdom” (p. 88).

Figure 9. Life Dynamics model, Storm and Hutchins (2019)

Diving into the second string, Life Dynamics, it similarly consists of three primary
elements, Divergence, Convergence and Emergence (see Figure 9). Storm and
Hutchins (2019) explain:
Divergence: “(...) living systems thrive by means of diversity and diversification
which enable the living-system to open-up, create, adapt, relate, and evolve.
Life itself banks on diversity and cross-pollination.” (p.120). “Leaders can
stimulate divergence by working across boundaries both within the
organizations (...) and beyond the organization (...)” (p. 121).
Convergence: “Alongside the opening-up, exploring, experimenting and
connecting, we must also align different perspectives and consolidate our
findings. Without alignment and focus, an organization can become too chaotic
and fail to deliver its strategic intent” (p. 122). Furthermore, “Purpose becomes
the critical driver in providing the kind of focus” (p. 123).
Emergence: “This is the nature of nature, where individual parts of an
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ecosystem interact to catalyze the unfolding of events and the creation of life.
This emergent synergy is what feeds the aliveness and growth of the livingsystem (...)” (p. 125).

Finally there are the three components inside the DNA string: Living System Design,
Living Systems Culture, and Living Systems Being (see Figure 7. The Regenerative
Leadership DNA). These three aspects move from external sources of inspiration and
inwards ending with being. Storm and Hutchins (2019) share:
Living System Design: “Explores nature-inspired design methods such as
biomimicry, circular economics, cradle to cradle, permaculture, and biophilic design.”
Asking the question: “How leaders, engineers, architects (...) can draw upon the
wisdom of nature while designing new products, services, processes (...)” (p. 88).
Living Systems Culture: “Explores living-systems-thinking applied to organizations
and communities and incorporates pioneering schools of thought relevant to exploring
the organization-as-living-system” (p. 89).
Living Systems Being: “Explores our physiological, emotional and psychological
nature and the qualities and practices we need as leaders to adapt, develop and
flourish amid fast-paces business climes while tending towards harmony with nature
within and around us” (p. 90).

Lastely, as a side note for later understanding, Storm and Hutchins (2019) also draw
inspiration from the so-called Rhythm of Life present in the figure eight (see pictured
the Rhythm of Life): “The seasons of life are at the very heart of nature’s wisdom. We
see this everywhere we turn - the ebb and the flow of tides, the cycles of the moon,
the sun, the seasons, death and rebirth, and rest and regeneration” (p. 109). They
further state these cycles can occur over shorter or longer periods of time moving
through phases of breaking down and breaking through (p. 111). In business, Storm
and Hutchins (2019) say this process can be seen in a product's life “seeing it through
phases of continuous adaptation, learning, renewal and reconfiguration” as well as in
creative ideation and innovation (p. 110). As for the leaders themselves. Storm and
Hutchins (2019) state,
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Each cycle can open us up to a deeper
connection within ourselves and with
our surroundings. (...) These cycles of
death and rebirth within our psychology
are vital for the emergence of our
authentic selves. The more conscious
we learn to become of our own rhythms
and cycles of psychological growth and
renewal,

the

more

effective,

compassionate and authentic we can become as leaders (p. 112).

The Leadership DNA model and the Rhythm of Life model both heavily draw on
inspiration in regards to how life works; that being nature (ecosystems), our bodies
etc. Therefore we find it important to end this Regenerative Leadership part with an
introduction to these life principles.

Principles of life
Storm and Hutchins (2019) and Holliday (2016) have both discovered frameworks to
show how life works, as life needs to be understood for us to steward it - especially
when seeking to move toward living, regenerating organizations. Holliday (2016)
states,
We don't really understand what we’re looking at or why some things work and
others don’t. Once we understand the basic patterns, though, things become
clearer. We are no longer befuddled. We see the patterns easily and
everywhere. And we can act as more effective stewards of those systems. This
is the value of pointing out a set of simple patterns common to all living systems,
including organizations, economies and communities (p. 19).

Based on research founded in biology and research practice in her own garden work
(amongst others), Holliday has put forward four properties that characterizes how life
organizes and what it consists of. These factors are: divergent parts, a pattern of
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relationships, a convergent whole, and lastly self-integration (Holliday, 2016, p. 2022). Similarly, Storm and Hutchins (2019) have put forward what they call seven
principles for “The Logic of Life.” Those are: life-affirming, ever-changing and
responsive, relational and collaborative, synergistic and diverse, cyclical and
rhythmical, flows of energy and matter, and living systems field (p. 100). We do not go
further into the different principles, but they are important to be familiar with, as this
new leadership paradigm has completely different sources for inspiration – nature and
life – than traditional management sources. As Holliday (2016) puts it,

With the right fertile conditions in place - the right levels of divergence and
convergence, and the right supportive structure and flow of interactions – our
organizations and communities are poised similarly to astonish us with their
self-organized wisdom, creativity and ease. This means that our most
appropriate and important role is not to tightly control the activities of our human
systems, but to cultivate the necessary fertile conditions for life to self-organize
and self-integrate within them – creating space for people to sense what is
needed, to respond wisely and effectively, and to learn and evolve both
themselves and the system. Beyond management and leadership, this is
stewarding life (p. 22).

As a catalyst for the aforementioned theories (Community of practice and
Regenerative Leadership), we have chosen to include Theory U developed by Otto C.
Scharmer from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Theory U represents the
inner and systemic awareness process that needs to happen for a transformation to
come alive.
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Theory U

Figure 10. Theory U (Scharmer, 2013, p. 22)

Theory U is a method for creating deep founded change (management) or leading
awareness-based systems change, as Scharmer describes it. “Theory U focuses on
how individuals, groups, and organizations can sense and actualize their highest
future potential” (Scharmer, 2018, p. 25). As the U indicates, this theoretical framework
seeks to explore the individual as well as collective journey down the U and back up
again, to cultivate a shift in self and systemic awareness or “Bend the beam of
observation to see the system and self” (Scharmer, 2018, p. 27). Moving through first
an open mind (curious), then open heart (compassion) and in the bottom of the U an
open will (courage). Scharmer (2018) expresses, “An open mind is the capacity to
suspend old habits of judgment – to see with fresh eyes. An open heart is the capacity
to empathize and to look at a situation through the eyes of somebody else. An open
will is the capacity to ‘let go’ of the old and ‘let come’ the new.” (p. 31).

Through journeying down the U and expanding the consciousness, Theory U shows a
framework towards “relinking the parts and the whole by making it possible for the
system to sense and see itself. When that happens, the collective consciousness
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begins to shift from ego-system awareness to eco-system awareness – from a silo
view to a systems view” (Scharmer, 2018, p. 11). At the left side of the U, Scharmer
(2018) describes how we see a world that is “disintegrating and dying (the structures
of the past)” while we on the right side see “the new mental and social structures that
are emerging now” (p. 16). Then the question is to understand the movement from left
towards right. In Scharmer’s (2018) own words the U consists of different levels, here
listed in chronological order:
Downloading: “At the beginning there is a spark of becoming aware that
moves us beyond downloading – beyond extending the patterns of the past. As
long as we operate from downloading, the world is frozen by our old mental
habits and past experiences; nothing new enters our minds. Same old, same
old” (p. 31).
Seeing: “The moment we suspend our habitual judgment we wake up with
fresh eyes. We notice what is new and see the world as a set of objects that
are exterior to us, the observers” ( p. 31).
Sensing: “The moment we redirect our attention from objects to source, our
perception widens and deepens. This shift bends the beam of observation back
onto the observer. The boundary between observer and observed opens up”
(p. 31).
Presencing: “Entering a moment of stillness, we let go of the old and connect
to the surrounding sphere of future potential. The boundary between observer
and observed collapses into a space for the future to emerge” (pp. 31-32).
Crystallizing: “As we let come and crystallize vision and intention, the
relationship between observer and observed starts to invert. Envisioning
happens from the field of the future (rather than from our ego)” (p. 32).
Prototyping: “As we enact prototypes we explore the future by doing. The
relationship between observer and observed continues its inversion. Enacting
happens from being in dialogue with the universe (rather than from our ego)”
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(p.

32).

Performing: “As we embody the new by evolving our practices and
infrastructures, the relationship between observer and observed completes its
inversion. The embodying happens from the context of the larger eco-system
(rather

than

from

the

small

‘s'

institutional

self)”

(p.

32).

On the left side of the model it says VoJ, VoC and VoF. These three abbreviations
stand for respectively Voice of Judgment, Voice of Cynicism and Voice of Fear. And
these are what Scharmer (2018) describes as the three “enemies” or three “inner
voices of resistance” for making the U-process happen (p. 33). Scharmer (2018)
elaborates,
Voice of Judgment (VoJ): “Every creativity technique starts with this
instruction: Suspend your voice of judgment. It is the critical starting point
because without it we shut down the creative power of the open mind” (p. 33).
Voice of Cynicism (VoC): “The second enemy blocks the gate to the open
heart. Let us call this the Voice of Cynicism (VoC)—that is, all emotional acts
of distancing. What is at stake when we begin to access the open heart? We
must be willing to put ourselves in a position of true openness and vulnerability
toward another, which is the opposite of distancing” (p. 33).
Voice of Fear (VoF): “The third enemy blocks the gate to the open will. This is
the Voice of Fear (VoF). It seeks to prevent us from letting go of what we have
and who we are. It can show up as a fear of losing things. Or a fear of being
ostracized. Or a fear of death. And yet dealing with that voice of fear is at the
heart of leadership today: to hold the space for letting go of the old and for
letting come, or welcoming, the new” (p. 33).

Furthermore, as a tool for making this (leadership) transition happen in the Theory U,
Scharmer (2018) amongst others points to the importance of learning deep listening
both inwards and outwards:
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Listening is probably the most underrated leadership skill. At the heart of most
examples of colossal leadership failures – which are in no short supply –
leaders are often unable to connect with and make sense of the “VUCA” world
around them; that is, a world defined by volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and
ambiguity (p. 31).

Thus, listening can really be a transformative tool also in the U process. According to
Scharmer (2018) “changing how you listen means that you change how you
experience relationships and the world. And if you change that, you change, well,
EVERYTHING” (p. 31). Therefore Scharmer (2018) has integrated this model inside
the U, where four types of listening reflect the underlying principles of the opening of
the mind, heart, and will (p. 33).

Figure 11. Theory U Listening (Scharmer, 2018, p. 32)

Scharmer (2018) describes:
Downloading: “Listening is limited to reconfirming what we already know.
Nothing new penetrates our bubble” (p. 32).
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Factual listening: “We let the data talk to us and notice disconfirming
information. Doing this requires opening the mind—that is, the capacity to
suspend our habits of judgment” (p. 32).
Empathic listening: “We see the situation through the eyes of another. Doing
this requires opening the heart: using our feelings and our heart as an organ of
tuning into another person’s view” (p. 32).
Generative listening: “We listen for the highest future possibility to show up
while holding a space for something new to be born” (p. 32).

This Theory U framework is important for our project with leaders desiring a new
leadership paradigm. Scharmer (2018), moreover, describes how he sees that we
currently live in a moment with profound change opportunities if we dare to go inwards
first, as he describes,

We live in a moment of profound possibility and disruption. A moment that is
marked by the dying of an old mindset and logic of organizing. And one that is
marked by the rise of a new awareness and way of activating generative social
fields. (...) What is being born is less clear. It has to do with shifting our
consciousness from ego-system to eco-system awareness – an awareness that
attends to the well-being of all (p. 16).
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Figure 12. Theories intertwined (Rogness & Boe Weis Jensen, 2022)

All three theories intertwine neatly (see Figure 12). We believe Wenger’s community
of practice will help us investigate the Let it Grow community thoroughly, while the
Regenerative Leadership DNA model will help us understand where the Let it Grow
community draw their logic from and especially put their focus in terms of building their
self and systemic awareness. Lastly, Theory U is the underlying current for both two
above mentioned theories to happen. The U is the individual and collective ongoing
process of an evolving (regenerative) consciousness, the deep dive needed to explore
this new paradigm.

Findings
In order to dive deep into our problem formulation: How can a community of practice
support the transformation of individuals and their work settings toward Regenerative
Leadership? we will begin with introducing the five interviewees we also call
“regenerators,” “Let it Growers”, “leaders,” and “members” of the regenerative
community of practice named Let it Grow. This presentation will be followed by the
section, Setting the scene with fieldnotes and then we present the data in the emergent
themes: Community, Sensing, Purpose, Learning, Nature, and Chrysalis.
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Introduction to the regenerators from “Let it Grow”
Louise Lykke Kronstrand
Louise is a self employed psychologist with her own
business, “Bæredygtig Bevidsthed,” where she wishes
to inspire leaders in large corporations to build a more
sustainable mindset. Previously, she worked in a
hospital practicing clinical psychology, providing therapy
and mindfulness in groups of people who were severely
disabled by physical symptoms, which doctors couldn't
find a medical, organic reason for. She worked there for
nine years before she quit three years ago. She is 43
years old and has a husband and a daughter and
together they live in a small town close to Horsens.

Ellen Elsnab
Since 2014, Ellen has been self employed in her own
company “Brand New Day”. She used to work as a
Strategic Director in an advertisement company. However,
her interest in having more sustainability projects as well
as more agency toward clients, in addition to stress and
burntout, she quit. Now her aspiration is to work with
personal development focusing on women leaders inviting
inspiration from Nordic Shamanism. Ellen has a daughter
and a husband and lives in Søhøjlandet. The past year,
Ellen has been on sick leave because she tragically lost
the baby she was pregnant with in the autumn of 2021.
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Eva Damsgaard
Eva is a self employed consultant working from a
pragmatic, constructionist point of view with leaders and
employees in different organizations. She helps them to
succeed better through diving deep into inner work,
common visions, purpose and strategy work drawing on
different ways of thinking. Furthermore, she is engaged
in the Inner Development Goals (IDG) agenda. Eva's
mantra is “you should always try to do your best” and
therefore she always meets new clients with the principle
of reverence. Eva lives in Aarhus and is a mother,
married and has a little dog.

Morten Damgaard
Ever since Morten graduated as a Master of Computer
Science from Aarhus University in 1995, he has climbed
the corporate ladder in the banking and IT industries.
However, quite recently he decided to quit his job as
Digital Advisor in a multinational IT company serving
some of their biggest clients without having any idea
where to go next. Because there was a bigger purpose
pumping in his heart, he now wishes to lean more into
sustainable thinking. He currently does that in the
company Ex3 in Skanderborg creating leadership
development game boards and courses. Morten lives in
Aarhus and has a girlfriend and they like to travel – the
latest destination was Brazil.
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Thea Lyng Thomsen
Thea is CEO of the startup Bæredygtig Herning (ie.
Sustainable Herning). Sustainable Herning is a startup,
which supports Herning's sustainable transformation
through partnerships and networks. Thea loves the
process of creating: Building, developing, and bringing
into life, especially anything that has a sustainable and
regenerative development focus. Thea is the mother of
three and has a husband and together they live on an
old farm with “approximately 120 million open projects.”

Setting the scene with field notes
On March 25, 2022, the Let it Grow group met in an old dairy production building in
Stilling, Midjutland for their second meeting since its inception. This meeting was
hosted by Morten Damgaard. The group has decided to meet four times a year, one
meeting in each season hosted by one of the members. Each session is determined
and influenced by the member hosting it, so the meetings can take different shapes
each time. The next meeting will be in Summer 2022 led by Ellen Elsnab. She said the
theme will be “spirit of the wolf.”
The group met in Morten’s office
building Ex3, which houses an open
cafe area, their office space, a meeting
room, and an activity room. The whole
place also acts as a showroom for Ex3
owner

Connie’s

home

furnishings

business. Even though the building has
been restored, the rough industrial style
has been purposely built giving it a bit
of a “New Yorker” style with raw brick walls and tiles in some places. The “Let it Grow”
group members met out in the open cafe area and greeted each other with hugs and
handshakes. Everyone took a cup of coffee or tea and headed to the meeting room.
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The Let it Growers present at the meeting were Eva Damsgaard, Heidrun Knorr,
Louise Boe Weis Jensen, Ellen Elsnab, Morten Damgaard, Louise Lykke Kronstrand,
and Thea Lyng Thomsen. After settling into chairs around a large solid wood table,
Louise Boe Weis Jensen introduced us as researchers from AAU with herself as a full
participant and Addison Hyldahl Rogness as an observer. Everyone was open to our
research and allowed us to take photos during the meeting (which will be shared in
this paper). Addison was seated at the head of the table, while the group members
including Louise sat alongside the table, three on each side.
One

member

Louise

Lykke

Kronstrand started the meeting by
leading a guided meditation. Addison
did not participate, rather taking
photos to capture the exercise. Louise
K. brought everyone’s attention to
their bodies and minds and asked
participants to feel their feet pressed
into

the

ground.

During

the

meditation, Louise K. asked, “What is
alive in you at this moment?” At the end of the meditation,vshe suggested that anyone
stretch and open up as she closes the meditation.
The meeting proceeded with a 5minute per person “What’s going on
in your life?” check-in. What people
shared suggested there was an
integration with the personal and
professional with many reflecting on
their own practices and their work.
Interest

in

how

to

make

the

Regenerative Leadership paradigm
tangible

and

explainable

to

businesses was also observed. During the meeting, the participants shared
experiences, successes, and concerns as well as asked for help and brainstormed
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ways to develop as a group and individually. Further details from the meeting will be
elaborated upon in the “Findings” section under the themes to support the findings
from the interviews, which were conducted with five of the seven participants in the
Let it Grow group meeting observed for this research.

After the check-in, the group took a break followed up by a tour of the building and an
introduction into Ex3’s models presented by the owner of Ex3 Connie. She described
the Ex3 office as “the house” and her motivation as “how can you be unique and still
fit in?” She then went on to talk about how she founded Ex3 before the Corona
pandemic hit and so they themselves hit bottom, not knowing if they will still exist. They
took the pandemic time to find a new way and in that time, they developed four models
of which they call themselves “suppliers” or “providers” rather than “consultants.” They
will teach other independent facilitators/educators how to use their models and teach
them how to use them in their own facilitation.

After the presentation and tour of the building, Louise K. led a closing guided
meditation. This time Addison took part in the meditation. By participating, both
researchers gained insight into the experience of being with the group. It was a very
calming and collective experience where everyone was together intimately. There was
a great sense of connectedness within the group through meditative practice. Toward
the end of the meditation, Louise K. asked everyone to think of a word that describes
how they feel in that moment in the group. Once we opened our eyes from the
meditation, Louise K. asked us to go around and share the word. Morten and Addison
both used the word “excited.” Eva said, “happy.” Heidrun said, “sunshine” while Louise
(researcher) said, “community.” Ellen said, “meeting” and finally, Louise K. said,
“together.”

The Themes
The following main themes came up continuously as we coded the interviews:
Community, Sensing, Purpose, Learning, Nature, and Chrysalis. Moreover, under
these main themes, sub-themes emerged, which we present below:
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Community

Sensing

Support

Misalignment

Open mind

Whole self at
work

Courage
Grow or
collapse

Purpose

Learning

New path

Discovering a
common
New leadership language
consciousness
Challenged
Regenerative
Competencies

Nature

Chrysalis

Reconnecting
to nature

Courage to
transform

Working with
seasons

Inside out
Hope for the
future

Defining
Regenerative
Finding their
own way
Table 2. Themes and sub-themes

The findings will begin with Community, as it is here where we met with the Let it Grow
leaders, followed by the movement on the Regenerative Leadership journey. It is
crucial to state that all of the themes intertwine. Hence, the structuring of the themes
in this section is for readability. For a visual overview, we have structured the findings
in a circle to journey through: We will begin with community and move clockwise (see
Figure 13). The current theme discussed will be highlighted in orange and when
finished be highlighted in green. Furthermore, we have decided to keep some rather
long quotations in the text, as we believe this is the most respectful and regenerative
way of giving voice to our interviewees. What they put words to is not meant for one
liners, but for deep dives.
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Figure 13. Journeying through the themes (Not a linear process) (Rogness & Boe Weis Jensen, 2022)

Community
As this Master’s thesis begins with the Let it Grow community, which was founded
after attending coursework about Regenerative Leadership, we will begin with diving
into the center of our problem statement, Community under which four sub-themes
emerged: Support, Open mind, Courage, and Grow or collapse.
Support
When interviewing the five leaders, we first asked about the purpose of the Let it Grow,
as we know they are all busy people with various other (professional) networks. Here,
the following words emerged: support and having each other's back on this
regenerative and inner sustainability journey.
Louise Lykke Kronstrand and Ellen Elsnab shared an almost synchronized answer,
without being in the same room and having the opportunity to coordinate. Louise K.
stated, “Supporting each other. I think, like, having each other's back. That's the one
purpose. And by that I mean just knowing that there are other people on the same
track with a similar mission” (00:44:08, Louise Lykke Kronstrand, Appendix 3.1). Ellen
shared, “I think it's support, to support each other. Yeah, we're on a similar mission...
Similar missions. I think we can support each other a lot. Help each other (00:28:35,
Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2). Thea Lyng Thomsen and Eva Damsgaard also
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respectively described the Let it Grow community as knowing you have others, with
the same missions, that you can stand shoulder by shoulder with or have each other's
back. Their descriptions are in many ways anchored in very physical and bodily
metaphors that describe a safetynet of presence and developmental relations. Thea
said,
I think it's to create a sense of a community that you stand shoulder by shoulder
and you have knowledge sharing where you can help each other to experience
and explore the practice. Really explore the practice of regenerative. So you
need someone to kind of be your buddy. It's a buddy system that we set up
(00:25:32, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).
Eva explained,
The other Louise… Louise Kronstrand and I made the first meeting, and we
talked about the purpose of this network as having someone else in your back
when you step out on these new paths, so when you create these new paths.
(...) I think the purpose is to share ideas and to have someone else… to have
a group behind you that you can share doubts with, share questions with, share
ideas with test ideas with. Become wiser together with (00:33:02, Eva
Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).
Morten Damgaard first shared that, “the community in my head, of course is to
influence each other, inspire each other” (00:35:54, Morten Damgaard, Appendix 3.3).
Morten went on and shared that he sees a high consciousness in this specific
community of people:
I think there’s a really conscious amount of people that are there. Talking about
this consciousness-unconscious stuff. All of us have this thinking that we are
willing to offer something. As I used to say, the sustainable movement is not
easy. We have to pay something (00:35:54, Morten Damgaard, Appendix).
The support and helping hand were also very present during the physical meeting that
both researchers attended at Ex3 in Skanderborg. It showed in smaller as well as
larger examples. One small example was when Heidrun Knorr asked Ellen if she could
find a word from Nordic mythology for “thrivability” as she may be writing a book about
regenerative in Danish and would like to find a fitting word. Then, Ellen told Heidrun of
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a woman to contact, she said, “She is the woman you’re looking for” (Addison’s Field
Notes, Appendix 1).

Another example was when Eva asked Heidrun about the hotel she had done research
at because she thinks it could be good to have cases to share where regenerative
works (Addison’s Field Notes, Appendix 1). Furthermore, Eva extended an invitation
for the “Let it Grow” members to an Inner Development Goals (IDG) event at Danmarks
Tekniske Universitet (DTU) on April 29, 2022, where there would be live streaming
from Stockholm, Sweden. Eva herself had begun work on making the Inner
Development Goals (IDG) into a game, which she would facilitate in practice with
people in her network (Addison’s Field Notes, Appendix 1).

The support also showed in sharing insights from work experiences and successful
cases in terms of openness towards this new regenerative paradigm. During Louise
K.’s check-in, she shared that she led a recent workshop with a big multinational about
inner sustainability, which showed her they are already “onto it.” She, however, was
seriously considering the challenges ahead for her business not only about
sustainability but also in terms of financial sustainability. She wondered aloud, “Do
they (the multinationals/ companies) know they need it (ie. a regenerative approach)?”
and “How to sell this?” Eva responded with a suggestion to gather business cases to
document the need and therefore be able to go out and sell regenerative approaches
and practices in their work (Addison’s Field Notes, Appendix 1).
Open mind
From the interviews, it became visible that the leaders greatly appreciate what they
broadly define as an open minded learning culture in the Let it Grow group. In Ellen's
interview, for example, she shared, “In many ways I think up until now I learned a lot
from listening to the others, what visions they have and what they already do, and the
ideas that flow. We are very different in what we work with and where we are in life.
So I think it's inspiring” (00:35:36, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2). She furthermore
explained how she was really inspired by Morten’s leadership development boards,
“the tools… the circles were just a very very low key inspiration, but it's actually very
helpful for me (...) (00:36:18, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2). Like Ellen, Eva also shared
this excitement for informal knowledge sharing. She told us, “I have a huge backpack
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full of methods and ideas. So I'm not sure I'm looking for more methods. I'm more
looking for insights or fellow developers of thinking” (00:41:40, Eva Damsgaard,
Appendix 3.4). She continued,

When we meet, we talk and share ideas and the first round was extremely
inspiring for me. Listen to: Where are you? What are you doing? So that's very
useful for me because that enlightens me in all those different practices and
perspectives and ways of working, and it makes me sense at a practical level
that there are so many different ways to bring this alive. Yeah, bring this out
into the world (00:42:27, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).

Thus, there is something to this openness, flow of inspiration and transparency in
terms of daring to share, also the hardships, that seeds the potential for growth
relations in the group. Thea expresses this feeling of growing and learning about the
regenerative together with all the ups and downs that will come with it. She said, “We're
trying to learn this. We're trying to implement it with all the mistakes and successes
that we have and it's just nice to have a community sense of bringing this into life”
(00:25:32, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5). Louise K. also feels that there is this
comforting space that invites you to share and coexist with all the experiences that
follow on this new path, “There is really room for both difficulties… And… I think there
would also be room for both, really celebrating yourself saying this is what I've
managed since the last time, but also saying: Oh this, it sucks. Haha.” (00:46:18,
Louise Lykke Kronstrand, Appendix 3.1).
For these reasons, we could sense during the meeting how the community helps the
leaders maintain high spirits to continue spreading the seeds even when it gets tough.
For example, Heidrun and Louise (the researcher) shared how difficult it can be to
bring the regenerative into companies. Heidrun co-developed a regenerative
leadership workshop (inspired by Storm and Hutchins) with another regenerator and
began shopping it around to company leaders in her network. She described meeting
resistance due to the regenerative being fairly new and unknown, which made it
difficult for the leaders she spoke with to understand how it fit into their business.
Furthermore, Louise shared the struggle of finding companies to work with on the topic
of regenerative leadership, citing companies responding they were busy and pressed,
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which was very ironic because the regenerative leadership paradigm addresses these
tendencies in organizations. Eva’s check-in also revealed she struggled with the
busyness of work life. She said she often feels the need to talk a lot (in reference to a
lack of silence) and stated she “needs to remember me” in the regenerative approach
(Addison’s Field Notes, Appendix 1).
Courage
From this culture of transparency and vulnerability, it can be seen how the Let it Grow
community gains the courage to try new things together and individually. Ellen stated,
I think maybe it's some of the individuals, but I think there is this energy about:
Let's try it. I love that. And I think I could learn from that because I'm very
perfectionistic and I want to (do) everything but I don't have to, I don't need to.
And it's good for me to be around people who have a more actually brave way
of just going out there (00:33:16, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
This courage also means trying and learning new things together. Eva said, “I think
just by being different in (the Let it Grow) network and meeting I will learn a lot from
the others” (00:30:10, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4). She explained her views on the
upcoming drum journey led by Let it Grow member Ellen. She said she has “felt torn
on the inside” when exploring rituals in her work because she does not want to seem
like consultants who “invent crazy stuff” (00:30:10, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).
Rather, she said,
I want my work to be based on solid studies and research and methods. And
so in that story about me it becomes new and different to join a drum trip and
understand me and I'm not saying this to judge it. I'm just saying I'm different
and it might be the perfect thing for others, but it's very new for me (00:31:10,
Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).
Despite this hesitation, she is committed to attending the drum journey in June 2022
with an open mind and heart.
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Grow or collapse
In the end, we asked the Let it Growers in what ways they think the community will
develop in the future. Because the group is still fairly new, Eva points to the uncertainty
ahead,
I don't. I don't know. I know we have agreed on meeting four times this year,
one time every season, and I don't know. I only attend network meetings if they
are full of the value, so if they develop in that way, I will continue, and if they
turn out not to do. It will, you know, dissolve (00:44:54 Eva Damsgaard,
Appendix 3.4).
Similarly, Morten succinctly said, “There's two options, either it will grow or it will
collapse. I have been into many kinds of groups over time. It takes energy to have our
community running” (00:40:04, Morten Damgaard, Appendix 3.3). But then he went on
to speak about the potential of the community,
I think we will grow to some degree with other people that are closer. It would
grow like natural networks with closest connections. I think it will always be an
open thing. If somebody takes a more leading position in it, it could be a thing
that really is something… that has annual events (00:40:04, Morten Damgaard,
Appendix 3.3).
Thea points to two things she sees the community has the potential to do. Firstly, “I
hope it's going to develop into a more personalized network on one side, where we
can share the personal growth that we have” (00:29:12, Thea Lyng Thomsen,
Appendix 3.5). She then goes on to bridge Let it Grow’s potential in greater society,
And then on the other side, I also see it as it could have a really good role as
being a network in Jutland that kind of brings regenerative more into the world
and kind of also validates it because when new ideas emerge it always needs
a base that validates it and say OK guys this is OK you can go with this, it's
good, it's good, it's not too hippie. (...) just come along with us. I see the network
as being a strong group actually that can validate it, which will help it emerge.
So the two legs I hope that it's going to stand on that (00:29:12, Thea Lyng
Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).
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In the first meeting, the winter meeting 2022, before the latest spring meeting, Louise
K., Ellen, Eva, Morten and Louise discussed the possibility of planning seminars in
relation to the different regenerative competencies anchored in the group and inviting
potential interested people to listen (Appendix 8). Ellen explained in the interview how
she really liked that idea. She said,
The idea was that we could call in people who were interested in a specific
theme within the regenerative leadership and say okay; “we have two people
who will tell you about this focus, and we have a glass and we have fun, and
we go home.” So… Spreading the word about regenerative leadership. Also
promoting each other's competences and well, meeting new people who are
attracted by this new way of leading (00:38:34, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
Ellen and Louise K., furthermore, both experience external interest in participation in
the still small Let it Grow group and the knowledge sharing that is taking place. Louise
K. explained,
I really see a potential for this growing (Ie. Let it Grow) as well, if we want that
to happen. There are so many sprouts everywhere, and people who have a
longing to… And I've heard it many times they say, oh, we should have some
kind of platform or. So if… I think if we don't do it, then it will happen somewhere
else because the need is really there. And it's powerful to connect the dots, and
in a way… I would like to see that happen so that we could invite more people
in. Find some kind of form for that. But I wouldn't want to lose what we have in
this small group so it's a dilemma (00:51:16, Louise Lykke Kronstrand,
Appendix 3.1).
Ellen, who has also participated in the Spring course in Regenerative Leadership at
Lederne because of her sudden family tragedy, similarly wishes for the Let it Grow to
further open up and invite more people in:
I hope we will decide to open up. I've..ehm.. I understand the argument that it
would be nice to be able to visit each other physically and within a reasonable
time frame, but. Actually, I know that a lot of people from this spring team would
like to be a part of the community. So I think we should open up. (00:39:30,
Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
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Before rounding off this chapter, it is important to state that the interactions at the
physical meetings are far from the only way these people meet and keep in contact.
They also meet one-on-one, spar and support each other online, for example, via
LinkedIn or through emails, etc. It is a living community where practices can also take
place in between the seasonal meetings.

Sensing

Sensing and responding to the deep-rooted need for change through personal and
professional experiences is one of the central themes for all five interviewees. Within
this theme, we have identified two subthemes: Misalignment and Whole self at work,
which will be presented respectively.
Misalignment
From the interviews, we see how all leaders have been on a quest before joining the
Let it Grow group, where they have dealt with a misalignment they have sensed in
society, especially when it comes to work culture and (personal) values. Ellen Elsnab
shared:

I think we all (ie. in Let it Grow) would love to work somewhere, where you can
be yourself. I tried to adapt too many times and I think so many people
experience that. We all have these gifts with us, but it seems like the corporate
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world is so square and you can never really fit in and be you (00:30:12, Ellen
Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
For Ellen this long term adaptation meant that she ultimately burned out from the
multifaceted pressure and decided to quit and become her own boss in Brand New
Day. Morten Damgaard also experienced this pressure in his corporate job in one of
the large banks in Denmark. Morten found himself in a space where he could not be
true to his own empathic values due to workplace compliance,
That was one of the reasons why I left the bank, because I could not…my
empathy or the way I looked at people not as human resources, but more like
human relations. Actually seeing people and being able to say okay if people…
if they had stress, if they had problems, they came to me. Also people that didn't
refer to me. The problem with that was that it was not compliant with the bank's
way of thinking. And because in the bank… in the end… if it's really tough, the
only thing you do is you press harder. And my point of view is if it's tough you
don't press harder. You will actually get more out of it if you don't press
(00:27:23, Morten Damgaard, Appendix 3.3).
Morten then went to work for a large multinational IT company. But after almost nine
years in the multinational he decided to quit that job in late Summer 2021 without
having anything else on hand. Louise Lykke Kronstrand quit her job as a psychologist
in the hospital three years ago after having worked in the sector for nine years. She
holds similar experiences in terms of having this increased feeling of something being
“off” with the system. That it lacks empathy and a sense for root causes:
I had this increasing feeling, that doing therapy or treatment in the hospital…
That it was a little bit the feeling of receiving a broken car and then we need to
fix it and then it goes off again and it drives in exactly the same way. (...) to me
a systemic problem, and sometimes I felt bad in a way that they had me
because then they could just talk to me about everything that was difficult but it
was in this private secret room that they made room for anxiety or vulnerability
or crisis and then again it was a very little with the feeling of fixing something
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that needed fixing at a much larger scale (00:02:09, Louise Lykke Kronstand,
Appendix 3.1).

Furthermore, with the help from colleagues through dialogue, Louise K. also became
aware of how the systems she was a part of not only affected her clients but also
herself in consequential ways. She explained,
I suddenly heard what I was saying. And also heard that… I think what they
also mirrored was that it wasn't… being in that system of the hospital, that it
wasn't sustainable for myself, like my own ecosystem. That it had some
consequences. I felt tired. I felt like I had to use the mental part of my brain all
the time… and fit into this system, which to me is very stiff and very hierarchical
(00:08:30, Louise Lykke Kronstrand, Appendix 3.1).

Similarly, Ellen described how challenging it has been for her to take on the role of
being her own boss in her company. She said, “I was stressed when I started my own
company. So it was not really. Hmmm. Regenerative, but my promise to myself was
that I wanted to be a good boss. So I wanted to be a good boss to myself” (00:02:01,
Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2). The regenerative paradigm and her spiritual practices
have shown Ellen how degenerative her work life has been in the past. She explains
how she still struggles with finding a balance, “And here, eight years later, I must say
I haven't really succeeded yet, so I have really realized how difficult it is to find this
balance between having a business and having a balance” (00:02:01, Ellen Elsnab,
Appendix 3.2).

Eva Damsgaard also recently became a self employed consultant. In her own
experience, she has transformed her work life to be more regenerative. Eva said, “The
match between how work is organized and what we need… Is increasingly out of date.
It doesn't match. And how can we work with that?” (00:53:55 Eva Damsgaard,
Appendix 3.4). She goes on to say we need, “not just work lives, but big lives where
we can thrive. Then we need to design them actively. We need managers and leaders
to be aware of how they design workplaces” (00:54:39 Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).
Eva herself has taken on the task of creating her own work life to transform from a
desert to an oasis. By that she explains how it is very easy for her to make her work
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life a desert by busying herself with tasks and not making time for reading, being
creative with her educational programs, and taking time to care for her home life. To
make her oasis, she says she is very strict with her calendar to make the proper time
for what is important. She further describes how her oasis work life should feel: “When
you enter into this, the air makes you feel fresh and you recharge just by breathing
that air in and sometimes you feel comfortable in the oasis, both working hard and
relaxing in the hammock” (00:24:08, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).
Whole self at work
Thus, all Let it Growers expressed, in various ways, a wish to be able to bring their
whole selves to work and build energizing work lives. From Thea Lyng Thomsen’s own
experience as well as working with various companies, she has experienced the same
trends of hanging values and emotions by the door when entering the workplace,
which has created a separation of the inner and outer amongst others. She realized
this after being exposed to different cultures. She explained:
I think part of it is our context. We're in Denmark, we're not comfortable with
bringing ourselves to work. We like to park that at the door. (...) I have a large
collaboration with Mexican companies that I have had for many years. And
when I work with them, they're just like free thinking. It's just everything is your
person, it's your spirituality. It's your project. It's just one big party, and they're
much more comfortable with being in a place where you are both personal and
professional and in Denmark we are not. We are not. We'd like to be
professional and just close the door to our personal lives. So I think it's definitely
a cultural context (00:41:18, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).
Eva also talks about how she now sees the importance of respecting feelings as part
of being human and being able to show emotion at work, she said, “(...) we do not just
need machines coming to work. We need human beings coming to work in order to
change these awful statistics showing us how much stress there is, how many people
struggle with mental illnesses or mental uncomfort” (00:48:20 Eva Damsgaard,
Appendix 3.4).
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Purpose

From sensing a need for change through the different work/life circumstances all the
interviewees describe a quest they are on for the purpose to change the status quo
and a genuine wish to do good in this world for the people, planet, and themselves.
Two sub-themes of Purpose, New path and New leadership consciousness, will be
presented hereunder.
New path
For three of the interviewees (Ellen, Louise K. and Morten) work/life imbalance
specifically manifested in taking action for a more sustainable work life, two of them
as self employed and one in another job setting. Morten Damgaard explained,
There was some bigger purpose pumping in my heart. So I actually decided to
quit (the multinational IT company) to lean myself into a kind of sustainable
thinking. So I just quit my job without having any idea where to go. That was
actually terrifying. September last year was the first time since I was 13 years
old that I didn't have a monthly salary… So zero income that was terrifying
(00:04:48, Morten Damgaard, Appendix 3.3).
Since quitting, Morten has joined Ex3 and inspires from the Regenerative Leadership
paradigm,

where

they

have

developed

leadership

and

educational

tools

(www.ex3vision.com/modeller/) and programs for supporting the sustainable transition
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from a management perspective. Louise Lykke Kronstrand made the same move as
Morten, just three years ago, quitting her job in the hospital without completely knowing
what would come next. She shared,
So I quit my job and I didn't know what to do. I didn't know… I didn't have
another position… and then sustainability, this agenda became more and more
important to me. It has always been important, but I think becoming a mother,
because I got pregnant after I quit my job, made it feel very important… that I
needed to have the feeling that the hours that I spent in my job was contributing
in a positive way to the sustainability agenda (00:04:45, Louise Lykke
Kronstrand, Appendix 3.1).
Louise K. now runs Bæredygtig Bevidsthed where she does workshops on
mindfulness and sustainable consciousness. Ellen Elsnab also felt this deep rooted
wish for more meaning in her old corporate job in the advertising agency, “I think we
all just want to belong… to feel like we can belong and a lot of us are not in that big
corporate company. We work for ourselves and I think we're going to see a lot more
of that in the future” (00:30:44, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2). In her old job, she first
tried to attract more sustainable clients to build this purposeful work herself, which she
also succeeded well with, but on that path she discovered that something was not
working. She explained:
It was not a life balance. I didn't know that then, but I just knew that I wanted to
work with something that was more meaningful to me. So I tried for.. well, the
last two years I was there. I tried to attract companies and projects within
sustainability. And we succeeded very well and well… Some ways, but it was
still not the real thing because it was not my company and I could not change
the whole agency. But I realized that I had to move because otherwise I would
feel very, very sad and ill (00:01:15, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
In her current work phase of development, Ellen connects inspiration from various
sources such as the Regenerative Leadership paradigm, Nordic shamanism,
conscious leadership and spirituality. By connecting these elements she hopes to
develop a 1:1 leadership coaching business for women.
In her business, Eva Damsgaard is a process consultant who helps leaders and
managers strategically approach their common purpose or vision to succeed. She
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works with fearlessness in organizations and draws on different ways of thinking to
help her clients. She draws inspiration from many so-called “thinkers” such as Robert
Keegan, Deepak Chopra, Jennifer Garvey Berger, and now Laura Storm to gather
insights. Specifically with the Regenerative Leadership paradigm, she said,
I think there is so much insight from this regenerative field that the world needs.
And it supports my systemic background very well. Laura also refers to Deepak
Chopra, and he's the author of one of the very famous books on systemic
approach to organizational development. And in some way this approach, and
she stretches this idea connecting climate, the world, as a context to
organizations. So I think it broadens that perspective (00:43:31 Eva
Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).
This connection amongst the world, ecosystem and organizations is also at the heart
of Thea Lyng Thomsen’s upbringing and work. With influence from her parents as
social workers working with challenged groups of young people in the local society,
she sees the green transition as a way to also do a social transition.
Seeing those two societies or communities trying to live together… trying to
coexist… I always had these values with me that they should be merged and
you should take care of the ones who are on a very destructive track in their life
and you need to take care of that within the community (00:07:12, Thea Lyng
Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).

Furthermore, Thea described how her upbringing in a conventional farming
environment with two parents doing social work impacted her regenerative compass,

There was also a picture of exploiting the land. And then we had the social side
that was also kind of in a non positive regenerative state. Those two kind of
became my poles and the picture of what was wrong in society and what was
wrong in the way that we connected to the land… and used the land well. So I
think that's the poles that kind of set me on this track. And I always felt like… I
won't say the outsider, but definitely someone with another focus and another
look, another gaze into how I valued the society that I was also part of (00:09:02,
Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).
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As Thea early on saw the potential in working locally, this has become part of her
sustainable and regenerative purpose as CEO in Bæredygtig Herning. She explained,
I always like to manifest in a local setting, because I really think that the local
settings and being local is what can give us speed when we talk about
sustainability and when we talk about regenerative. I see it as an absolute factor
that we need to bring into our work to speed up the transition from a more
conventional way of working, doing production, doing businesses toward
transitioning to a more sustainable, more regenerative way of living and working
and doing business. My mission is to build these local platforms because they
give us the speed that we need in order to transition (00:01:57, Thea Lyng
Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).
New leadership consciousness
In her current work, as CEO in Bæredygtig Herning, Thea sees this shift in leader
consciousness toward a more purpose driven motivation also in her line of work with
leaders. She says, “I'm seeing a lot of leadership, management level people,
connecting their own purpose, their own values to the company values to society
values. So this connection between the individual and the company and our society, I
think that is going faster these years” (00:37:04, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).

Similarly, Eva also experiences this transition in her work with managers. Feelings and
inner work seems to win space in the corner offices,
With the managers that I work with investigating their inner systems, their inner
beliefs, their inner values… their inner. (...) and doing speeches for managers.
They all nod when I say: We used to have a saying that we could… that you
should leave your feelings with your jacket before you enter the office or, you
should leave them at home because feelings are private and.. you.. your private
self belongs in your home, right? (00:46:37, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).
Thea further described how these new expectations of the workplace and that you
should be able to bring your whole self. Here, she clearly sees a breakthrough through
talking with other leaders, “You're understanding that I want to be part of a company
and I want to lead and run a company that's in alignment with my own value set. And
most people actually have a value set that is doing good. They just normally hang it
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by the door when they come to work and they kind of separate this private part from
the professional part of their life” (00:37:04, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5). But
Thea clearly expressed how she is seeing this rather mechanistic mentality losing its
hold in the workplace, “Now they're starting to see; ‘okay, I'm not going to hang my
private values by the door when I come to work’ (...)” (00:37:04 Thea Lyng Thomsen,
Appendix 3.5). She furthermore told how she sees the shift in the individual leader’s
mindset is reflected positively into the company and in the end benefitting the societal
level. “That is moving quite a lot these years” (00:37:04, Thea Lyng Thomsen,
Appendix 3.5).

Learning

As this network originally was initiated based on participation in Regenerative Pioneer
Laura Storm’s course at Ledernes KompetenceCenter, learning naturally and quickly
appeared as a theme. But in a broader context than solely the Regenerative
Leadership theoretical course. For this group of people, learning, development, and
curiosity in regards to evolving in work/ life are key elements - and also one of the
reasons this group of people meet. Although it might still be too early to tell, Eva
Damsgaard expressed the following about the Let it Grow community, “Uhhh, I think
it's too early to say a lot about the culture yet,… But then again, I can already say, I
think it's a kind of a learning culture. A developmental learning and developmental
culture (...) (00:35:54, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4). Under the main theme
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Learning, we have presented some key related data to their learning journey:
Discovering a common language, Challenged, Regenerative competencies, Defining
Regenerative, and Finding their own way.
Discovering a common language
For several of the leaders, finding Laura Storm and Giles Hutchins’ book Regenerative
Leadership (2019) has given them a language to express what they have sensed and
seen in other methodologies. Thea Lyng Thomsen explained,

I think it's only a couple of years ago, I started kind of feeling that I saw a new
vocabulary arising, and it was something that I've been looking for that kind of
tied a lot of things together. So before that I had a lot of methodology. There
was a bit from here, open innovation… a bit here from something native
knowledge about here… and a bit all over the place and they kind of just picked
whatever I thought was appropriate for the given situation. (...) It was a big wish
for me to actually find a language for what I was trying to communicate to my
businesses… or to the ones that I was trying to transform (00:11:54, Thea Lyng
Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).
Then a couple of years ago, Thea started seeing a vocabulary sprouting that was
connecting much of her own separated methodology that she was working from. She
said, “So if I have to point to somewhere where I saw it the first time, being really
brought together, I would say it was Laura (ie. Storm) actually, yeah definitely
(00:11:54, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5). Louise Lykke Kronstrand had a similar
experience as Thea when she discovered Storm and Hutchins’ book; “I think it helped
me to find that book from Laura that she had sort of conceptualized it into something
more concrete. So I read that book and then I realized that she had this education, the
Regenerative leadership. And I signed up” (00:15:01, Louise Lykke Kronstrand,
Appendix 3.1).
It brought great excitement for Ellen Elsnab, as she dove into Storm and Hutchins’
book as well as Laura Storm’s course:
The ancient wisdom is a very important part of it (ie. for me), and that's why I
was so excited. I sat here on the online session: ‘Yaaaay!’. Because it was like;
‘wow, there is a match’. It's not only in my head… Actually, it is something that
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they have seen, that they have worked with, and they put it in the book. I.. I
think that's… I'm very excited about that. OK, you can hear that. Hahaha
(00:17:01, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
She goes on to state the importance of the “legitimacy” of combining grounded
research with old wisdom creating something brand new, “I think that's very important,
because I think having that ancient wisdom put together with very modern actually
avant-garde theory for organizations. That's cool, yeah. I love that” (00:17:26 Ellen
Elsnab, Appendix 3.2). It was also initially Ellen who convinced Morten Damgaard to
attend the course, as she saw it would be interesting for him.
Challenged
In contrast to the others, Eva expressed a more critical eye toward Storm’s work, “I
actually consider myself pretty critical.” (00:09:03, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).
Despite her initial hesitation, a friend of Eva’s suggested she consider reading the
book Regenerative Leadership, for which she began her journey with Regenerative
Leadership like the others and took a step further. Eva likes to meet and participate in
courses by the thinkers that she draws inspiration from in her work, so she thought,
“Okay, if I'm going to use approaches, methods, theories, ways of working, it's always
good for me to meet these people live. I've met Robert Kegan, Kenneth Gergen,
Jennifer Garvey Berger. (...) I've met a lot of important thinkers, (...) and for that reason
I can use their work differently than if I just read their books (00:08:03, Eva Damsgaard,
Appendix 3.4). In this way, she decided to embark on the Regenerative Leadership
journey together with amongst others the other four leaders in this paper. Here, she
began opening up and was challenged in her own prejudices, “I met some of my…
Some of the prejudice I could find in myself. You know. Oh is it too…(silence) too far
away from my approach in some ways (00:10:32, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).
Regenerative competencies
During the interviews with the Let it Grow leaders, we asked them to rate their own
regenerative competencies. We asked the following question – together with handing
them a piece of paper with a line from 1 to 10: Where would you position yourself on
an imaginary line between beginner and expert on regenerative leadership? This gave
us an impression on their own thoughts in regards to skill sets, as well as where they
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excel and where they see room for improvement: Eva put herself between 6 and 8,
Louise K. at 6, Thea placed her and Bæredygtig Herning at a four, Morten at 6 or 7
and Ellen rated herself at three in her professional life but 10 in private life (see
Appendix 5 for pictures). The informal task gave some interesting insights as there
appears to be a split between finding it rather intuitive working privately with
regenerative principles versus the hardships of bringing the new learnings into
workplaces. Louise Lykke Kronstrand, for example, said,

In a way, I feel like everything that I'm reading I know already. That it is so much
in line with what… how I'm already thinking. And so I think it's very natural for
me to think in that way and that I've been doing that for a long time. But then
this operational path. Like translating it into the reality of companies or finding
ways to actually make it alive out there. That's more like a process that I feel
like I'm a beginner at that level still. So it's a mix (00:23:20, Louise Lykke
Kronstrand, Appendix 3.1).
Ellen also described an inner familiarity with all the concepts of the regenerative, as
well as the hardships of translating it into the business world and allowing time for
integration:
Yeah, I would put it on three, I think. Because at some point I think I'm an expert
because I live this, but on another level I think this takes practice. This takes
experience. This takes time. I'm not going out saying; ‘Hey I can run a
regenerative process in your organization’ right away. No. I'm not going out like
that, because I don't think it's a system. I don't think it's… I don't think people
are ready yet… and still we don't have the time to wait but. Uhm, I think in
private I'm on a 10 because I really, deeply understand the regenerative. The
regenerative life mission you could say.. life view. But on a professional level
I'm just a beginner (00:13:45, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
Thea rated her startup, Bæredygtig Herning, and her regenerative competencies
together, as they intertwine and she sees herself as the main driver for this integration.
She shared, “I would give us a four, because it's (ie. regenerative) very much living
with me, because I'm trying to adopt this new language and this new way of working”
(00:14:26, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5). In this process she states the
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importance of trial and error and allowing time for emergence as well as co-creation
and not wanting to force the regenerative on her employees. She continues,
I have many trials and errors going on within the team but we don't have a full
vocabulary. We don't have anything set in procedures or anything like that yet
and part of it is that we're also a startup and I brought this team together and
just trying to kind of have everyone settle in with their own and trying to actually
be respectful of that they come with every kind of knowledge, any kind of
visions. I want to make room for them as well, doing Sustainable Herning and
bringing that into life also as what they could envision it as - and it not only being
my vision. Yeah, but that also means that I'm not going to say; ‘Sustainable
Herning is going to be a regenerative association’. Point fact. Yeah, and that's
also something that I've been debating with myself whether I should or
shouldn't, but for now, my choice at least is to kind of let it form within itself
(00:14:26, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).
From the answers, it becomes visible that regenerative leadership is not perceived as
a plug-and-play paradigm. The leaders describe a need to allow time for integration in
personal life to bring it further into the workplace. Morten Damgaard shared how he
has been through a behavioral and consciousness shift, “I would say something
around 6-7 around. (...) So in my head, it doesn't mean that I don't have a long path to
go (...). I actually think the last piece is the longest journey. Uhm, but there's many,
many things that I can see in people's behavior that I would say that I moved myself
to a much more conscious place” (00:22:27, Morten Damgaard, Appendix 3.3). A little
later Morten underbuilds this consciousness point in relation to the group and also in
relation to being willing to sacrifice, he explains,
I think there’s a really conscious amount of people that are there (ie. in the Let
it Grow). Talking about this consciousness/ unconscious stuff. All of us have
this thinking that we are willing to offer something. As I used to say, the
sustainable movement is not easy. We have to pay something (00:35:54,
Morten Damgaard, Appendix 3.3).
Defining Regenerative
Furthermore, we also invited all five Let it Grow leaders to define what Regenerative
means to them. We did so, as we believe it is important to understand which aspects
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that are especially interesting to them, but also to understand how they put words to
these quite complex ideas. Here is what they individually said (some answers have
been trimmed, for full length see Appendix 6):

Eva Damsgaard
“If I should explain it in a one liner, I would say: Making cultures, organizations,
environments where you leave more than you take… At all levels. That's the
one liner. And then I would add; drawing on the logic of life, drawing on the
intelligence of nature, drawing on history, as well insights in history using nature
in your actual work - Is part of what I understand as a regenerative approach”
(00:09:18, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 6).
Thea Lyng Thomsen
“For me, regenerative is to keep a nourishing self cycle. That it nourishes itself.
Whether it will be soil, or it's a person and their own personal leadership, or it's
a team. It needs to be self nourishing. So it kind of restores itself. Whereas
sustainability for me is maybe a step on the way. It's a step on the way towards
self nourishment. But it's not necessarily creating a full circle or a circle that has
a more positive output, so it doesn't necessarily give back, it just keeps it in a
good loop. So it's a step on the way” (00:10:13, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix
6).
Ellen Elsnab
“I think for me personally it's very closely related to this process that I'm in in
my own life. I felt so drained and I didn't know before it was too late, and I have
the greatest respect for the resources now, my inner resources. For many years
I have focused on.. well.. the climate and those resources. But now I realize
that… what I knew intellectually before, I now know personally and very innerly.
I know that if I don't take care of my own inner resources, I cannot help the outer
agenda in sustainability. I need to be in balance before I go out and try to do
that job. So to me it means balance I would say” (00:08:35, Ellen Elsnab,
Appendix 6).
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Morten Damgaard
“It means coming back to where we came from, in terms of especially the
relationship we have with nature. It means that we should have respect for the
female and the male way of thinking so that the duality should be clear. It means
recycling. It's a way of being in the world for different individuals more than
when you say, ‘I should go back to where we came from’. It wasn't good either,
because there was lots of harassment there. The male in the top and the female
underneath… that it was not a regenerative thing. It was regenerative in terms
of nature and respect for the native, but not in terms of the people, in my head”
(00:14:52, Morten Damgaard, Appendix 6).
Louise Lykke Kronstrand
“I think two things. One is putting the whole of the ecosystem in the center of
everything… like the thriving of the ecosystem, nature. Including us ourselves.
That needs to be the center of decisions and systems… and yeah, everything.
And I think for me, it's easy to think that way because nature has always been
a very important part of my life. And I've always felt very connected with nature.
So, I think for me it's very natural to think; ‘no it's not human beings and our
wants and needs that should be the center of things, it should be nature and
we are part of nature’. That also means people. So that's one thing and the
other thing, I think at the human level there's room for wholeness. Like the
whole human being. And I think that all the stress… and people are stressed,
depressed, suicidal, different physical diseases as well more and more are
picking up, that it is a sign that there is not enough room for the like the whole
human being” (00:09:49, Louise Lykke Kronstrand, Appendix 6).
Based in their diverse answers, it is clear many are developing their own
understanding and relation to the Regenerative Leadership paradigm. Each individual,
furthermore, shared their reflections in finding their own way on the Regenerative
Leadership journey, which will be presented in the following section.
Finding their own way
All five interviewees are currently working on finding their own way with the
regenerative drawing on inspiration from the course, the Let it Grow group and
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everything in between. For Eva, the Regenerative Leadership paradigm ignited her
own inner process of alignment. She explained,

Participating in the course made me understand better: What is it actually? And
I also met some of my own values and beliefs. And so, from participating in the
course I needed to do my own work with it, sense in my inner system, how can
I work with this in ways that are well integrated into what I do and what I believe
in as a professional human being (00:11:20, Eva, Appendix 3.4).

Eva furthermore concludes,
I do not copy Laura's words and spread them further out into the work that I do.
I would rather say I draw on the logic and I draw on the ideas and I try to merge
it into… Ways of working with managers and organizations. Because I think
there is so much insight from this regenerative field that the world needs. And
it supports my systemic background very well” (00:13:22, Eva Damsgaard,
Appendix 3.4).
Furthermore, Eva sees the perfect match between current work with the Inner
Development Goals initiative and views this as a practical approach for how to work
with the regenerative. Like Eva, Morten also explains how he sees that he would need
to reconfigure the models from the course for it to fit his approach, he said, “I think the
biggest challenge with Laura's model is that step stone is so far from where you are
right now… unless you really have invested in that thinking. That mountain you have
to climb before you get started is too heavy in my head” (00:13:45, Morten Damgaard,
Appendix 3.3). Morten went on to show the Ex3 model for leadership and
organizational development, where there are more aspects one can develop, which
makes the feeling of improvement and success more tangible. He thereby hopes that
it can motivate people to continue instead of being overwhelmed by the process of
“doing better.” Morten went on,
We have two questions for each dimension, is it personal development? Is it a
human relation? Is it team development? Is it business development? Is it an
organization? So what is your domain, what's your biggest domain problem?
So start there. (...) The best thing is actually to listen and then recommend that
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you should actually start with your organization, maybe. And then leave the rest
out. Too much information is too much (00:13:45, Morten Damgaard, Appendix
3.3).
Similarly Ellen expressed that she would also need to create her own process with the
models from the course and the book in order to make them fit her approach,
I think the regenerative tools, if you can talk about that, the DNA assessment,
for example I think… Uh, if I should work with them I think they would need
some… I would need to make them mine somehow because my focus is where
I can bring the most value - in living systems culture, and living systems being
is definitely where I should be (00:15:07, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
With the inspiration from Laura’s course and the Living Systems Being in the DNA
assessment from the book Regenerative Leadership, Ellen is thinking about how she
can thrive and how to combine nature and business. She is currently working on
incorporating nordic shamanism, storytelling, and leadership into her new venture
(Addison’s Field Notes, Appendix 1). Thus, the leaders are all exploring the potential
of the knowledge from the course and using it authentically for themselves which is a
learning.
This winter Thea signed up for Laura Storm’s new year long international journey, as
she truly wishes to invest herself in the integration and learning of the regenerative
within herself, the community and the world:
I also took or signed into the year course with Laura because I wanted both: I
wanted to learn more. I wanted to have an entire year of going into depth with
it, and I also wanted to give my support and my contribution to bringing it into
the world and that's so I see it two fold. You both by going in and supporting it.
You also support whatever theme it is, in this case regenerative into being
manifested into the world. I could also just have not signed into either of them
and then the group and the amount of effort being done to bring regenerative
into life would have been less. So shoulder by shoulder I really believe in that
(00:26:15, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).
While Thea is attending a new course format, Heidrun Knorr explained during her
check in at the latest Let it Grow meeting, that she has tried to develop a workshop
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with a fellow regenerator – a woman who did not participate in the Lederne course.
Heidrun described the workshop using her background in horticulture (hands on the
earth and plants) and takes inspiration from Laura Storm’s session on using
metaphors to speak about organizations. She said “We love it… one day somebody
will love it” when explaining how difficult it was to sell to companies (Addison’s Field
Notes, Appendix 1). Through these examples, the findings indicate the Regenerative
Leadership practice is still very much a work in progress and continual process of
learning for the Let it Growers as they work to bring it into the world and work.

Nature

Nature is a principal inspiration of the Regenerative Leadership paradigm. Not only
the human nature relationship but the notion that humans are nature. Therefore, it was
not a surprise when nature emerged as a theme for all interviewees in different
variations. The line between the themes learning and nature, therefore, are blurry in
our point of view, but we find it important to keep nature as its own theme. For the
participants, giving attention to their relationship with nature and their understanding
of it provides them with a greater systemic awareness around inner, outer and
ecosystemic awareness. The following sub-themes will be presented: Reconnecting
to nature and Working with seasons.
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Reconnecting to nature
Louise Lykke Kronstrand explained, “Nature has always been a very important part of
my life, and I've always felt very connected with nature. So I think for me it's very
natural to think: ‘no it's not human beings and our wants and needs that should be the
center of things, it should be nature and we are part of nature’” (00:10:21, Louise Lykke
Kronstrand, Appendix 3.1). She further went on to explain how having this perspective
shapes her outlook on her role working with leaders and employees within
organizations,

I have to instead be thinking; let me be like a servant of nature and then I'll
make the conditions for something to happen and develop in the interaction
with the people that I need. With their wisdom and... So it's another way of doing
it that I'm still… Yeah, it's yeah… Exploring (00:21:19, Lykke Kronstrand,
Appendix 3.1).

Morten Damgaard also attributed his relationship with nature and spirituality on the
road toward regenerative. He explained,

I could see I was really conscious if I meditated, I had my empathy for other
people. Yeah, the way I was in the world was really interesting and I had a
sense of happiness just by being really conscious of what I was looking at and
also going into nature living out there, sleeping out there. So that was kind of
the first regenerative thinking I had, you can say (00:18:36, Morten Damgaard,
Appendix 3.3).
Many more could – with great benefits – turn to nature for reconnection with their inner
selves, according to Ellen Elsnab. Ellen recalled an exercise she experienced along
with other participants at a sustainable leadership conference where Laura Storm was
a keynote speaker. She recalled,
(Laura Storm) performed this very, very short meditation. “Imagine a place
where you can just relax and be yourself.” And then in the end she asked, where
did you go? How many of you were in nature? And almost everyone said, “yeah
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we were”. And I think that's a very, very smart way of making everybody realize
that nature is a place for us to reconnect with ourselves, but maybe people don't
go there, but in their fantasy in the imagination they can (00:10:25, Ellen
Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
Working with seasons
Rooted in nature’s wisdom, approaching personal and professional life with a seasonal
or cyclical rhythm (as described in the Rhythm of Life from Storm and Hutchins, 2019)
resonated with many of the Let it Grow members. Eva Damsgaard said, “The seasons
have made me understand that on a daily, weekly, monthly basis, I and the people I
work with all need winter, all need spring, all need summer, all need autumn”
(00:18:55, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4). The concept of wintering resonated with
her deeply,
The difference it makes for me is accepting that I too need winter… because
it's you know getting back to society's outer systems inner systems I think I and
many others have been brainwashed with this industrial society logic and this
ever optimizing logic where we can push ourselves further and further
(00:19:15, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).

Eva further explained an important realization she made during a nature walk at a
seminar she attended, “I realized through that nature walk that I needed to recharge
myself. I needed to give myself exactly the same value and respect that I give others.
It's like I'm not just a machine helping others with this. In order to stay fresh, healthy,
lively, skillful, powerful and full of energy, I cannot just use myself as a machine”
(00:21:54, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4). During the check-in time of the Let it Grow
meeting, Ellen explained how she has been in a long winter period after experiencing
stress and anxiety. But she said now “It’s spring” and she is “seeing more light” with
her regenerative routines. During the interview, she further explained her process
moving toward something new:

In the past six months I've been on sick leave. So I had a lot of time to, let's say,
regenerate myself, gain new resources. I had a burnout. So the process is very
closely linked to many of the things we have been through in regenerative
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leadership… I have worked with finding my own power again re-finding myself
by being in nature. More than before I loved being in nature since I was a child,
but I also lived in the city (...) (00:04:15, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
Ellen described how she missed being in nature, with nature and not just having to go
out to be in nature to go back home in the city. She now lives in nature in Søhøjlandet.
And for the past six months, she told us that, “I have had a really strict discipline of
being in nature, winter bathing every morning (00:04:15, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
These examples, therefore, suggest self-care is important for the regenerators as they
explore regenerative practices in nature.
The concept of cycles (ie. seasonal) was also an important learning for Thea Lyng
Thomsen in terms of her work in the startup phase where often there are many tasks
and few resources. She believes “wintering” is important for the team to experience.
Part of this process has been developing how her team does wintering (ie. how they
understand it and feel about it) and that it is okay to be in “winter” so to speak. In
practice, Thea has begun to introduce small mediations at their Friday morning
meetings. She described the meeting,
We're kind of sitting in a circle saying OK, we're just going to quiet down now.
Just going to be here together with all that we are and allowing the personalprofessional to kind of be a bit blurry and say OK, we're just going to go around
now and say, what is filling for them now? Are you filling up? Are you emptying
out? Where are you? In which space are you? And just taking just a small round
saying where we are now as with the persons that we are part of this team
(00:21:01, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).
Although she admits, some of her team take to the meditations very easily while others
are quite uncomfortable with it, she says then it is important to be respectful and to
listen. Furthemore, in Thea’s work she believes being a local actor immersed in the
local environment is important for making decisions toward coexisting with the
surrounding environment and nature areas. Due to legislation demands on land use,
CO2 storage targets, and security of biodiversity targets, she said,

The square meters that we have available to reach all these targets are finite,
so how do we create the coupling between all these targets so that we actually
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reach them and that needs to be at a local level and create a local solution that
works for it because we can't reach them. If we were to reach all targets with
single line use of land, we don't have enough land. Pure and simple, so we
need to fight to figure out which can coexist and which can not coexist
(00:05:19, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).

On an endnote, the seasons have also been an inspiration for how the regenerators
designed the Let it Grow meetings to meet once per season, which in Denmark,
includes autumn, winter, spring and summer. The next meeting in Summer 2022, will
be led by Ellen Elsnab in the forest by a lake near her home. She will host a drum
journey out in nature, which will be a first for many of the Let it Grow community.

Chrysalis

This final theme we have decided to call Chrysalis, which refers to “a moth or butterfly
at the stage of development when it is covered by a hard case, before it becomes an
adult insect with wings” (Cambridge Dictionary). We have chosen to use the word
chrysalis as a metaphor to show the unknown, courageous stage we currently see the
leaders are in between worlds: the old familiar world and the new, potential world.
Furthermore, within Chrystalis, three subthemes emerged: Courage to transform,
Inside out, and Hope for the future, which will be presented next.
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Courage to transform
Both Ellen Elsnab and Morten Damgaard attribute a great part of their willingness to
go into the unknown to courage. Ellen says, “It always takes a lot of courage to be
vulnerable. (…) It is a very, very vulnerable place to be when you are in a change in
the transformation” (00:44:05, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2). She acknowledges the
challenge and why it is hard for many people to step into the metamorphosis, she told,
Many people choose not to transform, and they choose to go with what they
know and they don't expand their life view and they don't see the full potential
of others. They don't see the full potential of the organization, so they stick to
what they know. But taking that giant leap over the threshold and saying okay,
we need to change. So how can we do that in a way where we also have
ourselves with… can we say that? And be sustainable. How can we make that
change? Well, it starts with you, dear leader, and I think that's where many
leaders lack courage (00:44:25, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
Morten also addressed this need for courage in leadership within organizations as he
described the relationship with losses and gains during change:
So the problem is… this is the challenge if you (CEO) were hired here. This is
your period of hiring, let's say as a CEO. Then you have a huge problem
because in your period what happened because we did a huge change but we
didn't earn any money? So the leadership needs to have courage. (00:55:23,
Morten Damgaard, Appendix 3.3).
In Morten’s eyes, courage is the biggest opportunity and struggle for a change process
towards more sustainable workplaces and in the end sustainable world. Because
taking chances will show in the finances and most companies primarily want good
news, doing something new requires facing fears which can be a real hurdle, according
to Morten,
So, I listed courage as the biggest thing. You need to face your fear. You need
to be conscious of that. You cannot expect that you will have this kind of curve
(pointing to exponential growth). This is your expected earnings. This is your
reality (decline in earnings before gain in earnings). So you can say that that's
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why it's so hard because you need to have that courage (00:55:23, Morten
Damgaard, Appendix 3.3).
For context, Morten likened the main organization to a “hairball” (in reference to
Orbiting the Giant Hairball: A Corporate Fool's Guide to Surviving with Grace by
Gordon MacKenzie), where organization-wide change is very difficult to achieve. From
his experience in the technical innovation field, he believes to start working on change
toward sustainability or further without great losses means to keep the organization
running while working on innovative change in what he calls “satellites.” These are
projects, literally developed and conducted in separate facilities from the main
organization. Morten explains:
So if you are a stock market, how do you explain your stock market that I’m not
producing? I'm losing some money because they are investing in the future. So
you need to be smart. For example (his former employer) did when they built
their cloud's strategy. And the same thing everybody else does. So they need
to have that (hairball) running. Just as is to keep those margins as little as
possible. (00:55:23, Morten Damgaard, Appendix 3.3).
Inside out
As seen within the regenerators, purpose and courage are important aspects
developing their regenerative leadership journey. Moreover, Morten argues change
needs to come from the inside out,
So my thinking is, if you want to make a change, that change needs to come
from the inside. So that means that, for example, one of our models here, the
“Green compass” (from his company Ex3) could actually be a starting point, so
if you think of this: How do you change your maturity or your consciousness?
In my head it's the same thing. So where are your dimensions, where you're
low, where you're high? And if you are here and ultimately, you need to be here.
What is your next step you need to take? (00:41:28, Morten Damgaard,
Appendix 3.3).
Furthermore, based on his spiritual studies and practice, Morten believes, “If people
were conscious about their behavior in the world, we will actually have a much better
life.” He went on, “So you can see my regenerative is really focused on the mindset
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because the mindset will change your behavior. So change your mindset and then
change your behavior” (00:18:36, Morten Damgaard, Appendix 3.3). Both Eva
Damsgaard and Thea Lyng Thomsed described cases, where they witnessed how an
inner shift in consciousness can create massive changes externally. An inner-outer
shift toward creating positive ripples and loops in the leaders’ environments. Thea
described her work as “negotiating new realities forward” (00:03:51, Thea Lyng
Thomsen, Appendix 3.5). She went on to say, “So I told business owners, business
leaders it's about finding the right approach, the right next steps for them to go into
this new reality” (00:03:51, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5). And when asked
about a specific example of the impact of inner transformation towards a new reality,
Thea gave a specific example she witnessed in her work, “A concrete example could
be a large scale entrepreneur who had some of his younger employees, young boys
who were kind of very much astray. And they came to him and said; ‘okay, I fucked up
big time and my life is in ruins’ and he kind of took them in” (00:32:00, Thea Lyng
Thomsen, Appendix 3.5). Thea went on and explained how this helping hand from the
leader to these young men with time became a central part of his entrepreneurial DNA.
His help extended to also more personal matters and beyond: “Finding houses, finding
someone, maybe even lending them help to clean up. Learn how to dress for work,
learn how to show up for work. And to have that kind of extended leadership that goes
way beyond” (00:32:00, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5). But the impact of these
actions did not stop at the young guys it created a positive cycle for the whole
company, Thea explained,
(...) that also kind of created a self nourishing cycle for the company and a self
understanding of the company that we're someone who helps and who
nourishes - in this case younger people - into a good way in their life and to find
their good life. And I think once he took that in, how special that was and allowed
himself to really understand that that was part of his core DNA and what that
actually did in society. Before that he was just like ‘that's just something we do’.
We do that here… just because we do that. We don't talk about it, we just fix it.
But when he kind of took it in and appreciated it, he said; ‘that is part of the
company DNA because it's part of my DNA’ (00:32:00, Thea Lyng Thomsen,
Appendix 3.5).
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Actually seeing and sensing the connection between the entrepreneur’s own values
and the company’s value made a huge impact for this specific leader. And it made him
realize his role as a local actor and how his and their work could influence the local
community in a broader sense. Thea explained,
Then they really got a different self understanding in the company of their role.
(...) And then he started looking at the outer transition. Then he started looking
at materials and we talked saying; ‘okay this material, can you do it the same
like you do with the young guys? Can you kind of put that into a good
circulation?’ And then his glasses... Now the next time I met him, he was like;
‘fuck, now I'm just seeing it everywhere. Everywhere I look I see waste that I
can put into resources’. He was like… it was just like a veil being shedded from
his eyes. And I think that came from being able to unlock that there was
something in his core DNA that had to do with revitalizing and putting into good
loops. The young guys, the younger people who were in a bad place in their life
and then it kind of just came full circle all around. So I think that's an example
where I saw… And of course this was something that developed over time, but
it was also a fairly short time and fairly few conversations that kind of put this
track into motion with him (00:32:00, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 3.5).
With this example, Thea shows how an inner shift and connection amongst values,
purpose and action can be a driving force of change. While Thea described this type
of leadership as “extended leadership,” Eva described her work as “fearless
leadership.” She described the inner work she has done with one of her clients, a
leader, who was dealing with insecurity. She explained, “it turns out that his insecurity
is not just on the inside, it's his inside meeting a system, a system of managers that
he's part of and their ways of communicating and relating” (00:50:22, Eva Damsgaard,
Appendix 3.4). By acknowledging and working with his insecurity, the leader gained
courage to lead in new ways, thus, improving his relationship with employees and the
organization. She went on,
So the more he becomes comfortable with holding that insecurity, his group
thrives. They can manage a merger where they get nine new coworkers. With
a very different perspective and culture, they can impress the organization.
They can stay healthy through Corona. He feels comfortable with putting up
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frames for them that are not the same as his co-managers do. (...) So he
becomes strong with his insecurity. Does that make sense? Because he doesn't
want to leave it or make it stay away, but because he stays with it and uses it.
That gives him extreme power. Not in the old understanding, but in living
systems understanding (00:52:01, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).
Furthermore, Louise Lykke Kronstrand put forward that she sees meditation has a
much bigger potential than we realize in terms of being a transformative tool in this
inner work. She explained,
I think meditation has really a big potential in changing… it's a very concrete
tool of expanding consciousness, thinking systemically, and becoming more
self compassionate. Also, inner diversity, if we don't know ourselves and create
room for the different parts of ourselves like I can become angry, I can feel
superior and inferior and anxious and… I can be controlling. I can be submissive
and. If we don't know ourselves in that way, I think we will project it out and
then…. It's difficult as a leader to create the conditions for diversity because we
will just find… I will find people that are like myself. (00:41:17 Louise Lykke
Kronstrand, Appendix 3.1)
Due to Ellen's sudden and tragic loss this fall, she has taken herself through deep
personal development. The inner, regenerating journey that she also sees is so crucial
for leadership to go through, because she experienced the great impact herself in her
body. She said, “I think regenerative leadership also calls for bigger ambitions (...) And
I hope that, especially male leaders, will be inspired and brave enough to open to
these visions. The wisdom in this… This way of leading yourself because they
influence so many people every day (00:41:08, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
Hope for the future
Rounding up the findings, we want to share how we – in the coding phase, after having
finished all interviews – discovered that we missed one question in our semi-structured
interview plan; Namely, asking about their big “why” for even engaging with
regenerative leadership and inner sustainability. Therefore, we reached out to all of
them in a private message on LinkedIn, asking the following:
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We know that you are deeply engaged in inner sustainability,
‘væredygtighed’, regenerative leadership, personal development etc. in
the workplace and through the work you do. But what do you hope that this
focus will bring for you, colleagues, leaders, and clients in your sphere in the
end? Why is this an important focus for you? "The bigger/ idealistic picture" so
to speak?

They all responded with the following written messages that we will leave in full length,
as this weaves all the themes beautifully together here to an end:
Louise Lykke Kronstrand
“Through my personal and professional work on "inner sustainability" and regenerative
leadership, I want to contribute to a deeper connection between human beings and
nature. Because I believe that this sense of connectedness can spur a deep need to
take care of nature and to start aligning our actions, our choices with nature. Aligning
with the balance and health of our own inner nature, and outer nature, meaning the
global biosphere. My hope is that when people realize their deeper connection with
nature, they realize that we ARE nature. And seeing that, we naturally start redesigning our lives and work lives, making room for the rhythm of the body, of nature,
of life. Thereby causing less harm on our inner nature (stress, burnout) and on outer
nature (harming ecosystems). Research data shows that when we experience "natureconnectedness" we feel a deeper need to take care of nature. So, the goal for me is
really to contribute to a sustainable future and helping others to live in a way that
honors life” (Louise Lykke Kronstrand, Appendix 7).
Morten Damgaard
“I hope that I can contribute for people and organizations to make consensus in
substantial decisions. I will with my work at Ex3 contribute to this movement through
our tools and education” (Morten Damgaard, Appendix 7).
Ellen Elsnab
“I hope that my focus in my working life will help to create better balance in people so
that they become more "væredygtige" and can make a bigger and more positive
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difference for the highest, common good. I know how difficult it is to be in
transformation processes. It is so for both individuals and organizations. That's why I
focus on personal leadership, which is where all decisions come from. It is in the
physical, the emotional, the spiritual and the mental. The universal shamanic practice
is based on an understanding of the laws of nature and how we are deeply connected
to our earth. My desire is to help more people thrive better, become more valuable and
be able to contribute sustainably to leaving the earth more beautiful than they found it
for future generations” (Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 7).
Thea Lyng Thomsen
“The focus is important for me, as I see a need for the individual to connect at a much
deeper level with the world around us - and connection to ourselves can bring the
connection to the world as well. We need this in order for us to have en stamina and
the motivation for going through the transformation needed in society, business,
education, government level and finding our way through the inter- connectedness,
complexity and interdependencies in this transformation to a more sustainable and
regenerative way of life” (Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix 7).
Eva Damsgaard
“What I hope this focus will bring (in the end) for the people I work with is surplus and
focus: surplus so that we don’t just survive - but feel free to live lives full of qualities
and richness (understand this wide) with purpose and meaning… It is also about
connecting people to themselves, each other and the world” (Eva Damsgaard,
Appendix 7).
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Summary of Findings

The aim of this research was to study How can a community of practice support the
transformation of individuals and their work settings toward Regenerative Leadership?
Through thematic coding of our data based on semi-structured interviews and
supported by field notes from a Let it Grow meeting, six central themes emerged:
Community, Sensing, Purpose, Learning, Nature, and Chrysalis.

The theme community showed how the Let it Grow community members rely on each
other for support on their individual and collective journey toward bringing
Regenerative Leadership into the world, so to speak. Participants demonstrate how
they inspire from each other’s stories and experiences. Furthermore, with an open
mind to share their successes and failures and courage to try new things together and
individually, they aim to bring the Regenerative Leadership paradigm into the world
through their work and personal lives – and possibly with time through gatherings
facilitated by the Let it Grow. Moreover, the theme purpose emerged as many of the
participants expressed having a greater purpose in their work or wish for meaningful
work. To respond to a growing feeling of misalignment with their work in the theme
sensing, several of the participants quit their jobs in corporate business to pursue work
in sustainability and now, the regenerative. This move toward more purpose driven
work was not limited to the participants but to those people around them in their work.
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They expressed observing a need for a shift in leadership consciousness to connect
purpose, values, and the impact on the systems around them regeneratively.

The theme learning naturally emerged as the group came together based on a course
about Regenerative Leadership they all attended at Lederne. It became apparent early
on for many that this new paradigm was familiar and made sense to them intuitively.
Several people expressed excitement around finding a new language bringing
together many concepts they knew from before. They also shared, however, the
difficulty in translating this intuitive knowing into their professional lives and work
settings. This can be seen in how they rated themselves when asked about their
regenerative leadership competencies. Many replied with average figures to show they
are still finding their feet in this paradigm shift. Moreover, when we asked the
participants to define regenerative, their answers weave together to show the breadth
of the concept but also what specifically speaks to them and their current work. The
theme nature also was greatly present when coding the interviews. Several
participants referenced their deeply rooted connection with nature and its ability to
open them up to inner, outer, and ecosystemic awareness. Furthermore, some
participants cited their effort to incorporate the concept of cycles (ie. seasons) into
their work life to bring about healing, balance, and reconnection in order to regenerate
and refresh themselves.

Finally, the theme of chrysalis as a metaphor of the metamorphosis of a butterfly
quickly was seen in the participants' interviews. Participants argue leaders need the
courage to go inside of themselves to make this transformation toward regeneration
for the people and planet. Some of the regenerators already saw a positive ripple effect
around the leaders they influence by going inward. Furthermore, the interviewees
acknowledge the fear and resistance of many to take on this challenge and go forth
into the unknown. You know what you have, but not what you get. For example, a
participant likened it to how a CEO hired to lead an organizational change can
experience great financial losses before experiencing gains. The CEO will be
negatively marked by this in current systems. Thus, going back to courage as an
important trait for leaders to embody in the regenerative leadership paradigm. In the
end all five expressed through their hope for the future, that they believe by regaining
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stronger connections to themselves, their purpose and nature, leaders can bring a
robust and caring connection to the world for a deeper, regenerative transformation.

Figure 13. Themes as a root (Rogness & Boe Weis Jensen, 2022)

Although we have tried our best to strucutre the findings through the six themes, to
make it readable, it all is tightly weaved together, like we have tried to visualize in this
root model (see Figure 13). One example is the theme Community wherein the leaders
all describe this open minded, learning culture which intertwines with the theme
Learning where they expand upon the Regenerative Leadership vocabulary and
explore the practice together. But the Learning theme again points on to the theme
Nature, as the members draw on their understanding and relationship with nature and
their own biological systems (physical, mental, spiritual) to try integrating principles
from for example, the seasons, into their daily work practices. This need mirrors back
to their previous professional experiences where they sensed that something was
systemically “off” as seen in the theme Sensing. Therefore all of them went on different
quests to find Purpose, as the theme of the same name told us about. Thus, we do
not view that the themes start or end in a linear fashion, rather they continuously
interconnect and inform each other. In this way, it is not possible in our minds to make
a linear model for how the themes interact.
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Discussion
In this section, we discuss our findings in relation to the following theories and
frameworks: Community of Practice, Regenerative Leadership DNA Model, and
Theory U. As with our themes in the findings, everything is intertwined, which will
become visible throughout the discussion. Thus, for readability purposes, we have
decided to structure this section with the following subheadings: Community of
Practice, Regenerative Leadership DNA Model – Life Dynamics, Leadership
Dynamics, Theory U, and The Living Systems.

Community of Practice
According to Wenger, three parameters define a community of practice: domain,
community, and practice. The domain for the Let it Grow community is Regenerative
Leadership as the leaders all have committed to learning about it through coursework
and meeting regularly together around the concept. This competence is therefore
rooted in the coursework at Lederne but also the individual backgrounds of each
member and the development that is centered here as seen in the theme Learning.
Although membership to the Let it Grow community is based on the course thus far,
all of the founding members share a wish to open up the group to others interested in
bringing the Regenerative Leadership paradigm to life and also create potential public
get-togethers as described by Ellen Elsnab in the subtheme Grow or collapse under
Community. Thus, the commitment and domain around the regenerative distinguishes
it from other people, for example, people working within sustainability but have not
studied the regenerative.

The community itself around Regenerative Leadership is not bound by physical
boundaries as the Let it Grow group is a smaller extension of the greater community
of people learning and practicing Regenerative Leadership through coursework and/or
other resources (eg. books about the regenerative). However, the Let it Grow
community is an example of a manifestation of this greater community as thus far it
makes the community geographically local in Jutland, Denmark. Furthermore, as
Wenger (2011) says, “In pursuing their interest in their domain, members engage in
joint activities and discussions, help each other, and share information. They build
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relationships that enable them to learn from each other” (p. 2). Thus, Wenger asserts
the community of practice places learning through the relationships amongst the
members. Community engagement and relationship building were evident in the Let it
Grow meeting observed for this research. The members demonstrated an openness
to discussion, helping one another, and knowledge sharing based in their
Regenerative Leadership journeys. Their communication also extends beyond the
physical meetings to digital communication, which can be seen in the themes
Community and Learning. Members expressed an open mind and courage as key
characteristics of this community of practice, which is also what they see as key
elements for leadership to transform organizations into becoming sustainable on the
path towards regeneration. To exemplify, we want to pull forward the example from
the subtheme Courage under Community, where Eva Damsgaard was challenged by
her own prejudices in terms of attending the drum journey during the next Let it Grow
meeting. Despite her initial hesitation, she will be attending as she points to the
importance of reverence, meaning one should keep an open mind and respect to what
they may not understand to learn and evolve.

Although the Let it Grow community is fairly newly formed, there are already signs of
a supportive culture toward growth and development as seen in the subtheme Support
and theme Learning. During the meeting, the members openly shared about their
struggles and successes around how they have worked previously and tested new
ways of investigating and practicing regenerative leadership in their personal and
professional lives. When members shared, other members engaged with questions
and suggestions related to the particular member's journey as well as how each
member’s journey can help build a repertoire of knowledge and resources for the
collective. For example, Eva Damsgaard in the theme Support suggested collecting
good case examples of regenerative practices to use when consulting clients or to
show the benefits of regenerative working to the organizations. Moreover, we
observed how the members were interested in hearing about Heidrun Knorr’s hotel
research as they saw the potential for a viable regenerative business case. Despite it
only being the second meeting ever, we witnessed how the shared repertoire saw the
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beginnings of negotiation, co-creation and emergence through community dialogue as
shared in the theme Community.

Figure 14. Let it Grow development based on Wenger’s Community of Practice Stages of Development
(Rogness & Boe Weis Jensen, 2022)

Furthermore, as Wenger suggests, developing a shared practice takes sustained
energy and interaction. As shown in the subtheme Grow or collapse under Community,
members share a wish for the community to include more people but also
acknowledge the effort and tending they must do to cultivate the community. In Figure
14 above, we present how we see Let it Grow in terms of its developmental staging.

Based on our participant observation and the themes Community, Sensing, and
Purpose, we argue that the members of the Let it Grow community have recognized
the Potential or need for a community to weave together their individual paths in this
greater community of practice toward working with the regenerative (see Figure 14).
As Louise Lykke Kronstand expressed, “I really see a potential for this growing (Ie. Let
it Grow) as well, if we want that to happen. There are so many sprouts everywhere,
and people who have a longing to… And I've heard it many times they say, oh, we
should have some kind of platform. (…) I think if we don't do it, then it will happen
somewhere else because the need is really there” (00:51:16, Louise Lykke
Kronstrand, Appendix 3.1).
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Furthermore, Coalescing is evident not only in the physical meetings but the personal
relations amongst the members. For example, Eva Damsgaard and Louise K. took the
initiative to host the very first Let it Grow meeting prior to the one observed (Appendix
8), which we see as a clear example of members coming together and recognizing
their potential. Furthermore, coalescing can be seen in how Let it Grow member Ellen
Elsnab influenced Morten Damgaard to join the Regenerative Leadership course at
Lederne and afterwards the community. Coalescing is also what we expect to see in
the coming meeting on June 10th at Ellen’s where she will host a so-called “drum
journey” inspired by Shamanistic traditions to explore this connectedness in the group
and to the individual members' inner potentials in the collective. Moreover, the Active
Stage is evident in the community’s previous efforts to co-develop a meeting structure
inspired by the cyclical approach which allows each member to host and influence
each meeting topic and form. It is already evident with the meditations in the meeting
we observed and the upcoming meeting led by Ellen, that different sensory practices
engaging the body and spirit are purposely explored by the group. Even though these
more spiritual practices are very new to some in Let it Grow, they attend with an open
mind and heart in order to learn new things about a field. This also shows how
members actively contribute to developing a culture founded on openness and respect
for each other's differences. Thus, they see the diversity of the group as a strength
rather than its weakness, as Ellen Elsnab describes, “We are very different in what
we work with and where we are in life. So I think it's inspiring” (00:35:36, Ellen Elsnab,
Appendix 3.2).

We view Let it Grow as a community of practice founded on a culture of learning and
transparency where the individuals stay open for letting themselves be inspired,
informed, challenged, etc. by the other group members as well as contributing with
their own diverse knowledge and backgrounds to the collective. Based on our findings,
we believe the members' Regenerative Leadership journey is deeply intertwined and
supported by the community of practice, Let it Grow. Thus, we see the community of
practice as having the potential to help bring Regenerative Leadership into the world,
as we already see this happening in smaller ways. This leads us to discussing the
Regenerative Leadership DNA model next.
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Regenerative Leadership DNA Model
The Regenerative Leadership DNA model bridges between Wenger’s Community of
Practice and Scharmer’s Theory U, which will become visible throughout this chapter.
The Regenerative Leadership DNA model draws directly on inspirations from the
seven Life Principles we also introduced briefly in the theory section, to mention a few;
life being ever-changing and responsive, relational and collaborative, and synergistic
and diverse, flows of energy and matter, etc. (2019, p. 100). Let it Grow member
Louise Lykke Kronstrand captures the stewarding life spirit in the following statement
from the subtheme Reconnecting to nature, “Let me be like a servant of nature and
then I'll make the conditions for something to happen and develop in the interaction
with the people that I need” (00:21:19, Lykke Kronstrand, Appendix 3.1). We will begin
by looking into Life Dynamics. Life Dynamics is represented, together with the
Leadership Dynamics, in the DNA strings around the three central Living Systems
components: Design, Culture, and Being.
Life Dynamics
The Life Dynamics DNA string is defined by three elements: Divergence,
Convergence, and Emergence.

Figure 15. Let it Grow CoP Life Dynamics model based on Storm & Hutchins, 2019
(Rogness & Boe Weis Jensen, 2022)

We see how the Life Dynamics strings can be understood as a reflection of how the
Community of Practice theory works in practice. Storm and Hutchins (2019) state,
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“Leaders can stimulate divergence by working across boundaries both within the
organizations (...) and beyond the organization (...)” (Storm & Hutchins, 2019, p. 121).
In terms of Divergence, the interviews showed how the members see each other’s
differences as a value in the Let it Grow. We view the group as coming together outside
organizations bringing their diverse experiences and professional backgrounds, which
reflects in mindsets and each their own being. In terms of Convergence, Let it Grow
aligns around a common mission to learn more about Regenerative Leadership, which
offers the potential for Emergence. Thus, “Purpose becomes the critical driver in
providing the kind of focus that brings divergent perspectives together” (Storm and
Hutchins, 2019, p. 123). Purpose is furthermore what drives the Let it Growers
personal motivation at work. Storm and Hutchins (2019) tell, “collective adaptation
emerges from the individual members striving to adapt and enhance themselves and
their relationships while also aligning to the overarching purpose, values, and intent of
the whole” (p. 126). Through the interviews we see how their professional, personal
and collective purpose intertwine, which is also why we hear all of them express this
deep rooted need for systemic change and not wanting to “hang values by the door”
in the themes Sensing, Purpose and Chrysalis. For the interviewees, becoming aware
of the system's consequences through own experiences has been a tough journey.
For some, it meant leaving the systems they were a part of at work. In this way, just
as clear as it is to find a purpose through alignment, we also have seen how
misalignment can develop a sense of purpose, which can become empowering. Storm
and Hutchins (2019) explain,

As we cultivate our personal power of purpose as a leader, we also sense our
resonance with the organizational purpose (its mission and cultural values it
operates by), and learn to recognize the evolutionary nature of the
organizational living-system. This is often very revealing, as it is through
personal purpose, that Regenerative Leaders access the power of the
organizational sense of purpose (p. 187).
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Figure 16. The River of Life (Storm & Hutchins, 2019, p. 127)

Another way of visualizing the Life Dynamics model is like a river with riverbanks.
Storm & Hutchins (2019) state, “We allow a river of life to emerge as a constant
presence, a continual flow, within the living organization: the flow between the riverbanks of divergence and convergence creates the river’s emergence” (p. 126). We
include this visualization as well because it also ties back to the Hopi Elders Prophecy
in the very beginning of this Master’s thesis, where it is time to act on the human made
planetary crisis. It serves as another metaphor as an extension of these new flows of
ideas that come together with the regenerative.

As the Let it Grow community is still a relatively new community, we can not yet carve
anything in stone. Yet, we can talk about the potential we see for Emergence through
the Divergence and Convergence that became visible in the interviews with the
individual group members supported by our field notes. Organizing around a common
purpose with the undercurrent of life-affirming energy, the group has begun to emerge
due to its different skill-sets. This manifests in the energetic way meetings are hosted,
where everyone has the potential to tip in, which creates this sense of responsibility
for co-creation. For example, when Louise Lykke Kronstrand suggested facilitating a
meditation in the opening and closing of the latest meeting as well as Morten
Damgaard setting the timeframe for the “sharings round.” Furthermore, a larger
outcome from this emergence could be if the group actualizes the Let it Grow seminars
or broader get-togethers with learning and networking opportunities as mentioned in
the subtheme Grow or Collapse under Community.
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Leadership Dynamics
The Leadership Dynamics DNA string is furthermore defined by three elements: Self
Awareness and Systemic Awareness which cultivates Regenerative Leadership
Consciousness. According to Storm and Hutchins (2019), Self Awareness requires
leaders to gain perspective on their thoughts, habits, behaviors and blindspots to open
up to life (p. 87). Systemic Awareness requires leaders to understand networks, flows,
and relationships within systems to be able to become an “Ecosystemic facilitator” (p.
133). When these two perspectives interweave, the potential for Regenerative
Leadership Consciousness emerges, as Storm and Hutchins (2019) assert,
“Leadership thrives through cultivating both self awareness and systemic awareness;
we are able to serve life attuned to nature’s wisdom” (p. 88).

Figure 17. U-process Leadership Dynamics based on Storm & Hutchins, 2019
(Rogness & Boe Weis Jensen, 2022)

We see many connections from how the Leadership Dynamics works in connection to
the process that Scharmer puts forward in Theory U (2018) in order to “Bend the beam
of observation to see the system and self” (2018, p. 27) and becoming aware of one's
blindspots. For this reason we have decided to draw in Theory U now. Storm and
Hutchins (2019) also draws on Theory U and the concept of presencing in Living
Systems Being, wherein they argue, “Presence is our way into Regenerative Living
and Leading” (p. 216). Scharmer’s (2018) Theory U shows how presencing occurs at
the bottom of the U. It is here leaders let go of the past and connect with the potential
of the future, where the boundary between observer and the observed is torn down
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(Scharmer, 2018, pp. 31-32). We see the members as moving iteratively down the
spiral or the U exploring their own inner systems and connecting to the outer systems
they are a part of, including their work.

Theory U
In this section, we discuss how we view Theory U as the “how” to develop self and
systemic awareness, which seeds the potential for the transformation toward
Regenerative Leadership. With all five of the participants, we see indications of the Uprocess having occurred unconsciously before first joining the Regenerative
Leadership course at Lederne and then the community of practice. We go on to
question what could happen if the Let it Grow community of practice would actively
decide to engage with the U-process. Furthermore, we explore how the Let it Grow
can support members in overcoming the so-called inner voices of resistance
presented in Theory U.

Figure 18. Let it Growers U-process with themes based on Scharmer, 2018
(Rogness & Boe Weis Jensen, 2022)

From the five interviews we observe that the leaders arguably all went down the U
unconsciously, some before joining and for others also during the Regenerative
Leadership course. Our interpretation of the U-process shows how the participants
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move from Downloading past patterns, Seeing the degenerative consequences of the
systems they were a part of in (work) life. We see this in the findings under the theme
Sensing toward the theme Purpose and subthemes New path and New leadership
consciousness from which they embark on new paths toward Prototyping and
Performing new regenerating work lives individually. More specifically, this can be
seen in Eva Damsgaard’s oasis example, “When you enter into this, the air makes you
feel fresh and you recharge just by breathing that air in and sometimes you feel
comfortable in the oasis, both working hard and relaxing in the hammock” (00:24:08,
Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).

For some, the U-process resulted in drastic measures, such as leaving the safety of
their corporate jobs to embark on a journey of finding life-affirming, sustainable work
situations. For Ellen Elsnab, we see that she currently is in the Prototyping phase of
redefining her work situation by connecting various sources of inspiration into giving
life to a one-on-one women's leadership development program as seen in the
subtheme New path. In contrast, we see Thea Lyng Thomsen began her U-process
already as a child growing up in Vestjylland within a conventional farming environment
and having parents as social workers, wherein she viewed herself as having a
“different gaze.” This upbringing led her to pursue work in what she considers the two
fold approach to the green and social transition in Bæredygtig Herning. This individual
U-process shows the significant transformation of the participants from an ego to ecosystemic awareness as argued by Scharmer and Storm and Hutchins. Through this
transformative process, they have come across Regenerative Leadership as a
language to many of these questions and concerns they experienced in their Uprocesses as seen in the subtheme Discovering a common language.

We go on to question, what potential lies in a collective U-process in the Let it Grow
group? Already, we see signs of a collective U-process emerge in the meeting we
observed. After the Regenerative Leadership course, the leaders are Seeing with new
eyes based on the insights and models from the course (ie. Story of Separation,
Regenerative Leadership DNA model, Rhythm of Life, etc.) and beginning to explore
translating the regenerative tools and concepts into their (work) lives as for example
seen in the subthemes Finding their own way and Defining Regenerative. This further
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points to that Regenerative Leadership is not perceived as a plug-and-play paradigm.
Rather, each regenerator finds their own purposeful path.

We see how a community of practice can spark individuals and their work setting
transformation by holding space for discussion, knowledge sharing, and support as
presented in the theme Community. Moreover, we observed that the community of
practice environment of the Let it Grow group helps the members overcome Theory
U’s inner voices of resistance: Voice of Judgement (VoJ), Voice of Cynicism (VoC),
and Voice of Fear (VoF). This can be seen in the subtheme Open mind in how the Let
it Growers steward a culture where people feel safe in their vulnerability to try new
things and to transparently share their struggles and successes. They give each other
courage and confidence with a helping hand and learning environment and thereby
letting go of the “old” and welcoming the new as seen in the themes Community and
Learning.

Figure 19. Let it Grow U-process based on Scharmer, 2018 (Rogness & Boe Weis Jensen, 2022)

Deep listening is furthermore an underlying principle for opening the mind, heart, and
will. This inner and outer exploration is facilitated through the listening the group
members practice when one speaks – for example through giving each person five
minutes to express what they have on their mind as well as the meditations
experienced at the start and ending of the meeting (Addison’s Field Notes, Appendix
1). We see that the group currently practice Empathic Listening as well as Generative
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Listening, where they respectively practice seeing situations through the eyes of
another as well as listening in for the highest future potential to show up and the new
to emerge (see Figure 19). This is echoed in several of the individual interviews such
as this following quote by Eva Damsgaard,

When we meet, we talk and share ideas and the first round was extremely
inspiring for me. Listen to: Where are you? What are you doing? So that's very
useful for me because that enlightens me in all those different practices and
perspectives and ways of working, and it makes me sense at a practical level
that there are so many different ways to bring this alive. Yeah, bring this out
into the world (00:42:27, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).

Having seen the inklings of the potential for the U-process for the individual and
collective, we consider what could emerge if this process was outspoken and
consciously undertaken by the group. As mentioned by some of the interviewees in
the subtheme Grow or Collapse, energy is needed to sustain and develop the Let it
Grow community. On this note, we see an opportunity for a conscious collective Uprocess to further develop the Let it Grow community of practice, namely a shared
repertoire and to continue to support the transformation of individuals and their
workplaces. Therefore, we share the view of Storm and Hutchins (2019) on Theory U
as a practical path toward supporting the transformation of leaders and organizations
toward regenerative consciousness. Thus, in the following section, we discuss how
we see the theories and frameworks Community of Practice, Regenerative Leadership
DNA Model, and Theory U interplay in the case of the Let it Grow community. Here,
we discuss the transformative examples we see thus far of the Regenerative
Leadership DNA model Living Systems: Design, Culture, and Being.

The Living Systems
As our problem formulation addresses, How can a community of practice support the
transformation of individuals and their work settings toward Regenerative Leadership?
we are interested in understanding how Regenerative Leadership can be brought into
work settings. One might ask then, why not start with the Living Systems in the
discussion. However, we have learned thus far the Let it Growers do not believe
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Regenerative Leadership is a plug-and-play paradigm. Therefore, we view the
community of practice as well as the U-process as important components to spark
Regenerative Leadership Consciousness. Moreover, we see the living systems
elements (Design, Culture, and Being) as holding the practical implications and
potential opportunities for influencing and co-creating living organizations. Thus, in this
section we discuss the practical examples in which the individual Regenerative
Leaders from the Let it Grow community seed Regenerative Leadership into the three
living systems: Design, Culture, and Being. Like most other parts of this paper we have
addressed earlier, the three components of the Regenerative Leadership DNA model
are heavily intertwined, which we will aim to demonstrate in this section.

Figure 20. Let it Grow practices based on The Regenerative Leadership DNA model, Storm &
Hutchins, 2019 (Rogness & Boe Weis Jensen, 2022)

To begin, we refer to how Storm and Hutchins (2019) describe a Regenerative Leader:

As Regenerative Leaders, we are constantly tending, cultivating, catalyzing,
clearing away, healing, and nurturing the channels of connectivity by facilitating
rich conversations and encouraging people to open up and deepen both selfawareness and systemic-awareness. This involves us immersing ourselves in
the global and local networks at play throughout the ecosystem we operate in.
Whether its regular field trips, deep dive immersion with diverse stakeholders,
cross-sector co-creativity, stakeholder dialogue sessions, and such like, we are
enlivening the transformative energy across the systems we engage with (p.
135).
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As indicated in the subtheme Regenerative competencies under Learning, a common
concern for the Let it Growers is the translation of Regenerative Leadership into their
professional lives, which influenced Thea Lyng Thomsen and Ellen Elsnab to rate
themselves under five (on a scale of 1-10) and the others between six and eight of
their regenerative competencies. Despite this, we see many examples of where the
Let it Growers have begun to influence their work settings toward Regenerative
Leadership. We view Thea’s work as CEO in Bæredygtig Herning holds prime
examples of Regenerative Leadership and how the Living Systems Being, Culture and
Design can be merged and facilitated through an inside out transformation. We saw
this potential in the real life case Thea shared about her client, the entrepreneur in the
subtheme Inside out. Here, we get an example of Thea acting as an ecosystemic
facilitator “constantly tuning in to the entire web of the living-system while cultivating
the right conditions conducive for the organization to flourish” (Storm & Hutchins, 2019,
p. 178). She facilitated the inner and systemic awareness of this entrepreneur through
dialogue and exploration of his own purpose and values as key drivers in his company,
through first working with the young men then spreading the nourishing cycle approach
to his whole business, ie. beginning to upcycle materials. Thea describes this
transformation as “a veil being shedded from his eyes” which made the entrepreneur
realize that he was able to unlock “something in his core DNA that had to do with
revitalizing and putting into good loops” (00:32:00, Thea Lyng Thomsen, Appendix
3.5). We see this as a good example of how the Let it Growers can influence and
inspire their networks to become aware of the potential for creating regenerating
systems.

Although we have just presented the potential for all the elements to intertwine, we
see from the interviews that most of the Let it Growers work within the Culture and
Being aspects of the Regenerative Leadership DNA model. These two aspects explore
respectively, how living-systems-thinking can cultivate life-affirming organizations and
the qualities and practices we need as leaders to adapt, develop and flourish (Storm
& Hutchins, 2019, pp. 89-90). Morten Damgaard’s Ex3 games for leadership,
business, and organizational development are examples of how Being and Culture
can intertwine in the learning process as seen in the subtheme New path under
Purpose as well as subtheme Finding their own way under Learning. By focusing on,
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for example, leadership development (the Being), you can create this spillover effect
into the organization (the Culture). This is exactly what Eva Damsgaard's real life
example with the insecure leader puts words to in the subtheme Inside out under
Chrysalis. As she said, “it turns out that his insecurity is not just on the inside, it's his
inside meeting a system, a system of managers that he's part of and their ways of
communicating and relating” (00:50:22, Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4). By working
with the leader’s insecurity rather than ignoring it, the leader created a thriving culture
for employees, which Eva said could successfully get them through a merger while
staying healthy in the Corona pandemic. Eva, moreover, asserts through taking a living
systems understanding of doing inner work, the manager was empowered (00:52:01,
Eva Damsgaard, Appendix 3.4).

According to Ellen Elsnab, Living Systems Culture and Being is where she feels most
at home, which she expresses this in the Learning subtheme Finding their own way.
This is also why she primarily wants to work with women’s leadership development
through Regenerative Leadership and shamanistic practices as she sees any
(sustainable) transformation begins with the leader and thereby the Being. Ellen told
us in Chrysalis under sub theme Courage to transform,

Many people choose not to transform, and they choose to go with what they
know and they don't expand their life view and they don't see the full potential
of others. They don't see the full potential of the organization, so they stick to
what they know. But taking that giant leap over the threshold and saying okay,
we need to change. So how can we do that in a way where we also have
ourselves with… can we say that? And be sustainable. How can we make that
change? Well, it starts with you, dear leader, and I think that's where many
leaders lack courage (00:44:25, Ellen Elsnab, Appendix 3.2).
Similarly to Ellen, all the Let it Growers believe it requires inner work to bring about a
viable transformation. Yet they also acknowledge this is the steepest step to take in
the regenerative journey because it requires courage to go into the unknown as seen
in the subthemes Courage to transform and Inside Out under Chrysalis. The
resistance to transformation is arguably due to the mechanistic culture society has
cultivated according to Storm and Hutchins (2019):
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Over time we have created a culture where we expect to be in constant spring
and summer. We want the non-stop great ideas, the execution, the rewards,
the performance, without factoring in the need for regeneration and restoration.
We have become afraid of the dark depths of a winter-phase, and its stillness
of regenerating and slowly preparing the soil within and around us for the next
round of fertile ideas. We have forgotten how to deeply nourish our roots (p.
230).

The negative consequences of such a culture on the body, mind, heart, and
performance can be seen in the burnout and stress felt by greater society as well as
the Let it Growers in the theme Sensing. Storm and Hutchins (2019) argue we can
reinvite the seasons, so to speak, back into our culture: “Every day we can honor the
seasonal rhythms, and next-stage regenerative leaders help ensure a work culture
where all seasons are celebrated, not just the spring and summer” (p. 230). We see
how meditation can be a practice that integrates winter time during a busy work day.
We also experienced the impact of meditation on our own bodies during the Let it Grow
meeting where Louise Lykke Kronstrand held a collective meditation to open and end
the meeting (Addison’s and Louise’s Field Notes, Appendix 1). She furthermore
explained in her interview, “I think meditation has really a big potential in changing…
it's a very concrete tool of expanding consciousness, thinking systemically, and
becoming more self compassionate” (00:41:17 Louise Lykke Kronstrand, Appendix
3.1) as found in the sub theme Inside out. Thea also uses meditation collectively in her
team at Bæredygtig Herning, she explained in subtheme Working with the seasons,
to explore the team’s potential and to give voice to the inner process, exploring what
is filling up and emptying out for the team. These two examples of meditation as a
practice point to how regenerative leaders can facilitate transformation in the aspects
of Culture and Being by making room for emergence, self compassion and inner work
to develop regenerative organizations.

In this section, we discussed the practical examples in which the individual
regenerative leaders from the Let it Grow community seed Regenerative Leadership
into the three living systems: Design, Culture, and Being. By referring back to the
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findings, we presented the potential for Design, Culture, and Being to intertwine by
facilitating an inner to outer systemic transformation, where leaders lead with their
values and nourish employee and environmental systems. Furthermore, we have
determined thus far, the Let it Growers are largely working within the elements of
Culture and Being, which also intertwine and affect each other. Furthermore, practices
such as meditation can help facilitate wintering with the individual as well as the
organizations, as a way of disrupting the eternal summer in the organizations, referring
to the seasonal metaphor in the Rhythm of Life by Storm and Hutchins (2019).

Summary of Discussion
Throughout our discussion, we have attempted to understand how the theories and
findings interplay to explore our problem formulation: How can a community of practice
support the transformation of individuals and their work settings toward Regenerative
Leadership? We began with laying the foundation of how we view Let it Grow as a
community of practice around Regenerative Leadership based on their shared
purpose, learning environment, and development of a shared practice. From there, we
discussed how the Regenerative Leadership DNA strand Life Dynamics is manifested
in the Let it Grow community of practice, while Leadership Dynamics informs the
individual and collective journey of the community, which we view in sync with Theory
U. Furthermore, we discussed the three elements within the Regenerative Leadership
DNA Model: Design, Culture, and Being as they represent practical implications of how
regenerative can be translated into organizations.

Based on this discussion, we have created our own theoretical river model inspired by
Storm and Hutchin’s river metaphor presented in the “Life Dynamics model.” We have
created the “River of Regenerative Leadership Potential” to visualize how we view the
theories as one interconnected (eco)system (see Figure 21). With the Regenerative
Leadership DNA model as the center of emergence, we theoretically see how
Wenger’s Community of Practice theory directly supports the Life Dynamics, bringing
together divergence and convergence to create emergence within the Let it Grow. In
addition, we view Storm and Hutchins (2019) Leadership Dynamics manifested
through Scharmer’s U-process to support the inner, outer and ecosystemic awareness
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required for leaders to develop Regenerative Leadership Consciousness. These two
theories make up the riverbanks in our visualization.

Figure 21. River of Regenerative Leadership Potential (Rogness & Boe Weis Jensen, 2022)

Conclusion
Regenerative is a sprouting paradigm which seeks to inspire from the logic of life by
showing how everything is systemically connected through inner, outer and
(eco)systemic awareness. It thereby seeks to address the current degradation and
stress in the human as well as planetary systems on Earth caused by a mechanistic
worldview. Thus, this paradigm takes a step further from sustainability toward
revitalization of the planet, people and all in between. As we learned from the literature,
shifting from degeneration toward regeneration requires leaders to deepen their self
awareness and systemic awareness to develop what Storm and Hutchins (2019) call
Regenerative Leadership Consciousness. In this master’s thesis, we took a broad view
in terms of leadership, meaning everyone potentially can become ecosystemic
facilitators/leaders.
Thus, we conducted qualitative research of a community called “Let it Grow,” which is
learning about and practicing Regenerative Leadership in Jutland, Denmark. We
conducted participant observation from one of the physical meetings in the Let it Grow
community as well as subsequent semi-structured interviews with five members
present at that meeting: Louise Lykke Kronstrand, Ellen Elsnab, Eva Damsgaard,
Morten Damgaard, and Thea Lyng Thomsen.

As all five Let it Growers indicated in the findings, Regenerative Leadership is not
perceived as a plug-and-play paradigm. Rather, our research of the Let it Grow
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community suggests developing a community of practice and engaging in the Uprocess (Theory U) are viable components to spark Regenerative Leadership
Consciousness. As expressed in the Hopi Elders Prophecy (situated in the beginning
of this research), we see how the five Let it Growers have all jumped into the river to
flow with the change, not looking for external leaders. In this river, they have found
each other through an educational course on Regenerative Leadership and formed
Let it Grow as a response to their similar experiences while seeking the potential of
the future. Let it Grow is a small entity in the bigger community of people engaging
with Regenerative Leadership. By being a part of Let it Grow, the members give each
other courage to bring Regenerative Leadership into the world and work, so to speak.
We find Let it Grow to be an open minded learning environment where the members
support one another on their Regenerative Leadership journeys. Together they share
knowledge, help each other, and learn by opening up through Scharmer’s U-process.
By going back and forth between their individual work settings and the supportive
learning culture of the Let it Grow community, the members have the potential of
seeding the regenerative consciousness along their way in an iterative process. We
already see examples of this happening. All five Let it Growers show the potential for
becoming ecosystemic facilitators through developing their own, innovative
regenerative practices when they have had the opportunity to further translate their
learnings. Furthermore, based on our discussion, we suggest that the Let it Grow
community engage consciously in a collective U-process to further develop these
Regenerative Leadership practices.

The planetary crisis demands us to continuously sense and respond to the needs in
order to steward deep rooted ways of restoring the planet, people, and all in between.
We see there are many paths toward Regenerative Leadership Consciousness.
Therefore, we do not claim this path we have explored in our paper to be the only
answer. Further research could be following the change exploring the practices of
Regenerative Leadership and influence on clients and organizations. We view this
specific research as contributing to the practical and theoretical knowledge of how the
Regenerative Leadership paradigm could be bridged into work(lives) through studying
the practical implications of one small group of the bigger, global community of practice
around Regenerative Leadership.
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Appendix 1: Field Notes
Addison’s field notes
We met at an old renovated factory building in the outskirts of Skanderborg, Denmark
where Morten hosted the Let It Grow meeting. The building is where his office, Ex3, is
located.

We were welcomed into a bright open space that looked like a cafe. Morten welcomed
us and soon more of the members arrived. We all gathered around the coffee machine
greeting one another and many of the members greeted each other with a hug.

We started the meeting shortly after arriving in a meeting room that was equal in
charming character. In Denmark, the building could be described as “New York style”
interior. Everything was up for sale, too, as the owner of Morten’s company also owns
a furniture shop.

The meeting started with 6 people, 5 women and 1 man. One person was running late.
After settling into our chairs around a large solid wooden table, Louise introduced us
as researchers from AAU with herself as a full participant and me (Addison) as an
observer. Everyone was open to our research and allowed us to take photos during
the meeting. I was seated at the head of the table, while the group sat alongside the
table, 3 on each side.

The meeting started with a guided meditation led by one member Louise K. I
(Addison) stood as an observer around the table and took photos. Louise brought
everyone’s attention to their bodies and minds and asked participants to feel their feet
pressed into the ground. One of the parts of the meditation that stood out to me was
when Louise asked, “What is alive in you in this moment?” At the end of the meditation,
Louise suggested anyone stretch and open up as she closes the meditation. I also
captured this moment with a photo, which was a nice way to see people settling into
the space together.
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The meditation was followed with a 5 minute “What’s going on in your life?”
check-in where everyone shared. Morten asked if he can use his phone to time each
person, everyone said it is fine.

Eva started the check-in. She set the tone with presenting what is going on in her life
related to her regenerative journey. She said she has held 2 workshops, one in
Copenhagen and one in Aarhus, with a game on the Inner Development Goals. She
has been very inspired by the researchers in Sweden who are developing the IDGs.
She shared her IDGs game with the Swedish researchers and they want to make it
into a product, so now she said they were going to have to talk about the terms and
ownership. She shared she was surprised because she had originally thought it would
be offered as free.
She also said she “needs to remember me” in the regenerative approach. She said
she is so busy and seems to feel the need to talk a lot. Finally, she shared an event
on April 29th in Sweden on the IDGs. She invited all the members to come physically
or digitally to the event.
Heidrun shared she has been on Laura Storm’s regenerative course and tried to
develop a workshop with a fellow regenerator. She said “We love it… one day
somebody will love it.” She described the workshop uses her background in
horticulture (hands on the earth and plants) and takes inspiration from Laura Storm’s
session on using metaphors to speak about organizations. She also had wanted to
include Qi Gong for the sensing aspect of the workshop. But, the workshop has worked
out but she is “still sowing seeds.” She has taught about regenerative leadership to
her students and had a guest speakers who works with regenerative in a practical way.
She also has been doing an ethnographic organizational study of a hotel in Germany,
where she says they are very proud and show how it is possible to be regenerative
with small practical changes. She also senses something new for herself in her life
where she won’t be going back to what she has been doing. She also shared she will
be getting her hands in dirt at home as she moves dirt into her garden.

Eva asks Heidrun about the Hotel because she thinks it could be good to have cases
to share where regenerative works. Heidrun explains the meaning of the Hotels name
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which comes from low German and references a big tree where different tribe leaders
would come together putting their swords down and talk about matters. She described
the hotel as a place to fill out your potential together, and systemic, and free reign.

Louise began by thanking the group members for recommending her in getting an
interview with XXX. She said the interview went very well but the interviewer saw her
as more fitting in the XXX at XXX. Louise said it “seems like a place I would thrive.”
She also described that work as potentially purposeful. She explained how for our
thesis, we had reached out to over ten companies with our regenerative workshop but
that time was a factor. The response from many was that it is relevant and interesting
but we are too busy. She also mentioned a Danish fashion group, which took a long
time to respond and when we switched paths, they said they would like to talk in the
future but she was not sure if they would really follow up. She said the ecosystem can
shape itself.

Ellen also mentioned the same Danish fashion group. She said she was wearing a
tshirt from their brand Aware which she helped work on. She said at first that same
Danish fashion group was on a no-go list. She led into how she has been in a long
winter period from stress and anxiety. But she said now “It’s spring” and she is “seeing
more light.” She is doing disciplined strategies to get well in regenerative ways. She
goes out into nature regularly and winter bathes every morning. She said she wants
to move toward inner sustainability. She said the living systems being from Laura’s
course speaks to her. She also did the DNA assessment from the book Regenerative
Leadership. She is thinking how she can thrive and how to combine nature and
business. She is currently working on a mental scheme incorporating nordic
shaminism, storytelling, leadership. She also mentioned the next Let It Grow meeting
will be at her place with the forest and lake where she will eader a drum journey. She
said it might be scary so she must practice guiding it beforehand.
Heidrun then asked Ellen if she can find a word from Nordic mythology for “thrivability.”
Heidrun said she may be writing a book about regenerative in Danish and would like
to find a fitting word. Then, Ellen told Heidrun of a woman to contact, she said, “She
is the woman you’re looking for.”
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Morten did not use his full 5 minutes. He introduced Ex3’s workshop he will lead the
following week with models like the sustainable compass from Ex3. He said it will foster
sustainable dialogue and be domain based. The question of whether it is a competitor
to other’s work is questioned out loud.

Louise K. said she is focused on slowing down and finding her way. She questions,
“What am I going to do with my company?” She said as her work is now it is “not
sustainable” and she is finding it “difficult to feel creative.” She is seeking feedback.
She goes into nature and practices meditation. She is also concerned about finding
“economic sustainability” for herself. She has been noticing all the ways we
automatically think “me first thinking.” She wants her meditation work with companies
to not only focus on mindfulness but be next level. She wonders aloud, “do they know
they need it?,” and “how to sell this?” She said she has experienced a long line of
augmenting. A recent workshop with Lego about inner sustainability showed her they
are already “onto it.” She repeats that she is trying to find her way.

Eva responds with a suggestion to have business cases lined up to document the
need and therefore the argument. So, the group has a way to talk about it in a way it
is something companies need.

Thea entered the meeting room late. It was then her turn to share. She described how
she has a newly started organization in Herning municipality with values and work
anchored in Herning. She works from a local level, which she says helps the speed to
work. She says she focuses on physicality of sustainability for example, resource
management in the energy sector. She also works with data drive innovation and new
proteins of the future. Her organization works as a local platform for sustainability but
she said the “trick is not to let it close in on itself” so they need collaboration to reach
further out. She further shares her background in Literature, which she says helps with
creating new realities and understanding of the world. She said it really helps with
negotiating new realities into life. She has a team of 8 and a member organization with
60 members but they want to build to over 200 in the coming years. She says she is
happy to be out of covid and she is using the regenerative in external communication,
though she is not calling it regenerative. She says Herning is ready for inner
development goals, speaking about failures, and having courage and passion as a
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leader. She said she will introduce regenerative in half a year on a small scale because
she thinks the regenerative fits Herning very well.

14:35 The group takes a break.

The break is followed by a presentation from the owner of Ex3 Connie. She describes
the Ex3 office as “the house.” She described her motivation as “how can you be unique
and still fit in?” She then went on to talk about how she founded Ex3 before the
pandemic hit and so they themselves hit bottom, not knowing if they will still exist. They
took the pandemic time to find a new way and in that time, they developed four models
of which they call themselves “suppliers” or “providers” rather than “consultants.” They
will teach other independent facilitators/educators how to use their models and teach
them how to use them in their own facilitation.
Heidrun asked where “sensing” was in the models. Connie said they had started with
many senses in the models but then they realized sensing is a method not a state so
they say it is naturally part of the models.

After the presentation and tour of the building, Louise K. led a closing guided
meditation. This time I (Addison) took part in the meditation. I felt that by participating,
I might gain more insight into the experience of being with the group. It was a very
calming and collective experience, where I felt everyone was together intimately. I
could sense that in the first opening meditation but being part of it in mind and body, I
could in some way maybe feel what the others felt in the connectedness of the group
within the room. Toward the end of the meditation, Louise K. asked everyone to think
of a word that describes how they feel in that moment in the group. Once we opened
our eyes from the meditation, Louise K. asked us to go around and share the word.
Morten and I both used the word “excited.”
Eva said, “Happy.”
Heidrun said, “Sunshine”
Louise said, “community”
Ellen said, “Meeting”
Louise K. said, “Together”
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In the end of the meeting, the group clarifies they have one meeting for each season.
The next meeting will be in summer with Ellen. She said the theme will be “spirit of the
wolf.”

Eva suggests that as a group, they try things out with each other if they need a practice
ground before going out to companies.

Louise’s field notes
March 25, 2022

As we enter the old dairy production building in Stilling, Midjutland, we are met by the
host Morten Damgaard. I give Morten a hug and Addison shakes hands.

We go in with our coats and briefly say hello to Eva Damsgaard who is busy finishing
some work on her computer, so we give her a bit of space to finish up and follow
Morten out to get coffee.

As we get coffee, Louise Kronstrand arrives and takes a round to say hello. We briefly
talk about a meeting we both attended that same Monday.

Very shortly after Eva Damsgaard comes in and joins and Ellen Elsnab also arrives
and takes a round to say hello.

Everyone chats around the coffee machine and then Morten invites us into the meeting
room where we are having the meeting.

(The building is a beautiful old dairy production facility. And even though it has been
restored the rough industrial style has been kept in place giving it a bit of a “New
Yorker” style. With raw brick walls and tiles at some places)

As everyone - except Thea Lyng Thomsen - have arrived we kick off the meeting with
a meditation hosted by Louise Lykke Kronstrand.
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After that, the host Morten Damgaard is introducing the plan for the day and that we
will start off with an individual catch up where each person around the table shares
what has happened since the last meeting.

Morten suggests taking time on his phone, so each person gets 5 minutes and
everyone thinks that is a fine plan - or there are no objections to it.

Everyone shares
Eva Damsgaard begins by telling about her new initiative creating an Inner
Development Game based on the 23 new Inner Development Goals that have been
made. She talks about the different interests in the game and also that she is currently
dealing with questions in terms of who “owns” the game. She explains this
engagement in the IDG-game is another work on top of her full time work, so it takes
up much time. Therefore, she needs to remember to tell herself to take care and
remember herself in this.

She ends by quickly teasing for an IDG event at DTU on April 29. Here there will be
live streaming from Stockholm.

Heidrun Knorr explains how she has taken the teachings from Laura Storms course
and formed a regenerative workshop with one of her friends Anne Weber (a woman
familiar to most of the people in the network, but she has not participated in Laura's
course). The concept is that the attendees will be working with earth/ the garden while
learning about regenerative leadership and thrivability.

Furthermore she explains briefly how she has been taking the regenerative learnings
into her teaching of Master’s students at the Masters in Culture, Communication and
Globalization.

She rounds off by telling about her ethnographic research at a German hotel chain
called Upstalsboom.
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I come next and start by thanking the network for helping me to get in touch with the
Editor in Chief for the Danish Media XXX. By tagging and supporting me in a post on
LinkedIn the Editor decided to reach out to talk more about a job opening. Well, the
interesting part was more to thank for the help and tell the story of what happened due
to their help.

Furthermore I told about a career fair I had attended in Aalborg, where I elaborated on
how hard I find it to know which companies could be open to work with the regenerative
principles. And then I pull strings to the battle Addison and I have been trying to just
get in contact with some organizations for the thesis.

Ellen is up next, she explains how she has experienced a shift in focus from outer to
inner sustainability. Her future focus will be on the “Living systems being” and
combining business with well-being by taking all the elements she believes in and
combining them into something new. Right now it all seems a bit scary to her.

Furthermore, she explains how she will take the community on a drum journey when
we meet next at her place.

Morten very briefly explains about how his company has a commercial in Jyllands
Posten today about their workshop/ education sustainable compass. A dialogue based
tool for leadership. He stops there and tells we will hear more later so he will pass the
word on to Louise K.

Louise K currently has many questions in regards to what she wishes to do with her
company. So therefore, she goes out a lot to get out and test different things to get
feedback. Her former way of working was unsustainable for her as it made her tired
and less creative. So it is important for her to find a good balance.
She struggles with many businesses’ not yet being open to meditation and those kinds
of practices. Therefore, she also works as a psychologist (her former job) for
economical reasons. But she really sees how meditation has so much more potential
than what people might see first hand with for example consciousness training etc.
She has done workshops inside companies with great success.
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Offering insights/knowledge sharing

As Louise finishes the rest of the group starts to tip into what has been shared.

The group talks about how it might be beneficial to create/ find data and surveys to
proof the worth of the regenerative/ inner sustainability/ thrivability work
Eva explains that these “user stories” could help organizations understand why they
need “it” or to open doors.

Then Thea Lyng Thomsen joins the meeting. She also gets five minutes. She shares
the importance of local initiatives like Bæredygtig Herning offers. How things can move
super fast as long as the organization is not closed in the local only, but is locally
anchored.

She also explains how her background within literature has helped her lead data driven
innovation now as well as in former jobs. Through literature she has gotten the
capability to create new realities/ negotiate new realities (it has given her the toolbox
etc.).

In the coming years she wants to push the regenerative more (also in external
communication). Currently leaders are very open to inner sustainability and the IDG’s
makes a lot of sense to them.

Mortens colleague Connie comes in
She tells about the Ex3 model that they have created.

After the explanation and showing of the product. She elaborates on how the house
has come to be what it is today in Danish.

She explains how it used to be an old dairy facility, when she drove by it a couple of
years ago it was falling apart. But she saw the charm and potential and wanted to
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make it a nice place again. Connie did the renovation together with construction
workers, but she had her finger on every little detail.
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Appendix 2: Interview Guide
1. Can you tell us a little bit about yourself to start?
2. Were there any specific events in your life that made you turn to the
regenerative path?
3. What does regenerative mean for you?
4. Can you tell us about your regenerative journey?
-

Where would you position yourself on an imaginary line between
beginner and expert on regenerative leadership?

5. What have been the important aspects of regenerative leadership for you?
-

What are some ways you have investigated these aspects in your work?
And personal life?

-

Which knowledge and competencies / capabilities do you lack?

-

Who could teach you? How could you learn more?

6. From your perspective, what is the purpose of this community?
-

How would you describe the values and culture of “Let it Grow”?

-

How do you see your role in the community?

-

How does the community facilitate your learning about the regenerative
approach/leadership?

-

How does it support you in your regenerative practice?

7. In what ways do you think the community will develop in the future?
8. We really want to understand how the regenerative principles can be
integrated into organizations. What seems to work for you and what
doesn't? Could you give us some examples?
9. We see more and more people that would like to work regeneratively
within their business environment. Why do you think this is the case?
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Follow up question (sent out afterwards):

10. We know that you are deeply engaged in inner sustainability,
væredygtighed, regenerative leadership, personal development etc. in the
workplace and through the work you do.
-

But what do you hope that this focus will bring for you, colleagues,
leaders, and clients in your sphere in the end? Why is this an important
focus for you? "The bigger/ idealistic picture" so to speak?
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Appendix 3: Coded Interview Transcripts
Appendix 3.1 - Louise Lykke Kronstrand Interview
Interviewer: Louise Boe Weis Jensen

00:00:00 Louise (Interviewer)
And yeah, as I said, we're both recording for transcription, and yeah, so we can
quote
correctly.
OK, we say firstly we are interested in like if you would want to tell a little bit
about yourself.

00:00:18 Louise K. (Interviewee)
That's a very open question, yeah? Yeah, I'm 43 I think. I never can remember how
old I am. I think it's 43 and I have a daughter and her husband and I'm living with my…
With them in an old house in this city town, Gedved and I'm a psychologist. I used to
work in clinical psychology doing therapy and mindfulness groups with mindfulness
and people with stress and depression and anxiety and then working at the hospital
with people. I think I worked there nine years before I quit three years ago, with people
who had were severely disabled by physical symptoms that you couldn't find a medical
organic reason for, it's called functional disorders and is often related to stress and
trauma and like yeah, but they have been in doing that for many many many many
years and then body says stop. Yeah, and do you want to hear about my work life
story or just anything?

00:01:47 Louise (Interviewer)
I think this was actually a very good start and then we can dive more into that
maybe later because it might be intertwined in the end, as many things seem to
be. But we also want to hear what made you end up following this regenerative
path?

00:02:09 Louise K. (Interviewee)
First thing… I think was a feeling. I had this increasing feeling. That doing therapy or
treatment in the hospital. That it was a little bit the feeling of receiving a broken car
and then we need to fix it and then it goes off again and it drives in exactly the same
way. Or that doing psychology doing therapy. OK. That so much of what people come
into therapy with is, to me a systemic problem, and the and sometimes I felt bad in a
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way that they had me because then they could just talk to me about everything that
was difficult but but it was in this private secret room that they made room for anxiety
or vulnerability or crisis and then again it was a very little with the feeling of fixing
something. That needed fixing at a much larger scale. And I often had the feeling of
you. If you all the young people that I have in therapy, if they could just meet up and
talk to each other and see that everything everybody is feeling like this and the. So
that's one thing, and then also seeing this patient with very physical symptoms like the
body. It was just that they didn't want to cooperate anymore. And to me again, it was
this feeling that they were just like the backside of the medal. I don't know how you
say it like they fit. They couldn't work anymore because they had really tried to keep
the pace and many of them would be people who had menace a lot for many years
and then now they just couldn't anymore. So I think those things gave me more and
more the feeling that I want to contribute more to the systemic level in a way. And how
can psychology do that because… Anyway, yeah, so so. Psychology, but it's.
00:04:45 Louise K. (Interviewee)
So that's the one thing, and then the other thing was. So I quit my job and I didn't know
what to do. I didn't know I didn't have another position or and then sustainability. This
agenda became more and more important to me. It has always been important, but I
think becoming a mother because I got pregnant after I quit my job. Made it feel very
important that I needed to have the feeling that the hours that I spent in my job was
contributing in a positive way into the sustainability agenda. And then it just slowly
dawned on me that I want to work with companies and leaders because I could really
see that they have the possibility to really make a difference at the systemic level. And
that's there were already things happening there that I could relate to companies
choosing a very sustainable direction. It inspired me and gave me hope so I felt like I
want to go there and push that agenda. And then of course, contribute with what
whatever psychology and my experience with meditation could add into that change
that was already happening.
So I think that was like the motivation and then slowly, this idea of Bæredygtig
Bevidsthed the name for my company and this these two parts sustainability and the
inner part of our consciousness and how we think about things. Like we need to
change consciousness if we want to change the system was something that became
more and more clear to me, I think.
And then just linking up with people at LinkedIn and of course at one moment I saw
Laura Storm’s work and other people like you and like sensing that wow, here, here
are some people who are thinking in the same way and that was amazing.

00:07:15 Louise (Interviewer)
You already talked a little bit about it, but were there any specific events for you
in your life path that made you want to do this kind of radical change? And step
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out of maybe what could for some be the comfort zone and move into this
unknown.
00:07:41 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Well, I think that with being a mother becoming a mother, that sort of pushed me even
more in that direction. But also actually I remember just one one day that I made the
decision of leaving my job. I think that was crucial.
00:08:04 Louise K. (Interviewee)
There was A and I was at a supervision group with a psychologist and other
psychologists and I remember talking about that something felt wrong in the job that I
had and they sort of mirrored what they heard me say. And then it became clear to me
what I was actually saying and talking about. I think I have been Thinking about that…
00:08:30 Louise K. (Interviewee)
… Like in my own mind for a Long time and maybe sometimes talking about it, but I
think that situation where I said I suddenly heard what I was saying and also heard
that I think what they also mirrored was that it wasn't being in that system of the
hospital that it wasn't sustainable for myself, like my own ecosystem, that it it had some
consequences. I felt tired. I felt like I had to use the mental part of my brain all the time
and the fitting into this system, which to me is very stiff and very.. hierarchy.
Hierarchical..
00:09:29 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Yeah, I think. Some of those things.
00:09:36
Louise
What does regenerative mean for you? Or to you.

(Interviewer)

00:09:49 Louise K. (Interviewee)
I think two things, one is putting the whole of the ecosystem in the center of everything
like the thriving of the ecosystem, more than for nature, actually including us ourselves.
That needs to be the center of decisions and systems and yeah, everything.
00:10:21 Louise K. (Interviewee)
And I think for me, it's easy to think that way because nature has always been a very
important part of my life, and I've always felt very connected with nature. So I think for
me it's very natural to think no it's not human being beings and our wants and needs
that should be the center of things it should be nature and we are part of nature.
00:10:51 Louise K. (Interviewee)
So that means also people, but so that's one thing. And the other thing I think is. At
the human level there's room for wholeness. Like the whole human being. And I think
that's at all the stress and people are stressed, depressed, suicidal. Different physical
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diseases as well. More and more. Picking up the sign that there is not enough room
for the like the whole human being then and it's more than in many cases it's more. It's
economy that's different.
00:11:44 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Yeah, it could be anything. It could be down just to the very small level that is the room
for emotions at the workplace and it could be at the hospitals. Is it the way things are
running, is it fit to people to different bodies too. Or is it like a system you need to fit
into this box?
00:12:09 Louise K. (Interviewee)
We can give you 3. I was having everything we need to be healed and then are not.
00:12:37
Louise
(Interviewer)
Yeah, you have told us about your journey towards finding out about this
regenerative paradigm in sustainability, but could you tell us a little bit about
your regenerative journey you've embarked on? What does that look like?

00:13:02 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Is that in relation to my job or like the work situation or?

00:13:08 Louise (Interviewer)
Could you maybe tell us about like you just said that you started to see different
people writing about this. Yeah, what happened for you after you started finding
out. And also, it's completely fine as everything is connected as we know. Just
the.. things you find interesting for us to know.

00:13:30 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Yeah, I noticed different people writing about things that really resonated and I read
Laura's book and then. Uhm, let me think. Yeah, and then. There was a whole process
about developing my web page and finding ways to describe what I felt. Also before I
had read the book about regenerative leadership. And then and that was very difficult
I found because it was this feeling that I know these things that I want to talk about are
connected, but it's actually difficult for me to keep those connections and...

00:14:25 Louise K. (Interviewee)
And seeing it in that big systemic view that that is needed so and then to formulate it
into something translated into something practical concrete that I could offer
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companies or like I had this vision of Bæredygtig Bevidsthed and I knew I wanted to
go into the companies and and maybe reach out to leaders and I I knew that what I
had could be important, but then to translate it into something.
00:15:01 Louise K. (Interviewee)
That was really difficult, I felt. So, but also an important part of the process. And I think
it helped me to find that book from Laura that she had sort of conceptualized it into
something more concrete. So I read that book and then I realized that she had this
education, the Regenerative leadership. And I signed up for that one and. And then.
To me it has been really important to meet up with many different kinds of people with
the same agenda and also being a part of that education and the group that we have
now the Let it Grow because yeah, it's too big to do on my own, and there's too much
thinking that's not in that... In that line of thinking, so it can become a lonely journey in
a way, because there will also be many people who think what is she talking about?
00:16:32 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Or maybe they think that sounds nice, but that's not even possible. You don't know
how the reality is out there, so. And then. So that's the one challenge and the next.
For me the inner process as well. All the time seeing and realizing how I'm not only
trying to changing things outside of myself, but that the system is part of myself and I
have the same tendency in myself… to just when it comes to inner sustainability, my
own inner ecosystem too. Like push myself a little bit because I feel like I haven't done
enough today. So even though I need a break, I have to be a little bit more productive,
effective before I take a break and then actually I become tired in my head and maybe
I wouldn't have become so tired if I had taken that break earlier when, and it's the
same things that I try to talk to people about in companies. So I really feel that I need
to not only talk about it, but to live that and that's a big thing to… In a way it's true.
00:18:08 Louise K. (Interviewee)
I have to live it in order to inspire, I think and make and give it to other people. But at
the same time I also need to really act all the time again and again acknowledge how
I'm part of the system and. So I think about it as a that like I'm also some kind of
scientist that I'm doing in an inner exploration journey about what are the barriers
inside of myself for living sustainability and creating regenerative way of working. Like
if I really understand my body is nature that I am nature myself.
00:18:52 Louise K. (Interviewee)
How would nature? How would my work day look like? What would it look like? When
would I take a break? Would it be from 8:00 to 4:00, or would it be some days just
three hours of work and then going into the forest or? Yeah, so I'm really exploring that
still. And the great thing is that I have the possibility because I am my own boss, so.
Yeah there should be room.
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00:19:26
Louise
(Interviewer)
I still, you know, want to ask you though, what is the hardest part about this
situation in your own life?
00:19:49 Louise K. (Interviewee)
I don't know, but I think it's something about… It could be many things, but. But it is
really the way I do my work. For instance; how much control? Like trying to plan things
ahead. I use if I'm going to to do a talk, then if I become nervous and I think too much
about what they want, then I start over preparing and I need to know exactly what I
should say and have everything prepared and I get the feeling somehow along way
this is not nature’s way because there's not room for creation or something new to
emerge? Because I've, you know planning everything. So it is. I think it's really about
trusting anyway, trusting nature. Trust versus control. That's, I think that's really my
dilemma that there's, in a way, an invitation to let go of control, but it's so automatic
for me to think that no, I need to.
00:21:19 Louise K. (Interviewee)
I have to give something I have to instead of thinking, let me be like a servant of nature
and then I'll make the conditions for something to happen and develop in the
interaction with the people that I need. With their wisdom and... So it's another way of
doing it that I'm still. Yeah, it's it's yeah. Exploring
00:21:59
Louise
(Interviewer)
Yes, thinking if I have a little piece of paper, because then I would like to make
Louise draw that line. Did you have one Addison? Because we would like to
understand where you kind of want to position yourself On the line from
beginners in the regenerative to expert level regenerator, just to kind of get a
sense on where you feel like how much learning wise you feel like you have
integrated in your professional and personal life as well.

00:22:28
Addison
Maybe can we use your white board?

(Interviewer)

Louise K. 00:22:29
Sure!
00:22:31
Louise
(Interviewer)
Even better, yes. Just to kind of get a sense of like where you believe… Umm,
so if we could maybe make you draw a line like a classic 1 to 10 line at the left
it's a beginners level and at the right it's a yeah 10, expert level. Where on this
line would you place yourself in terms of your regenerative skill sets? And it's
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not an exam or anything, it's just like where do you personally feel you would
be at now.
00:23:20 Louise K. (Interviewee)
I think I would be around 6.
00:23:25
And why is that?

Louise

(Interviewer)

00:23:29 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Well, it's because. In a way, I feel like everything that I'm reading I know already that
they did so much in line with what, how I'm already thinking and so I think it's very
natural for me to think in that way and that I've been doing that for a long time.
00:23:48 Louise K. (Interviewee)
But then this operational path. Like translating it into the reality of companies or finding
ways to to actually make it alive out there. That's more like a process that I feel like
I'm a beginner at that level still. So it's a mix.

00:24:18 Louise (Interviewer)
But that makes perfectly fine sense, yeah? What have been some of the
important aspects of regenerative leadership for you? You said you had read
Laura's book and maybe also other materials. So are there anything specific
around the whole themes that are speaking especially to you.

00:24:53 Louise K. (Interviewee)
There are many different things, I think and. The whole part of our consciousness that
we cannot solve the problems in the global big problems with the same kind of
consciousness that created the problems. I really believe that is true and I think they're
trying to solve the problem from that mindset is part of the problem.
00:25:24 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Maybe even... A very big part of the problem. And then I really like the whole part about
self… I don't know how it's. They called it self management or that the… Like arranging
organizations in a more non-hierarchical way. To make room for emergence and
people actively. And I'm very fascinated by that, and also the concrete examples they
give from companies that are already trying to do this. For instance with that they have.
I don't know they I don't remember which company it was, but that they had like a
buddy that they would meet up with sometimes to just talk about what's going on in
your life and how do you feel this again.
00:26:29 Louise K. (Interviewee)
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This making room for the whole person and the part about dropping the masks as well.
That was something that I really felt too when I was at the hospital. Like everybody,
there were such wonderful people in a way. The people I worked with, the doctors and
psychologists, but there was a lot of like when we enter this hospital, we put on a
professional mask. And there were not so much talk about vulnerability or whatever
was difficult. And I really believe that if we make room for that then there will be much
more safety, psychological safety and connectedness and also creativity because
people can bring their full potential.

00:27:22
Louise
(Interviewer)
Maybe a follow up question to that: how have you investigated that in your work
life currently now that that aspect is really talking to you?

00:27:34 Louise K. (Interviewee)
The part about the whole.

00:27:36
Yeah, the wholeness.

Louise

(Interviewer)

00:27:43 Louise K. (Interviewee)
I think again it's very much about the way that I do it myself, the other just yesterday,
yeah I was in Copenhagen talking to 12 leaders. Many of them were HR leaders in
different companies and I could feel like I have to… again this feeling of gift them
something and be very professional and show them really have the arguments ready
for why sustainable awareness is important.
00:28:18 Louise K. (Interviewee)
And then I made a choice to no, I think I'm just going to tell them my journey like it
might come. And and be very honest, and also tell them that I was really tired also
yesterday because my daughter didn't sleep like trying to to step into the room as a
human being. So that they would maybe also feel safe enough to be there as human
beings more than just the I have this important position in the company and.

00:28:56
How did it work?

Louise

(Interviewer)

00:28:59 Louise K. (Interviewee)
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I think. I think it worked in that way that they were very engaged. I could feel that they
were more engaged when I talked about myself than when I talked about theories from
Otto Scharmer and Robert Kegan and like. But I don't think they like… took the
invitation to bring vulnerability and I think maybe that's also because. Yeah, it's so
difficult because it's so subtle that even though I really try, you know I can. I can do it
a little bit, but if I'm still very nervous and this…
00:29:47 Louise K. (Interviewee)
The whole part of my brain about I need to do this well and oh no do they like this..
what I'm saying and I think that. So one thing is what you say but the other thing is
what is my state of mind and my body and my nervous system. That's also something
that I think they respond to and yeah, becomes part of the context.

00:30:14
Louise
(Interviewer)
How do you feel about this might take you more time than you're used to when
you implement some new ideas in your work life. Like how is that for you to to
live with?

00:30:26 Louise K. (Interviewee): It's a mixed, mixed feeling. I think. Yeah, I have a
coach that I use like he's a life coach and also a spiritual teacher. He's the same priest
actually and. He is very good to have these talks with him once a month because he
really helps me to remember that you need to go through all of these inner challenges
to actually be able to to live it so that people can not only hear what you're saying, but
also feel it and I think. I'm very impatient, by nature.
00:31:12 Louise K. (Interviewee)
By nature. Yeah, so it is a struggle to and also financially because I get assignments,
I get some assignments through some of my friends that I have that are working as
business psychologists, so they help me and.
00:31:32 Louise K. (Interviewee)
But still I need more money if this is going to be sustainable in the long run, so that's
another dilemma that I really feel that this is something that takes time.
00:31:46 Louise K. (Interviewee)
It's only sprouting around. But it should be something that companies want to invest
money in. I think that I need to have some patience and let it evolve and also really
respect that, it also depends on my own inner development so I think it will take time.
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00:32:19
Louise
(Interviewer)
Do you feel like there are some competencies or knowledge that you lack that
you could somehow gain through teaching or like other places - or how is that?

00:32:33 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Yeah, I think. I think what I lack is more experience with the reality of the companies,
what are the typical challenges that leaders experience, and what are their day-to-day
reality. And like I can see the big systemic levels and I can see the psychological
energetic levels, but the whole how is the system actually affecting you day to day.
And how are you representing the system. And what are their challenges so that it is
again like translating this into…
00:33:32 Louise K. (Interviewee)
And I think that it would really help if I had more experience with that, and that's difficult
because I have a lot of experience with clinical psychology, but I have not built up a
lot of experience with that.

00:33:48
Louise
(Interviewer)
Have you considered how you could get that knowledge or who could teach
you?

00:33:58 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Well, at one point I thought about if I should have some kind of job where I just got that
knowledge for a couple of years and then afterwards, maybe try to. But I. I'm just oh
no.

00:34:14
Louise
(laughs) Don’t want to put myself through that.

(Interviewer)

00:34:21 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Then the other thing is that. This with they just going out and trying it out, giving what
I have and then getting some feedback that is part of the process right now and that's
why I always also say yes to things that I don't get any money for if I can see that this
would really be a good practice ground for me to get some feedback, how do they
translate this into their reality? Or what kinds of obstacles do they see?
00:35:04 Louise K. (Interviewee)
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So, I think I am learning. And then I've also thought about maybe to focus on leadership
coaching like talking to more leaders trying to like specifically try to to create the
conditions for that. That I put… Give what I have and. Then learn at the same time
from there. And I want to add that it is a thought like I need more but I'm actually trying
to trust it that it has a value that I come with a very open mind in that way, and from a
completely different background. Because I thought that I need more. I mean, of
course I need to read more books and learn but but. But at the same time I have the
feeling “no, I have enough”. I really need to trust that because I could keep on getting
a new diploma or new something on my CV. And I feel no, I need to trust that I have
enough.

00:36:27
Louise
(Interviewer)
I just looked at Addison because that's a great theme in our lives as well. Right
now. Yeah, having this inner voice telling you you actually have the things
unique now. So yeah, yeah. That's really powerful.

00:36:39 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Yeah, and there's some and maybe that's also regenerative that we don't need to… to
know everything to maybe go deeper into what is it that I can contribute with and then
trusting that? Then they have their experience and then together we can Co-create.

00:36:59
Louise
(Interviewer)
Exactly, I see you the next question I have. I actually wanted to ask you another
one, than that one. We haven't talked much about what you do now in your work
with the regenerative, so could you maybe try to tell… you opened up a little bit
about the meditation and unfolding the full potential? But what are your
“services” right now?

00:37:22 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Well, it's twofold I would say right now: One is about what I call inner sustainability and
offering workshops in that. And that could be many things, but to me It is really about.
Knowing our body and our nervous system and our brain as nature and then creating
the conditions for that to thrive. So I have been in different companies offering like a
half or whole day of workshop with the team in sustainability. And I tried to too… Like
the Yeah.. I try to make it about “how can we become long lasting” like not only
surviving and handling things and not breaking down with stress, but actually thriving
in the long run.
00:38:30 Louise K. (Interviewee)
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How can we create a way of working that is sustainable in the long run? So that's one
part. And that is very much about the brain needing little breaks during the day. And
how can we learn to listen when it is time for a break? And how can we not only with
ourselves, but in the work environment create the conditions for maybe going outside
for five minutes during the day and contacting the senses and practicing little
meditations like smaller meditations? Or breaks of silence during the meeting for 2
minutes. Things like that.
00:39:18 Louise K. (Interviewee)
So that's one thing. And the other thing is more. When I go out with that, I call it the
sustainable awareness, or Bæredygtig Bevidsthed. And that's. That's more about what
is it that we need to change in our consciousness to be ready for handling the global
crises… Or not contributing more to the global crisis, such as climate crisis and
biodiversity crisis and… And pointing to how meditation in my point of view, is actually
a tool of expanding our consciousness and that sounds maybe a little hippie. But I
really think that is what we need, because like many of our problems are created when
our consciousness becomes like that and it often often does that when we feel
threatened or our nervous system is active.
00:40:26 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Maybe because we go too hard, or maybe we just don't feel safe. Or maybe we have
an inner critic that keeps the nervous system up and… what you say… activated. So
the consciousness becomes like this and it becomes very much. What do I need now?
Short run.
00:40:51 Louise K. (Interviewee)
So we need to have ways, to find ways, and have practices to expand because this
happens by itself automatically, but this is something that we need to practice. So it's
like now we have mindfulness. That's like, I think, many people are accepting that
mindfulness is a good tool to like, give yourself a break.
00:41:17 Louise K. (Interviewee)
But I think meditation has really a big potential in changing… it's a very concrete tool
of expanding consciousness, thinking systemically, and becoming more self
compassionate. Also, inner diversity, if we don't know ourselves and create room for
the different parts of ourselves like I can become angry, I can feel superior and inferior
and anxious and… I can be controlling. I can be submissive and. If we don't know
ourselves in that way, I think we will project it out and then…. It's difficult as a leader
to create the conditions for diversity because we will just find. I will. Find people that
are like myself.

00:42:16
Louise
So you want to seek to control more like.. than letting it free?

(Interviewer)
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00:42:21 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Yeah yeah, so I think actually. So that's the two parts right now. Workshops in inner
sustainability and the other one is this about sustainable awareness. How can we
change consciousness so that we? And I think the second part is that nobody is giving
me money for that, yet. That's there's an interest and I'm invited to talk about it, but it's
more like, oh, that's interesting, yeah, but.
00:43:01 Louise K. (Interviewee)
I think there's. A long way to go, but I just saw Charlotte Mandrup at Ledernes
KompetenceCenter with a new group for leaders for a “forløb” a…. course. Yeah, She
called it the next level of mindfulness. I think as he talked about inner and outer
sustainability, and I think that would be my next step to try to make something similar
to that for leaders like really exploring meditation as a tool for widening perspective
actively.

00:43:40
Louise
(Interviewer)
I can see time is running very fast, so I might want to just jump to one of our last
questions we have around the community. We have been created as part of, you
know, first Laura’s course and then staying together.. at least some of us from
the course and the “Let it Grow” community as we call it. From your perspective,
what is the purpose of this “Let it Grow” community?

00:44:08 Louise K. (Interviewee)
It is supporting each other, I think like having each other's back. That's the one
purpose. And by that I mean just knowing that there are other people on the same
track with a similar mission. And the other to me is exchanging experience. Like
exchanging how have I translated this regenerative agenda and then seeing, oh, this
is how you have translated it. That's interesting. That to me is really important to see
how people translate it.
00:45:01
Louise
(Interviewer)
And how would you describe the values and culture of this little group?
00:45:14 Louise K. (Interviewee)
The values I think. I think Oh that could be many things... But the respect for
differences and openness. And curiosity. And yeah, something about… Life. There's
something about life… Energy I don't know. I get a feeling when I'm in the group that
something is created and there's a lot of Life in a way like room for new thoughts and
creativity. Life affirming.
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00:46:18 Louise K. (Interviewee)
And the culture? It's something about the same. Feel there is great… There is really
room for both the difficulties. And I think there would also be room for both, really
celebrating yourself saying this is what I've managed since the last time, but also
saying: Oh this, it sucks. Hahaha. And passion.

00:46:58
Louise
(Interviewer)
I know it might be a little hard to describe, but how do you see your role in this
specific group?

00:47:13 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Yeah, I think at first it was… That's very typical of me. I'm like I'm an initiator. It was
me writing to Eva that maybe we should just do something, invite some people and
then once it has its own life then I sort of step back a little bit and then probably it's
more like creating room for presence and yeah, contributing with that.
00:47:50
Louise
(Interviewer)
Makes very good sense. Do you feel that the community facilitates learning
about the regenerative approach in leadership, or was that more in Laura's
course and now it's different?
00:48:06 Louise K. (Interviewee)
No, I think it does that as well. Yeah, yeah. In many ways also because this leadership
part for me as I hear it when Laura says leadership, it's not about having a position as
a leader, but. But somehow taking responsibility for the whole of things and then daring
to take some steps.
00:48:42 Louise K. (Interviewee)
So that is a big part of it when I hear everybody talking about how do we find ways to
manifest this in the world? But then also just listening to Heidrun talking about the
companies that she has visited and how they do it. Again, getting these practical
examples.
00:49:08 Louise K. (Interviewee)
How many more complete the management leadership part. It's very helpful for me.

00:49:20
Louise
(Interviewer)
I have two more questions. It's 15:15 now. Would you have 5 more minutes?
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00:49:24 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Yeah, definitely. I just need to go, yeah, so let's take 5 minutes with questions and
then just wrap it up.

00:49:30
Louise
(Interviewer)
Let's do that. Yeah, because I also really want to hear how the community
supports you in your regenerative practices.

00:49:45 Louise K. (Interviewee)
Well again, one thing is this.. just the support. I think that. When I. It's like if I didn't
have any network. I think I would sort of like lose the the belief in what I'm doing. It
would go down, you know, the passion. About it like I would start to doubt or is this
really? Is it even possible? So I think it gives me inspiration and courage to move on.
And then there's practical help as well, like ideas which I present a challenge and then
maybe Eva says yeah, why don't you talk to Spotify and get your meditation exercises
out there?
00:50:35 Louise K. (Interviewee)
And so I get ideas that I wouldn't have gotten myself. And I think we can really help in
that way because we have. We sit in different arenas and contexts, so. So to get
different angles from other people and ideas. I think that's a big part of it for me. I get
a lot of help, I feel.

00:50:58
Louise
(Interviewer)
And the very last question. In what ways do you think the community will
develop in the future?

00:51:16 Louise K. (Interviewee)
That's really difficult because I could see it as I could could see it like 10 years ahead
and then I think maybe we would be somehow the same place like meeting up once
in a while and and talking and knowing each other even better and thinking back of
when we started and drinking gin and tonics in somebody's backyard and so that would
be like one. And I think I could imagine that that would. That would be like this inner
circle in a way, but… but I see really a potential for this growing as well if we want that
to happen. There are so many sprouts everywhere, and people who have a longing
to.
00:52:01 Louise K. (Interviewee)
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And I've heard it many times they say, oh, we should have some kind of platform or.
So if. But but, and I think if we don't do it then it will happen somewhere else because
the need is really there. And it's powerful to connect the dots, and in a way I would. I
would like to see that happen so that we could invite more people in. Find some kind
of form for that. But I wouldn't want to lose what we have in this small group so it's a
dilemma.
00:52:41
Louise
(Interviewer)
Maybe maybe it's the coexistence. We can have both. Yeah, yeah.

00:52:46 Louise K. (Interviewee)
That could be.

00:52:49
Louise
(Interviewer)
Makes sense because the very last question for now. Perfect, let's end recording
then.
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Appendix 3.2 - Ellen Elsnab Interview
Interviewer: Louise Boe Weis Jensen

00:00:00 Louise (Interviewer)
As you know, we have talked before (this recording began) but, you know, I
would like you to tell a little bit about yourself to start. Things you think are
important for people reading this paper to know about you.

00:00:25 Ellen (Interviewee)
Well, haha I don't really know where to start. I can say I have my own company. It's
called “Brand New Day”. I started it in 2014. Mainly because I was interested in having
more projects… Well, with a sustainable agenda.
00:00:47 Ellen (Interviewee)
I used to work at an advertising company and I worked as Strategic Director and I was
not really happy. I was overworked. I was not really living my values out in my work
life. I was working too much and I didn't really have my base, my home was not, my
private life, was not in balance. It was only work life.
00:01:15 Ellen (Interviewee)
It was not a life balance. I didn't know that then, but I just knew that I wanted to work
with something that was more meaningful to me. So I tried for.. well, the last two years
I was there. I tried to attract companies and projects within sustainability.
00:01:38 Ellen (Interviewee)
And we succeeded very well and well… Some ways, but it was still not the real thing
because it was not my company and I could not change the whole agency. But I
realized that I had to move because otherwise I would feel very, very sad and ill.
00:02:01 Ellen (Interviewee)
And I was very stressed when I left that job. And I was stressed when I started my own
company.

00:02:09 Ellen (Interviewee)
So it was not really. Hmmm. Regenerative, but my promise to myself was that I wanted
to be a good boss. So I wanted to be a good boss to myself. And here, eight years
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later, I must say I haven't really succeeded yet, so I have really realized how difficult it
is to find this balance between having a business and having a balance.
00:02:39 Ellen (Interviewee)
But I've tried a lot of things in Brand New Day. I've had a partner for 1- 1/2 years when
I was pregnant - I had the first time with my little daughter. And I had a partner leaving
because it didn't fit her private life, to be in the company.
00:03:00 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, I have been close to bankruptcy in the company I've had so many experiences
but still I have the feeling that it's the right thing for me to have this work life.
00:03:18 Ellen (Interviewee)
But it's very closely related to my private life having this company and being only me.
So it's still the same mission to be a good boss for me. I really realized that I didn't
succeed in that… yet.
00:03:39 Ellen (Interviewee)
So many of the strategies from the course, The regenerative leadership, well, it's I'm
very focused on that and I see a close link between that and this shamanism that I'm
very interested in.
00:03:55 Ellen (Interviewee)
And well, other practices of, say, conscious leadership. I'm very into that. So I see
there's a lot of dots connected in those things. So where where I am now is an “in
between place”.
00:04:15 Ellen (Interviewee)
It's not really Brand New Day as it was and it's not really the new company that I have
in my mind, but. In the past six months I've been on sick leave. So I had a lot of time
to, let's say, regenerate myself, gain new resources. I had a burnout.
00:04:36 Ellen (Interviewee)
So the process is very closely linked to many of the things we have been through in
regenerative leadership, it's… I have worked with finding my own power again refinding myself by being in nature.
00:04:56 Ellen (Interviewee)
More than I was before I loved being in nature since I was a child, but I also lived in
the city and.. I also missed being with nature and not just going out and going back
home in the city. So for the past six months, it's been… I have had a really strict
discipline of being in nature, winter bathing every morning.
00:05:24 Ellen (Interviewee)
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Yeah, trying to connect with water and this healing cleansing power. Yeah, that was
an introduction that was a bit everywhere.

00:05:36 Louise (Interviewer)
No super super interesting and now you moved here from Aarhus to what is
this.. Sorry what is this city area called?

00:05:43 Ellen (Interviewee)
This is close to Ry.

00:05:44 Louise (Interviewer)
Close to Ry.. with your family, was it two years ago?

00:05:48 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, 1- 1/2.

00:05:49 Louise (Interviewer)
1 -1/2 years ago. Yeah, now you're also closer to nature. Was that like?.. Now
talk about being out in nature winter bathing, what made you make the move
from Aarhus to like the complete opposite?

00:06:02 Ellen (Interviewee)
Well, we wanted that for a long time and we spend more and more time in my aunt's
summer house at the North Sea. So I never wanted to go back when I was there. I still
don't. I Love it there but.
00:06:18 Ellen (Interviewee)
I really missed nature and I missed having more space and I missed having more
silence. So those three things were important.

00:06:29 Louise (Interviewer)
Makes completely fine sense. Ehmm, were there any specific events in your life
that made you turn to the regenerative path?
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00:06:40 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, uhm. I think my personal interest in shamanism. Nordic shamanism is the main
reason why I joined the course in the beginning. Because I saw a match and I saw
that Laura and Giles had created this language that fit a corporate world.
00:07:03 Ellen (Interviewee)
And I have always felt like in between… between worlds. I've been searching for a
long time in the alternative world like… The spiritual world and going into an advertising
agency, it's.. it's OK we have a lot of colorful people there, so it's not that strange there.
But being a consultant in my own “one man band”.. “One woman band”, and then
going out to those corporations I have worked with then I felt so off.
00:07:42 Ellen (Interviewee)
Like I had to adapt too much. And I adapted too much, and I burned out. But I think
that was the main reason because I saw; here is a platform. Here's the model. Here's
a language. I know it's not really a model you can lay down on Organization and then
plug and play, but it's a…
00:08:10 Ellen (Interviewee)
People have a lot of interest in this regenerative leadership, and I think it's very helpful
instead of me coming out with something shamanistic because the time is not ready.
It's not the right time for that.

00:08:29 Louise (Interviewer)
And what does regenerative even mean for you?

00:08:35 Ellen (Interviewee)
I think for me personally it's.. it's very closely related to this process that I'm in in my
own life. Because I felt so drained and I didn't know before it was too late. And I have
the greatest respect for the resources now, my inner resources. For many years I have
focused on.. well.. the climate and those resources.
00:09:04 Ellen (Interviewee)
But now I realize that… what I knew intellectually before. I now know personally and
very innerly. I know that if I don't take care of my own inner resources, I cannot help
the outer agenda in sustainability.
00:09:24 Ellen (Interviewee)
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I need to be in balance before I go out and try to do that job. So to me it means balance
I would say yeah.

00:09:40 Louise (Interviewer)
You already spoke a little bit about it, but can you tell us about your regenerative
journey from the beginning of learning about the concepts to where you are at
now?

00:09:53 Ellen (Interviewee)
Well was it in… Yeah it was December 2019.. perhaps I was at a conference. It was
called sustainable leadership or something in Aarhus. And Laura was a keynote
speaker and I was blown away, completely blown away by her energy, by her
message, by her presentation and her way of connecting with the audience.
00:10:25 Ellen (Interviewee)
She (Laura Storm) performed this very, very short meditation. “Imagine a place where
you can just relax and be yourself, de de de”. And then in the end she asked, where
did you go? How many of you were in nature?
00:10:42 Ellen (Interviewee)
And almost everyone said, “yeah we were”. And I think that's a very, very smart way
of making everybody realize that nature is a place for us to reconnect with ourselves,
but maybe people don't go there, but in their fantasy in the imagination they can.
00:11:06 Ellen (Interviewee)
So that was when I heard her the first time and then I bought the book and I started
well… I don't know. I read more about it.
00:11:16 Ellen (Interviewee)
And I don't exactly know when I decided to join the course, but that was the autumn
(2021). And I also told Morten that I think it was a good idea that he would join because
at that time we talked about working together.
00:11:33 Ellen (Interviewee)
He also joins this shamanistic. So that's why, and we had… We had an idea at that
time and then I got pregnant and I.. I was very ill during the pregnancy. And then I lost
the baby.
00:11:51 Ellen (Interviewee)
And I really had this inner feeling of OK Nature is tough, nature is beautiful and nature
is tough. Nature is everything but it occurred to me, OK… This is not just an intellectual
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journey for me, it's more than that, and so I stopped after the third module and I joined
the spring class instead.
00:12:26 Ellen (Interviewee)
But to me it has been a long journey actually with the regenerative, but it started with
that conference. But it started a long time before that, but I didn't have that word for it,
I didn't have that language and I didn't know Laura.

00:12:43 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, yeah, interesting. We'd like to do this little exercise with you… nothing
intimidating or anything, it's just… We make this line from 1 to 10. And then we
would like to ask you, to kind of position yourself from 1 to 10 on how you would
place yourself on regenerative skills from beginners: 1 to expert level: 10. Yeah
yeah. So we have done this exercise with all of the interviewees. Just to you
know, see how they reflect upon their own skills In this. yeah.. So whenever
you're ready pop a little number in there or line or something that shows where
you believe you are.

00:13:26 Ellen (Interviewee)
And the question is my?

00:13:28 Louise (Interviewer)
The question is, where would you position yourself on this imaginary line
between beginner and expert level, in regenerative leadership? And yeah, one
is beginners and 10 is expert.

00:13:45 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, I would put it on three, I think, because at some point I think I'm an expert
because I live this, but on another level I think this takes practice. This takes
experience. This takes time. I'm not going out, saying, hey I can run a regenerative
process in your organization right away, no.
00:14:14 Ellen (Interviewee)
I'm not going out like that because I don't think it's a system. I don't think it's… I don't
think people are ready yet and still we don't have the time to wait but. Uhm, I think on
a private, uh? Private focus I think I'm on a 10 because I really, deeply understand the
regenerative.
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00:14:39 Ellen (Interviewee)
The regenerative life mission you could say.. life view, but on a professional level I'm
just a beginner.

00:14:46 Louise (Interviewer)
Could we get you to kind of set another cross there and write “private life” and
then “professional” because it's interesting. That you say that. And for you, the
reason why the professional is there, is because you don't feel like you have the
practice competencies yet. Yeah?

00:15:07 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, also, I think the regenerative tools if you can talk about that, the DNA
assessment, for example I think… Uh, if I should work with them I think they would
need some… I would need to make them mine somehow. Because my focus is where
I can bring the most value - in living systems culture a bit there, and living systems
being is definitely where I should be.
00:15:42 Ellen (Interviewee)
So I think if we talk about regenerative leadership in general, that's why I put it on a
three but Living systems being, that's where my private process is very closely related
to, and I also I have many different educations focusing on conscious leadership and
all my private studies that they are closely linked to.. To the” being part”.

00:16:16 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, it makes good sense. It's actually interesting because you're the only one
so far that has done it like that.
00:16:24 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah?

00:16:24 Louise (Interviewer)
Yes, that's really interesting. Thank you so much for wanting to help us with
that. As you just mentioned yourself, the DNA string and living systems being
et cetera. We would like to ask you what have been some of the important
aspects of regenerative leadership for you?
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00:16:43 Ellen (Interviewee)
Well, definitely the ancient knowledge and the ancient wisdom is a very important part
of it, and that's where I was so excited. I sat here on the online session: “Yaaaay”.
Because it was like wow, there is a match.
00:17:01 Ellen (Interviewee)
It's not only in my head… Actually, it is something that they have seen that they have
worked with and they put it in the book. I I think that's… I'm very excited about that.
OK, you can hear that. Hahaha. I think that's very important, because I think having
those ancient wisdom
00:17:26 Ellen (Interviewee)
Ancient wisdoms put together with very modern actually avant-garde theory for
organizations. That's cool, yeah. I love that, so that was the best part for me, yeah?

00:17:44 Louise (Interviewer)
And anything else you want to mention… in terms of yeah, important aspects,
aspects that have helped you in your private and professional life?

00:17:58 Ellen (Interviewee)
No, it's…it's more like it has actually surprised me quite a lot how many people are
scared of just doing the little things like being silent or deep listening or having trouble
sitting at a tree?I was like, whoa, that was an eye opener for me, it's good to know.
00:18:18 Ellen (Interviewee)
It's very important to know because otherwise I could be a bulldozer, but I was actually
very surprised to find out that even the people who have chosen to join the course,
that they never… Some of them never go and just sit for an hour in the forest.
00:18:37 Ellen (Interviewee)
I was surprised, but I was also surprised that so many in this sharing circle were moved
just by being in this collective space. Because I do that a lot, I go to women circles. I
go to weekends, retreats, everything. But some people must be very lonely and not
having the room, the space for sharing was actually on their minds and hearts.
00:19:10 Ellen (Interviewee)
So that was very, very good to know actually, but it's not a part of the course but it was
related to the course.
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00:19:17 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, yeah. The aspect you mentioned, what are some of the ways you have
investigated these aspects in your work life?

00:19:30 Ellen (Interviewee)
Hmm, well actually before I got pregnant last summer, early summer. I had those
ceremonies… Uhm, shamanistic ceremonies for a woman I know she was about to
have her own business and she was scared because she didn't really choose it to be
that way.
00:19:53 Ellen (Interviewee)
It was something she was forced to do. So I said, OK, how would you feel about
spending one day in the forest with me and I could help you change how you feel about
this… this change that's happening in your work life.
00:20:10 Ellen (Interviewee)
“Saga slap af.” *talks to dog*
00:20:16
We went to the forest and I did some rituals and some drumming and singing. Very
shamanistic things and focusing on “overgangen”.. eh what? The passage, yeah, so
that was just to try some of the things I have been interested in and because I knew
her, I tested it on her.
00:20:44 Ellen (Interviewee)
And yeah, it's very powerful. And then I started the course afterwards and then I saw
OK. This is actually something that could help Leaders and organizations and just
regular people.
00:21:00 Ellen (Interviewee)
Because we all have these passages that are difficult. We're not really who we were
and we are not who we are about to become. But we're here now. So I think this shift
is a very important time in life and where regenerative tools and philosophy can help
a lot.
00:21:25 Ellen (Interviewee)
And the shamanistic rituals can also be a very important and helpful part of it. Did I
answer your question?

00:21:39 Louise (Interviewer)
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Yeah, kind of, it was. Yeah, how have you investigated the regenerative aspects
in your work?

00:21:48 Ellen (Interviewee)
Well, the newest thing after finishing the course is that I'm trying to gather some of the
most important substances from the shamanistic world and my corporate life, my
experiences and regenerative leadership and other, well conscious leadership, all
these things and trying to collect them into a mentor mentorship.
00:22:14 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, and working with the wheel… The medicine wheel. So that's my new idea, but
I'm not there yet, but I think that's where I study now. That's where I'm trying to take
what I gained from this class and bring it to a new yeah. To be innovative, not just take
what they made, but make it mine.

00:22:44 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, to find your own path and taking the best from all worlds. But it also
sounds like a work life and private interests and et cetera it's all one big bowl.
Or how are you working?
00:22:58 Ellen (Interviewee)
Well, I don't. Actually, I don't hope that I'm going to do that. Yeah, I see where… Yeah,
I know why you say that because it sounds like everything I'm interested in is stuffed
into my work life but.
00:23:17 Ellen (Interviewee)
It's not everything, but it's because I actually see that some of the things I'm very
passionate about: creativity and nature, and the talents I have - a talent for listening.
All of that, ít needs to be in my work life.
00:23:36 Ellen (Interviewee)
And I only have myself so I want to do something that's fun and meaningful and I think
that's why it's it's always something that I'm privately interested in as well.

00:23:51 Louise (Interviewer)
But maybe it's also our old ideas of like, if you practice shamanism, it must have
to be something in your private life? Maybe yeah, it's awakening these new ways
of viewing what work can be as well.
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00:24:06 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, but also I have a lot of respect for the rituals and not to compromise or disrespect
those rituals and the ancestors and so it's that's where I am right now trying to figure
out: How can I, in a respectful manner, take those rituals or songs or whatever
wisdoms and bring them into a corporate setting.
00:24:38 Louise (Interviewer)
That's actually interesting - on a sidenote - that was also something we
discussed after our last (Let it Grow) meeting were you introduced at the drum
session and it was just so powerful to hear you say: “I need to rehearse this
very well, so I'm sure I will take you on the right journey or the journey you guys
deserve”.
Because, I don't remember who it was, but one of the others said: “You can just
try something on us” and you were just like “No I actually wanna, you know, it
should be done the right away. And I think both of us noticed that and it was
really beautiful, so. I totally see where you're going.
Which kind of knowledge and competencies do you feel you lack within the
regenerative? If you feel like you lack something, of course.

00:25:28 Ellen (Interviewee)
Uhm that I personally lack… like being on a 10 or?
00:25:34 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah yes both.

00:25:35 Ellen (Interviewee)
Or that the philosophy lacks?

00:25:40 Louise (Interviewer)
Both, If you feel like there's something missing in the Regenerative, but mostly
like what competencies you feel that would be nice to have more of?

00:25:48 Ellen (Interviewee)
Umm well I have analyzed that the living systems being is where I'm supposed to bring
my resources into that field. I think it's a lot of knowledge, a lot of inspiration packed
into five modules, so I don't know anything.
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00:26:14 Ellen (Interviewee)
At least I know a little bit and then I know how much I don't know if I think it's a major
field, so I lack a lot of competencies, but I think that comes with… well being curious
and taking the time to see some of the things she sends us. Read some of the books
you recommended. All of these things.
00:26:41 Ellen (Interviewee)
But.. On the other hand, I don't feel I lack anything because I think we already have
this wisdom in us. It's a reminder, but to bring it into a corporate world, I would say…
Perhaps this thing about making the DNA assessment relevant to what I work with?
00:27:02 Ellen (Interviewee)
I would do that and then be ready if I wanted to, but I don't think I want to. I think I want
to focus on the more personal development, yeah yeah.

00:27:18 Louise (Interviewer)
Who could teach you this?

00:27:22 Ellen (Interviewee)
Actually, I think I'm well on my way due to my own process.

00:27:23 Louise (Interviewer)
How could you?.. Learn more.

00:27:31 Ellen (Interviewee)
Right now I'm about to finish four months of coaching I've been through and this
focuses on how to be authentic, how to be honest, how to be in integrity all these
things.
00:27:53 Ellen (Interviewee)
That's practice so I think I'm actually walking the talk right now. So I think the answer
must be I can teach myself these things and yeah…

00:28:06 Louise (Interviewer)
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Powerful cool, that's really nice. And now I'm going to jump to our Let it grow
Community, our small little Jylland department. From your perspective, what is
the purpose of this Let it Grow community?

00:28:35 Ellen (Interviewee)
I think it's support, to support each other. Yeah, we're on a similar mission. Similar
missions. I think we can support each other a lot. Help each other.
00:28:50 Ellen (Interviewee)
I don't know the others that well because I didn't finish the course with them, so I
haven't had these more personal ZOOM breakout sessions so it's actually quite new
to me. I've met them twice.
00:29:07 Ellen (Interviewee)
But still I have a feeling of community because we made the same choice to join the
course. Yeah, I think we have some of the same values and this group of people, it
has a great diversity. I love that.
00:29:28 Ellen (Interviewee)
But still we have the same main interest. I think we can support each other and also
be experimental. And to have this knowledge, sharing wisdom, sharing experience,
sharing, I think that's very important in a new field.

00:29:56
I don't know how you expressed it, but you said the group has kind of the same
mission or missions. What is that common mission in your eyes?

00:30:12 Ellen (Interviewee)
What comes to me when you ask that question is the thing we all would love to work
somewhere, where's where you can be yourself. I tried to adapt too many times and I
think so many people experience that and we all have these gifts with us, but it seems
like the corporate world is so square and you can never really fit in and be you.
00:30:44 Ellen (Interviewee)
So what I think is the more… Let's say the subtle mission is.. I think we all just want to
belong to feel like we can belong and a lot of us are not in that big corporate company.
We work for ourselves and I think we're going to see a lot more of that In the future.
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00:31:13 Louise (Interviewer)
You talk a little bit about the values, but how would you describe the values and
the culture of this Let it Grow group?

00:31:23 Ellen (Interviewee)
Umm, Energy.. is I think there's a high energy. It's very energetic, it's just a. There is
a lot of joy. Trust. Helpfulness. Curiosity. Some of the words I think describe how I feel
about this community.
00:31:54 Ellen (Interviewee)
But the values are deeper than that, I think it's the…I think there's a deep love for
nature, actually. And yeah, helpful helpfulness is also a value I.. I think that's a very
important one.

00:32:19 Louise (Interviewer)
What about the culture when the group meets? How do you experience that?

00:32:25 Ellen (Interviewee)
Well, I don't think we can talk about a culture or group that's been meeting twice, but
there are of course some intentions and how we… Which culture we want to create
and we didn't really discuss it, but yet we talked about it indirectly, but. I like for
example, that we talked about meeting in different locations.
00:32:55 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, that's.. that.. Could be your culture that could be a culture that's very open
minded and curious and welcoming as well. Transparent. Trustful so I think that it's a
good start for having a culture in the network.
00:33:16 Ellen (Interviewee)
Also I I think maybe it's some of the individuals, but I think there is this energy about:
Let's try it. I love that. And I think I could learn from that because I'm very perfectionistic
and I want to .. everything but I don't have to, I don't need to. And it's good for me to
be around people who have a more actually brave way of just going out there.
00:33:46 Ellen (Interviewee)
So I think that could be a part of the culture as well that we.. Uhm, gain some courage
from each other.
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00:33:59 Louise (Interviewer)
How do you see your role in this community?

00:34:16 Ellen (Interviewee)
I'm not sure I know yet, but… It's been a shift from when we (Ellen and Louise) talked
and I didn't really feel like I was supposed to be a part of the network because I didn't
finish at that time.
00:34:33 Ellen (Interviewee)
And then joining the first meeting and have a really good experience. And I think it's
very natural for me to… To create ideas and to initiate things and to say “hey, we could
do this, we could do that. Let's go that way.” And then haha, someone is way better
than me at finishing.
00:35:00 Ellen (Interviewee)
So I'm… I'm a good starter and I also think that. I can contribute with.. more, well,
experiences in nature. And this shamanistic part, of course, is the.. well.. seasoning.

00:35:26 Louise (Interviewer)
How does the community facilitate your learning about the regenerative
approach/ leadership - if it does?

00:35:36 Ellen (Interviewee)
In many ways I think up until now I learned a lot from listening to what the others, what
visions they have and what they already do, and the ideas that flow. We are very
different in what we work with and where we are in life. So I think it's inspiring.
00:36:06 Ellen (Interviewee)
Going to come Mortens place what's it called?

00:36:11 Louise (Interviewer)
Design Mejeriet? Ex3?
00:36:16 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yes, yeah. X3, Ex3.
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00:36:18 Ellen (Interviewee)
And I think the tools… the circles that was just a very very low key inspiration, but it's
actually very helpful for me because wanting to work with the medicine wheel and to
explain something very fluffy, it can be a great help to see something very tangible.
00:36:40 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, really, yeah, that was a good help.

00:36:45 Louise (Interviewer)
Haha that's really cool! So it's both like the practical examples and the
more…like fluffy ideas that yeah helps you?

00:36:57 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, and the support. I think we can help each other. I haven't asked for help yet, but
I'm convinced that people will help and I will help so.

00:37:09 Louise (Interviewer)
Nice… and how does this help you in your regenerative practice? Meaning
having the community?

00:37:24 Ellen (Interviewee)
Well, the past six months I have started so many things. Networks and I have new
personal friendships. I have new opportunities. I've started riding on a horse on the
other side of Ry. I've met so many people I've started so many things so this network
is one of three networks that I'm a part of.
00:37:53 Ellen (Interviewee)
And I really, really hope that it will be a success and that this network will be strong
and will continue to to grow. “Let it grow!”. I hope we will have the enthusiasm, the
energy to actually provide. Uh, for the network. So I would love to see these events
fold out. I would love to have these “let it grow sessions”, we talked about those
Fridays.

00:38:29 Louise (Interviewer)
Maybe you should unfold it a little bit for Addison and transcription?
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00:38:34 Ellen (Interviewee)
The idea was that we could call in people who were interested in a specific theme
within the regenerative leadership and saying OK, “we have two people who will tell
you about this focus”. And we have a glass and we have fun, and we go home
00:39:00 Ellen (Interviewee)
So. Spreading the word about regenerative leadership. Also promoting each other's
competences and well, meeting new people who are attracted by this new… this new
way leading out.

00:39:18 Louise (Interviewer)
That would be really cool. On that note, in what ways do you think the
Community will develop in the future?

00:39:30 Ellen (Interviewee)
I hope we will decide to open up. I've..ehm.. I understand the argument that it would
be nice to be able to visit each other physically and within a reasonable time frame,
but.
00:39:48 Ellen (Interviewee)
Actually, I know that a lot of people from this spring team would like to be a part of the
community. So I think we should open up.
00:40:00 Ellen (Interviewee)
I hope that will happen.

00:40:05 Louise (Interviewer)
I am going a little bit back to business life, work life. We are very curious to
understand how regenerative principles can be brought into organizations. In
your experience, what has seemed to work and what doesn't work?

00:40:26 Ellen (Interviewee)
Well, I don't know yet because I haven't been working after finishing the course but
sometimes I think the regenerative leadership boils down to some easy takeaways like
start the meeting with silence, OK, but it's just a very very small thing.
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00:40:54 Ellen (Interviewee)
I love it because I hope everyone will do it… but. I think, the regenerative leadership
also calls for bigger ambitions than that.
00:41:08 Ellen (Interviewee)
And I hope that especially male leaders will be inspired and brave enough to open to
this the visions. The wisdoms in this… This way of leading yourself because they
influence so many people every day.
00:41:36 Ellen (Interviewee)
Now I'm very idealistic. And I don't know if I'm answering your question.

00:41:41 Louise (Interviewer)
No, but I also briefly sense that you talk from a personal experience and it's
super interesting. Maybe you could elaborate?

00:41:48 Ellen (Interviewee)
Well, I had a male boss, and I work with male clients. And in my own company I work
with male leaders. So the new thing is I'm going to work with women, hahah.
00:42:02 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, I, I think it's about this “the journey of reconnection” . I think that's what I'm very
inspired by because as it is now, it's the masculine, the unhealthy masculine values
that dominate corporate life… And people are feeling sick and getting sick in that
system.
00:42:27 Ellen (Interviewee)
And as I started with, I haven't succeeded yet in being a good boss for myself, so it's
a journey also for me, but many, many male leaders have a long way to go. Umm,
they I'm not really sure they have realized that they're going on a journey.

00:42:51 Louise (Interviewer)
Haha, Addison and I see more and more people that would like to work
regeneratively within their business environment or work life. Why do you think
this is the case?

00:43:05 Ellen (Interviewee)
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Because we have a.. uh.. natural instinct for how things were supposed to be. And we
see the dichotomy. We see the difference. We see it's not… We don't thrive.
00:43:23 Ellen (Interviewee)
So when we hear about regenerative leadership, it's hope. I guess that's why many
people want to work with it.
00:43:33 Ellen (Interviewee)
And I also think it's an inspiring new way of doing things. New old way of doing things
so I get it, why many people are interested. And I hope they will start the journey.

00:43:49 Louise (Interviewer)
What do you think is currently the greatest obstacle towards working
regeneratively or bringing it into organizations?

00:44:05 Ellen (Interviewee)
Lack of courage, actually. It always takes a lot of courage to be vulnerable. It takes…
It is a very, very vulnerable place to be when you are in a change in the transformation.
00:44:25 Ellen (Interviewee)
And many people choose not to transform, and they choose to go with what they know
and they don't expand their life view and they don't see the full potential of others.
They don't see the full potential of the organization, so they stick to what they know.
00:44:48 Ellen (Interviewee)
But taking that giant leap over the threshold and saying OK, we need to change. So
how can we do that in a way where we also have ourselves with… can we say that?
00:45:05 Ellen (Interviewee)
And be sustainable. And how can we make that change? Well, it starts with you, dear
leader, and I think that's where many leaders lack courage.

00:45:20 Louise (Interviewer)
We.. during the course.. I guess you also, maybe we saw together even? The
metamorphosis of the caterpillar, moving into becoming the butterfly. And the
painful - apparently - process of being inside the… Yeah, that “puppestadie”. Is
that also like part of that courage to dare to be in the dark?
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00:45:43 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, that's where I am. That's the winter, that's the.. the dark, silent winter and. I I I
don't really enjoy being here.
00:45:57 Ellen (Interviewee)
Being in this in-between stage but still I've been there before and I understand what's
going on. I understand a transformation is happening within me and I understand that
when I am patient and courageous in this process, something good will happen, but
it's…
00:46:21 Ellen (Interviewee)
Corporations don't necessarily take the time because it's, well, I haven't made any
money for six months, so it's not… It's not easy for big corporations to make a change
in that way and have a long winter, but.
00:46:41 Ellen (Interviewee)
Do a little bit?

00:46:48 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, do you have any follow ups? *looking at Addison*

00:46:49 Addison
Could you talk a little bit more about the integration period or what that looks
like or feels like in your experience. Because that seems like a tough thing?

00:47:05 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yeah, well, I haven't really done it yet. I work with five goals in this process and one of
the goals is to relaunch my company. And every day I have those proactive actions I
do and that would be anything, anything but I need to feel the energy from my visionary
goals.
00:47:37 Ellen (Interviewee)
I need to be in that energy. So every day I do something that moves me a little bit
further towards my goals.
00:47:49 Ellen (Interviewee)
So there's a little bit of integration every day because I always stay in that energy. I try
to do visualizations to connect with my authentic self.
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00:48:04 Ellen (Interviewee)
So, every week I monitor or every day I write. So every week I write.. hvordan siger
man et skema? A scheme of what have I done the past week and how am I moving
forward and well, how do I feel connected to myself and?
00:48:29 Ellen (Interviewee)
All of these things, but having this transformation of my company it's an integration
process right now because I have the idea I have the vision of my mentorship, and so
I wrote a synopsis of the idea.
00:48:48 Ellen (Interviewee)
I tell some people about it and my next step is to have a test Bunny. A mentee in a pro
bono mentorship and then I'm trying to just test it.
00:49:04 Ellen (Interviewee)
How will it be for me and for the mentee to be in this mentorship? But the integration
on a company level, I think that's gonna wait a bit because I'm starting to work in a few
weeks and I'm not going out with something, hehe, brand new. And I think I'm going
out with what I used to do.
00:49:34 Ellen (Interviewee)
What I feel confident about and then give time and respect for the integration process
of the new. Yeah, so I think having this drum journey with “let it grow” is also a little
proactive step. And every day I have one of these things, so moving.

00:49:59 Louise (Interviewer)
Could you give an example of one of these small steps? What would it be for
example?

00:50:05 Ellen (Interviewee)
Well I just. I got my scheme back from my coach this morning.

*Finding phone calendar*

00:50:11 Louise (Interviewer)
Only, of course, if you feel like sharing, it's just inspirational to hear how to.
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00:50:16 Ellen (Interviewee)
Last week was…I wrote down some Shamanic songs I learned. It's a it's a ritual to get
to know some of these songs.
00:50:28 Ellen (Interviewee)
You don't just get them on a text and then sing them, you hear them, you listen and
you learn. And then you can go and practice. But you don't sing them everyday. You
sing them at ceremonies and Rituals and stuff.
00:50:42 Ellen (Interviewee)
So when I was in the summer house I was like OK, now I'm going to write them down.
All of these songs that I have gotten to know by heart. And then I drew some… well
drawings next to the song. So a very creative little process.
00:51:05 Ellen (Interviewee)
I also bathed in the Northern Sea for the first time in ten years, and it's a… it's a leap
of faith for me because I'm actually quite scared of the big waves. And some of these
things.. I also joined the Væredygtigheds sympositum on Thursday.

00:51:29 Louise (Interviewer)
Is that already now? But it is online this time?

00:51:32 Ellen (Interviewee)
No, it's in Ebeltoft!

00:51:35 Louise (Interviewer)
Got it. Well, maybe I should look. Maybe it's too late.

00:51:40 Ellen (Interviewee)
But yeah, stuff like that. And it could also be my daughters birthday.
00:51:49 Ellen (Interviewee)
Which values would we like to give to her and to express that day? So we made this
“skattejagt”/ treasure hunt because I loved that when I was a child. We have this
creative process, my husband and I.
00:52:06 Ellen (Interviewee)
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So we love creating things, so creativity and playfulness. It's it's one of our values.

00:52:15 Louise (Interviewer)
That's really interesting. Where does this passion for shamanism and the old
history come from? Because it seems like it is going to play a big role in your
professional life?

00:52:31 Ellen (Interviewee)
Yes, I think it will! And I don't really know where it comes from. Besides that I went to
Eagle Road? two years ago.
00:52:43 Ellen (Interviewee)
But I think it's something I was very strongly connected to when I was a child and I'm
reconnecting, but… Magical things happen and for example, I went to Middelfart.
Hahaha! Just waited to say that… a few back. And I met up with a woman who I know
is interested in shamanism and Rick De Passage? and some female womb
ceremonies.
00:53:19 Ellen (Interviewee)
We talked about shamanism and then I said OK: “Who's here to greet us?” And this
big big Eagle was just flying over us, like circling and… And I experience things like
that very often.
00:53:43 Ellen (Interviewee)
And to me it's very strong communication from the universe.. to me. This is not stuff I
can talk about in corporate life. Because it was like it's too weird. But I am trying to
figure out right now in this stage I am in.. my butterfly stage.. this Metamorphosis
00:54:08 Ellen (Interviewee)
I'm trying to find out how I can be authentic to myself and to what I experience because
it's grand, it's not something I want to push away or push forward. It's just I would really
love people to experience this connection.
00:54:27 Ellen (Interviewee)
This strong, immediate connection to something that's way bigger than us. So where
does it come from? I think it's right there, every every second, but it's: where are you?
Are you there? Are you here? Are you ready to connect?

00:54:54 Louise (Interviewer)
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I think that should be the last word. Yeah, if you don't have anything more?

00:55:04 Addison
Thank you.
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Appendix 3.3 - Morten Damgaard Interview
Interviewer: Addison Hyldahl Rogness

00:00:11 Addison (interviewer)
OK, cool, so I think we will start with the first question, which is can you tell a
little bit about yourself?
00:00:19 Morten (Interviewee)
I will start when I was educated at university. I was educated at Aarhus University in
1995 as a computer scientist, a master of computer science it's called in English and
after that I started as a programmer in a bank. That only lasted three years. Then I
became project manager, then I became some kind of HR still in IT and then I was
vice president the last period of my time in the bank. I was responsible for any
development and infrastructure investment from the multinational IT company. That is
why I came to have a relationship with the multinational IT company and then at some
point of time you're at dinner, you ask. And they say we cannot ask you, but of course
you can ask us if you want to apply to an application at the multinational IT company
so that I did. And the funny thing is the bank and the multinational IT company had
such a big relationship that they had to ask my boss if it was OK that I applied to an
application so they had to know because they weren't, there's no way that the
multinational IT company would hire me unless one of the big customers would
suggest. And they cannot go out and tell me that we would like to have you. That's
totally a no go. So that's what was my actual the first time I started to understand how
corporate actually cooperates. So I had that so after 17 years and started at the
multinational IT company being hired first as an enterprise architect. And then digital
advisor where I had some of the multinational IT company's biggest customers.
The biggest case I had was Mærsk and Damco. So normally you connect Mærsk with
shipping. But they actually actually have a huge logistics department where they do
logistic services. And that is in The Hague. I don't know how many trips I took so I
even got a go cart just for flying to Schiphol from Denmark.
00:03:15 Morten (Interviewee)
Yeah, so I I'm came into this area of digital transformation meaning what is the digital
value chain? And especially if you extend that to what is the green digital value chain
of any kind of service you do? So I went to manufacturing for turbine manufacturing,
water pump manufacturing, so transforming those into services, which is a big game
in any product line, it's something you say what do you do as a service? How do you
do that? Digital is so water services therefore pump for service so whatever service
means you buy an amount of cubic liters of water per second. You don't buy the pump.
And you maintain, you install, you monitor, you forecast you do instead of you know
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regular service. You do forecasting, you service it when it's needed, it forecasts you
need to service that now. Yeah, so yeah, you probably saw the elevator was inspected
last time. Why should you inspect it? You always know why. If you have a car you
have your regular inspection and suddenly the car breaks always in between regular
inspections, why don't you expect it before it has it? So that's a game for any kind of
production, any kind of services.
00:04:48 Morten (Interviewee)
But nevertheless, there was some bigger purpose pumping in my heart. So I actually
decided to quit the multinational IT company to lean myself into a kind of sustainable
thinking. So I just quit my job without having any idea where to go. That was actually
terrifying. At September last year was the first time since I was 13 years old that I didn't
have a monthly salary. So zero income that was terrifying actually.
00:05:39 Addison (interviewer)
And what year did you stop the multinational IT company in?
00:05:44 Morten (Interviewee)
Last year, August last year.
00:05:46 Addison (interviewer)
Last year, OK, so still in the pandemic times. Did that contribute to it at all?
00:05:54 Morten (Interviewee)
Yeah, I think when the pandemic time had a lot of for many people you had the thinking
that you were walking with yourself at home. So why do you do that? What is your
purpose in life? I don't know I also saw a survey where they said how many people
actually changed jobs during COVID which was extreme.
00:06:16 Addison (interviewer)
Yeah, a lot.
00:06:18 Morten (Interviewee)
So it had of course it had an influence. Yeah so I was looking for a new way to actually
invest my time. I had no idea what that could be? I actually was a consultant at the
multinational IT company so one could actually be consulting other people. I actually
saw Inside Bill's brain. If you haven't seen that, see that. There's actually something
he has, uh, thinking that the biggest sustainable problem we have In the world is
actually energy.
So we as a consumer the contribution we can have by not eating cow or not eating
meat, not eating it doesn't have actually a huge impact. The things that has a huge
impact is energy, the problem about energy sectors in Denmark, it's really hard to find
anything that has sustainable impact. Of course we have the turbine with the turbine.
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If you look at that is also intermediate. It actually has our huge challenge when they
sunset a turbine. What do you do with that?
The same goal for solar panel and then the biggest thing that the only existing thing
that they can solve that energy is actually nuclear power. Which has been evolved
dramatically actually in France. Nevertheless, I was kind of so can I find something I
want to find somebody that build lamps in foreign countries where you don't have any
electricity. So, they built a lamp which was actually really smart because it had a
triangle, so it had solar cells on three sides and it had to stand like this because if you
have solar cells like this you will have dust and will be out of function. So you need to
have people cleaning it when its vertical, yeah, the sand would just fall off. So they
invented that. And the good thing about that they had found out they could take. So in
there you can have light in special places like bus stations or bus stops in places where
these really violent places the light does something with people. And then you can
power your phones. That was another one of. And you can actually have water. They
can take water out of the dry air as a byproduct, so you can have a glass of water
while you're waiting for the bus.
00:08:54 Morten (Interviewee)
So I was actually trying to get a connection with them to get out. That was the closest
I got to an energy sector. And then I met these guys here building these change
management products. Because you say what is the key point of this? I took a
coaching education leader coach education in Copenhagen and one of the things I
found out is that it's actually more or less close to impossible to give people good
advice. That advice that somehow needs to come from themselves in order to have
an impact. It doesn't mean that you cannot say something, but if you say something
then it should be can you give me some advice then eventually you might be able to
listen, yeah.
But any kind of change management, spiritual change, whatever advice is really, it
doesn't work. So any kind of change must come inside and one of the things if you
look at the multinational IT company, for example, one of the things that really disturbs
me is that every time you send out an architect on it to do an assessment of IT set up.
Their overall conclusion was it sucks. It is a complete redo. And of course, that cannot
be true. I mean of course it can be true. But nobody can live with that kind of advice.
You ****** it up. You have to restart. Nobody does that. So the only thing they do with
those kind of reports is the same.
Actually for McKinsey reports they put it on the shelf. And they forget about it because
you cannot deal with that. Yeah, any organization, any person cannot deal with that
kind of change. You ****** your life that's not advice. Probably they knew that already,
but you cannot deal with that kind of information can't deal with that.
00:10:55 Addison (interviewer)
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Can we ask you then what about the regenerative struck you as interesting?
Was there anything in your personal life that said, oh, I must shift?
00:11:09 Morten (Interviewee)
Yeah, so the regenerative thing was more like. So you can say the good thing about
the regenerative thinking here is that that kind of feeling comes from inside. And can
you can you kind of set some seed that tells that grows that feeling that we can more
we can recycle.
OK it's the mentality the I also saw yesterday I saw a survey about. If somebody has
to perform what will be the base you guide them you give them positive feedback or
you threaten them. It turns out that nobody if you threaten them will be better. So the
regenerative, the way of actually, the man and the female thinking put that into
leadership also so you don't have the classic dominant leadership. I think that's a huge
problem. So these models and the regenerative with Laura was really telling me that
we need to have a shift. And that shift is going to take a huge amount of time, so why
do I think that some of these models are some of the best I have seen is one of the
things we do here is instead of saying you ******** as a leader. You will just be thrown
out if you come with that kind of statement, even though it might be true. The maturity
and regenerative staging will come in stages, so what is your next stage? If you are
here on your maturity level on whatever, it's recycling, whatever it's female male,
whatever, it's whatever kind of dimension you look at it, you need to assess where you
are and what is your next step.
And, I would like to say Laura Storm’s assessment is actually too tough if you ask me
because most people will have a complete failure on any dimensions. So, uhm, this
one has dimensions where you would say oh here I'm good.
00:13:43 Addison (interviewer)
Is that important to have something?
00:13:45 Morten (Interviewee)
Yeah, because you can see you need to have a step stone to the next level. I think the
biggest challenge, Laura's model, is that that step stone is so far from where you are
right now unless you really have invested in that thinking. That mountain you have to
climb before you get started is too heavy in my head. Uh, if not then you should only
assist at one piece of the dimension. So that's actually why we have this one. If you
look at these. We have two questions for each dimension, is it the personal
development? Is it human relation? Is it team development? Is it business
development? Is it organization? So what is your domain, what's your biggest domain
problem? So start there.
But how do you do that without telling you have a problem already? The best thing is
actually to listen and then recommend that you should actually start with your
organization, maybe. And then leave the rest out. Too much information is too much.
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00:14:47 Addison (interviewer)
What does, then, regenerative mean to you?
00:14:52 Morten (Interviewee)
It means coming back to where we came from in terms of especially the relationship
we have with nature. It means that we should have respect for the female and the male
way of thinking so that the duality should be clear. It means recycling. It's a way of
being in the world for different individuals more than when you say I should go back
to where we came from. It wasn't good either, because there was lots of harassment
that was there. You've also seen this. The male in the top and the female underneath
that it was not a regenerative thing. It was regenerative in terms of nature and respect
for the native, but not in terms of the people in my head.
00:16:02 Addison (interviewer)
Then can we talk a little or can you talk a little bit about your own regenerative
journey? You mentioned Laura Storm’s book is that where this started…
00:16:12 Morten (Interviewee)
No, it started before, but I think my especially the spirit, the spiritual path has been a
completely side way from my point of view, so the coaching education I took leader
coaching education I took was based on the enneagram. So the enneagram has 9
dimensions. And I don't know how much you heard about it there, but that's
conceptually different personalities, behavior, fears, but if you take that, if you take that
as a circle. And you move it up there it's actually spiritual levels. There's nine spiritual
levels on the enneagram. Do you know that. So there's nine spiritual levels. The funny
thing about those is that the more conscious you are of who you are the consciousness
is completely the opposite of the ego. So there's some transition from ego to
consciousness. So that means if you are extremely immature or unconscious, you just
act with your ego, your reflections. You will take, take, take, take.
And then the top you will say, I'm conceptually you will collapse those 8 dimensions
and be one in the middle. But being there is really hard because you really have to be
conscious of everything you do all the time. So that was the first journey. And there I
learned that if you're conscious, if you're whatever your man, your female, you need
to respect them differently depending on your enneagram. Depending on personality.
Depending on your sex, depending on your background, it was listening. So one of the
skills that Laura also talked about was listening, even though she's really bad at
listening. She talks too much.
But the listening thing was was a huge thing for me. So that was one of my first path
to say, OK. But the enneagram doesn't necessarily tell you how you get more
conscious, that is actually a tough part to be more conscious.
00:18:32 Addison (interviewer)
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Yes, yes.
00:18:36 Morten (Interviewee)
So the next thing I took because I could see when I was really conscious if I meditated
there was really some I had my empathy for other people. Yeah, the way I was in the
world was really interesting and I had a sense of happiness just by being really
conscious of what I was looking at and also go into the nature living out there, sleeping
out there. So that was kind of the first regenerative thinking I had, you can say. And
then I started to study some of the Dao teaching, which is a Chinese thing.
And lastly, I took yoga instructor education because the yoga instruction is actually
meditation in a move. Depending on what kind of yoga I took. But was kind of mostly
hatha yoga but with a lot of mental training. So that semi-fundamental feeling about
regenerative is actually if people had empathy. If people were conscious about their
behavior in the world, we will actually have a much better life. So actually Connie, who
is head of this company, I met her at the discipline of peace, which is a medicine wheel.
You take one year. It has some of the same flavor as Laura’s but it’s from the Indians.
And it's a one year journey you take. You have eight seasons there. So there was also
a kind of living with the nature you can say is the living with nature living with spirituality
linking with that duality between male and female. And I actually started a zen
meditation education at Heinrich. Zen is conceptually learn to die while you're alive.
So you can see my regenerative is really focused on the mindset because the mindset
will change your behavior. So change your mindset and then change your behavior.
00:21:21 Addison (interviewer)
Uhm, if we can do a little exercise now if we're to draw a line from one to 10,
where would you place yourself on from beginners is 1 and 10 is expert. Where
would you place yourself on your own regenerative leadership?
00:21:40 Louise (Interviewer)
skill sets.
00:21:44 Morten (Interviewee)
So there's many things. I would say I'm relatively conscious about the duality, the
spirituality, not too much about if you ask me what is best buying that kind of thing. I
think many of those things are really complex. Remember I come from computer
science, so if it really has to be true, it has to be really computed down to. But I would
say I am about here.
00:22:25 Addison (interviewer)
And what number would that be?
00:22:27 Morten (Interviewee)
I would say something 6-7 around.
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00:22:29 Addison (interviewer)
OK. Can you elaborate why you would put yourself there?
00:22:36 Morten (Interviewee)
So in my head, it doesn't mean that I don't have a long path to go, but I am I mean just
be you know, those four dimensions that you're unconscious incompetent then you
are conscious incompetent than you are conscious competent and the last one is your
unconscious component. It doesn't mean that it will take the same amount of time to
get the last piece because I actually think the last piece is the longest journey. Uhm,
but there's many, many things that I can see in people's behavior that I would say that
I moved myself to a much more conscious place.
00:23:38 Louise (Interviewer)
Could you elaborate on that? Curious to know a little more about it.
00:23:45 Morten (Interviewee)
For example, so there's many funny things about this. For example, I tend to have
many female friends. One of the reasons for that is that I find that most male actually
do really have a hard time to listen. It's kind of men are designed for giving you a hard
device you can say not an empathy based device, but based on their own knowledge.
I used to do this so you should do this and this and the problem about this journey is
actually when you found out that you start being more conscious you find out that
normally you speak too much. You listen too little and when you find out and when you
convert yourself into a more listening person. You will suddenly start hearing people
just talking without any actual information, and that is a huge challenge. But I found
out that most women are actually more conscious, so if you take regenerative, how
many were there, 20 people…
00:24:56 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah 19 and one man.
00:24:57 Morten (Interviewee)
19 and one man. At the yoga studio I was the first yoga instructor they have educated
in 11 years. Uhm, so I really have a hard time with my own sex you can say in terms
of spirituality. So I tend to walk and talk to women. It doesn't mean that men cannot
can be moved and they can move, but it's really. Yeah, I think it's really, it's narrowed
down to when you were born more or less you are female or boys, you can go out.
You can play you can you can do something and you have to stay at home. And if
you.. my girlfriend is from Brazil and they are so far from that. There's many people on
the planet Earth that I mean half the people of the planet earth do not even have the
ability to think of that, they have to survive. Then there's the rest of the half that they
potentially have the ability, but mentally have never started that. So in terms of, even
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though I would say I hear I'm around here, I would say that we are so few people that
have that kind of consistent or just knowledge of this kind of challenge.
00:26:12 Addison (interviewer)
Can you share like what aspects of the regenerative leadership resonated with
you?
00:26:24 Morten (Interviewee)
Duality. I am actually son of a priest. So it started my childhood just being outside
playing myself in the garden in with apple trees and all the around so that back to
nature was another thing. Uh, what is the last 2 dimensions?
00:26:48 Louise (Interviewer)
Left and right brain hemisphere and I mentioned inner and outer.
00:26:56 Morten (Interviewee)
So the inner outer and the male female and the kind of they influence each other in
my head. But I would say the female and the male thing is most dear to me.
00:27:14 Addison (interviewer)
Have you explored that like in your personal life or in your work life, and if so,
how?
00:27:23 Morten (Interviewee)
Yeah, so actually I think I have some kind of that skillset or ability or talent in me. That
was one of the reasons why I left the bank because I could not…my empathy or the
way I looked at people not as human resources, but more like human relations and
actually seeing people and being able to say OK if so people, if they had stress, if they
have problems, they came to me. Also people that didn't refer to me. The problem with
that was that it was not compliant with the bank's way of thinking. And because in the
bank in the end, if it's really tough, the only thing you do is you press harder.
And my point of view is if it's tough you don't press harder, you will actually get more
out of it if you don't press. So for example if people say so my mother is sick. You take
your time with your mother until you're back. No application, no filling out, no doctor,
no. You just do that. The payback for that was tenfold. So it was filling me to have that
kind of thinking to see people to have that balance between what is your force and
your behavior and mentality. It has all been me, but that is also my chance. I cannot
have positions where the classic leadership in Denmark cannot will not take anyone
like me because most are dominant. Most are based on egos. That is an example. I
also have actually Connie, if you take me and her. She's a more boss lady you can
call her because if there is pressure she tends to press hard and I tend not to.
00:29:45 Addison (Interviewer)
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Do you see room though for a regenerative path for more traditional companies,
yeah?
00:29:52 Morten (Interviewee)
In the world. I do, but it's a long path. I think the biggest challenge is that. Maybe 100
years? It will not help of our Co2 balance with the regenerative. The path is too long.
The reason in my head is that even though we talk about it, it's very few companies
that have moved. And the people that have to hire those regenerative thinking people
have no idea what it's about. So if I came, if somebody came and say, for example, to
even the bigger multinationals. They would say what are you talking about? You know
KPI performance if you also think the multinational IT company I had 120 KPS I had
to measure on. So why was that? In the multinational IT company, we talked about
this customer centric. I was actually working at customer centric solutions or
something it was called. But it turned out that the customer wasn’t interesting. It was
our own self. What is the actual concern? What is our income so the customer might
have something out of it, but what is our? The only thing we KPIed was our own
performance in terms of internal growth. We should have measured the external
growth if we did that. Dominant people have to hire somebody that is not their own
species. That's really a hard one.
00:31:39 Addison (interviewer)
Umm no. What do you think then are..Do you have any capabilities or
competencies you feel you lack in this area?
00:31:54 Morten (Interviewee)
So one of the things that I lack, and I think the world lack of is, uh, knowledge in terms
of end to end. For example, calculation of CO2. Some of the green impact stuff
because I think it’s so complex.
00:32:12 Addison (interviewer)
Planet stuff.
00:32:16 Morten (Interviewee)
I mean, if you take the turbine, what is the total impact because. OK, you need to have
those plastic stuff. You need to have those epoxy. The glue which is so poisoned you
have to wear a mask. And what do you do with it afterwards? So having that calculation
is you. It's like surveys like elections like you, you, the people select the window or the
survey or the calculation that shoots their point of view best. So and that skill I can…
the only thing I have, I have my academic background to say. If you also take the war
for example, so Korean, Russia, Russia is the devil yeah but we had one question at
the coaching seminar which was, who am I since so, if Ukraine should say, ask them
these questions, who am I since I have a conflict with Russia? Can they say they're
completely innocent? They have never done anything. Probably not. That's completely
opposite of regenerative. 2 leaders have cornered themselves into a position where
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they cannot fail. So because regenerative in my head is also meeting people, empathy,
listening, finding the best way out I guess. So my skills is in calculation but these are
skills that the world is lacking as well.
I really have a challenge with listening to… Sometimes I listen to Lomborg because
he has a different way of measuring the same thing If you ever read something about
it, he says something that is not stupid, but people do not hear what he's saying. He's
saying what he's against, but yet he actually has a point. And back to the problem.
00:34:26 Louise (Interviewer)
And who is that? Sorry, maybe.
00:34:28 Morten (Interviewee)
Bjørn Lomborg. The Danish guy who is always criticizing. Why do we focus on CO2?
00:34:34 Louise (Interviewer)
OK.
There's one man in the world that says the opposite thing, and I think the interesting
thing is not as you need to listen to the opposite position, sometimes to find out what
your position is.
00:34:51 Addison (interviewer)
Maybe we can move to more about the community, the Let it Grow community.
From your perspective, what's the purpose of the Let it Grow community?
00:35:07 Morten (Interviewee)
Its uhhh…. yeah, the purpose is to sow the seeds. Thinking, influence and then grow
slowly. It's the inside out. Iwould say.
00:35:29 Addison (interviewer)
And could you describe what the values or the culture is yet of the community?
00:35:36 Morten (Interviewee)
And so I'm not specific in that community, am I?
00:35:41 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, I think we've named it Let it Grow.
00:35:44 Morten (Interviewee)
Oh, the Jylland one.
00:35:46 Louise (Interviewer)
Exactly yeah. Maybe it's good to clarify. It's just us already being with inside
knowledge that's.
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00:35:54 Morten (Interviewee)
Yeah, OK. So the community in my head, so of course it's to influence each other,
inspire each other. But it's also to connect and conceptually make business grow, not
necessarily grow in the network or the community. I think it will grow over time to some
degree. But it also to have somebody that actually has the same point of view for most
dimensions in the world. I think there’s a really conscious amount of people that is
there. Talking about this consciousness unconsciousness stuff. All of us have this
thinking that we are willing to offer something. As I used to say, the sustainable
movement is not easy. We have to pay something.
A year ago I bought an electric car. When people said yeah like that, it's not convenient
that you cannot power it up every place. It was actually Ellen who told me, who said
that the green movement should be convenient?
It doesn't matter that you have to suffer a little, you have to. And that is actually the
biggest challenge we need to lower our total income or life quality in some sense if it
only takes the physical world. I mean how many cars do you have? My home, it's it
travel, you need to travel less, you need to own less. You need to have less so less is
more in that sense and that is there. So I think we have that thinking that less is more.
00:37:47 Addison (interviewer)
And how do you see your role in the Let it Grow group?
00:37:55 Morten (Interviewee)
I just see my role as a participant. Of course it would be great if we could use some of
these models, but that's I don't expect that will be the case, but. So I will contribute to
the Community as a member and of course, do my best to influence my thinking or my
knowledge. I think we are a group of people that really have many strong mindsets,
many strong movements. If we can combine those as a grid or as a network, or if we
can make a company out of it, or I mean I really am into this people, planet, profit. And
because the people is us, we need to have it. We need to be sustainable and
conscious. The planet needs to have it better, but we also need to earn money. And if
you don't earn money, you cannot have the two others, because you may have the
people they are really happy, but they don't have anything that in the end you will be
unhappy so you need to have them kind of profit in it. So I think we can. We can have
some people planet profit in that community.
00:39:17 Addison (interviewer)
Cool. Uhm, do you view it also as a place for learning more about the
regenerative? Does it help to meet?
00:39:26 Morten (Interviewee)
Definitely. It does. So every time we meet I think we remind ourselves where we came
from. And somebody is actually taking the tour again with Laura and somebody are
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taking new and you share new books, and so it's a it's a conscious thing to be what
does it mean to be regenerative in many dimensions, and it will stick out in many
directions I think we will not hold those to one dimension of those.
00:39:54 Addison (interviewer)
Cool, that's a great lead into the next question. How do you think the Let it Grow
community will develop in the future?
00:40:04 Morten (Interviewee)
I think we will grow to some degree with other people that are closer. It would grow
like natural networks with closest connections. I think it will always be an open thing.
If somebody takes a more leading position in it, it could be a thing that really is
something that has annual events.
There's two options, either it will grow or it will collapse. But I have been into many
kinds of groups over time. It takes energy to have our community running.
00:41:01 Addison (interviewer)
Then it's good you're friends with some of the members.
00:41:03 Morten (Interviewee)
Yeah, I'm friends with Ellen for example. Yeah, that's true.
00:41:07 Addison (interviewer)
That keeps some motivation.
00:41:09 Morten (Interviewee)
It does.
00:41:09 Addison (interviewer)
To build the relations. Yeah, I think we'll kind of go back to organizations. We
really want to understand how, like some of the regenerative principles can
move into organizations. What do you think works and doesn't work?
00:41:28 Morten (Interviewee)
So my thinking is if you want to do a change, that change needs to come from the
inside. So that means that, for example, one of our models here, the Green compass
could actually be a starting point, so if you think of this, I talked about this. How do you
change your maturity or your consciousness? In my head it's the same thing. So what
is your where is your dimensions where you're low where you're high? And if you are
here and ultimately, you need to be here. What is your next step you need to take?
You know, in software development there's something called CMMI, capability
maturity model integrated CMMI. It has five levels. The highest level is where you do,
if you build software development. You can take one person, you can say you today
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you should work on this project with this software. Tomorrow you should work out there
because everything is known by everybody and everything is tested to a degree and
everything is validated to a degree. It's insane, crazy. That is only used by the military
because you actually need to prove that the code actually does what it does and if you
have a launch of a missile you would like to know that it actually launches and lands
where you expect it to do.
The funny thing about the bank when they started that journey. When they started they
were measured at 1 level 1. Which was so low that in the lows then you can say your
company is based on heroes. That is, that is the lowest level you have. If you should
redo something, you will have another area that should build the same support. They
will start from scratch and they will build on their own heroes. There's no sharing, no
learning across. That's the lowest level. And then you train to be more more OK then
now you know what, uh, project manager, what kind of discipline? What kind of
reporting? That's the next level Level 2 and 3rd we will start. You could do that, now
you do training. You measure, you optimize your performance. The funny thing about
this journey is that you cannot jump from one to four. Like a swimmer, you cannot
suddenly be a professional swimmer. You need to swim a lot. And that is the same
with the regenerative model and with this model you cannot do that in one huge jump.
You need to have a vision and what is my next nearest goal? The strategy: how do
you move and that needs to come from the inside. So somebody either inside or
somebody consulting needs to articulate. A coach. Articulate what are the steps, what,
how can you do, and return with that positive feedback. So you are really good. You
did this here. You know, I did an assessment for an MNC and they were so happy
about it and the only reason for it was it was the first time somebody from the outside
said they did something good.
00:44:57 Louise (Interviewer)
Ha ha ha.
00:44:58 Morten (Interviewee)
The rest just said it sucks, it's a redo. So what can you so? Actually we have this
explore your business foundation. What is your foundation? So lean into what you
have instead. So, respect what you have and then extend. So that's why we explore
the foundation. So what is your next level? And then when you have defined your next
level, exceed it, live it out and then you can take it circular. Then you have a new
foundation. Take a new level, new level so it's iterative and circular.
00:45:44 Addison (interviewer)
Uhm, you've worked, probably with leaders and also employees. How has that
been using your models or other regenerative aspects?
00:46:06 Morten (Interviewee)
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I mean many people have really focused on their end result. The end KPI, not any of
the returns of KPI.
Even though some of the best leaders I met actually have a consciousness about for
example, what does it mean to have an employee that likes to be at work. That's the
closest I come to somebody that think about some of the empathy, listening skill set,
but most people are really, I mean, they're doomed. They're so busy they're stressed
out. They cannot even have it if you came and say I need to do it in a system. I don't
have time to decide because I'm busy. Busy doing what I hope is the best.
So how do you? You really need to seed or explain or communicate that you need to
have. It's like Einstein says you cannot keep up with this. The thing that made the
problem cannot solve the problem. So, how do you tell that? Your third thing you need
to do is build trust when you build trust, then you can tell it. So it took me one year to
get trust in the MNC, for example, and then I could tell them. Here, you're really. You
really could improve a lot.
00:47:48 Addison (interviewer)
Wow. So people are not up for bad news. And they're really happy for good
news.
00:47:55 Morten (Interviewee)
Yeah, really happy for good news.
00:47:57 Addison (interviewer)
So that's why you said this step. It's like OK, you accomplished something.
00:48:03 Morten (Interviewee)
I had to do an assessment of a product that I needed to launch. And I said you really
did a good job. With that little extra, you can do an enterprise great job. And that was
OK, we can do that and so instead of saying I have hundreds of things you should do
differently. I had three or four things they could do differently. Yeah, which with the
biggest impact was the next step. And then when you're there, we can talk again. Then
you have a new step. You need to have within your reach, within your capability you
need to have that stepstone because then the other alternative you can OK if this is
your goal. And you're, let's say we're talking to a company that does something. If you
suddenly expand your chains without within their boundaries, within the limit of their
job, then you just fail. I mean they will do nothing. So it might be the right thing to do,
but the impact will be 0 because it's too heavy. If this is the company and your target
with this one as well, you need to change this one up here. Yeah, but that's not within
my boundary.
00:49:25 Addison (interviewer)
Boundaries yes.
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00:49:28 Morten (Interviewee)
But you can change this one and this one. This one this one this and suddenly you
have completely changed.
00:49:37 Addison (interviewer)
Does that have some influence?
00:49:39 Morten (Interviewee)
It does. Have you ever read How do I obtain the giant hairball? [Orbiting the Giant
Hairball by
Gordon MacKenzie] It's a funny story from I think it's by… I don't know. It's a company
where they draw. This is the company. And this is how it's connected. This traditional
company, everything is connected to everything. If I would just change that node, but
it turned out that it… So what do you do you? You do a satellite. And here you do a
change and then you build hopefully or not and then they will look at that. Ah,
interesting, they can do something. That's why some companies actually build another
company, a completely different place in order to build that new because they cannot.
If you build in here, it will soon be part of that hairball. It's a funny book. It'll show up to
change the giant hairball.
00:50:48 Addison (interviewer)
So yeah, that could kind of address what you were saying with we can't change
the problem or fix the problem with the same thinking by just removing
somehow yourself completely from that.
00:51:01 Morten (Interviewee)
Yeah, yeah. So for example, the Innovation Lab at the MNC is actually a different
building, different leadership, different people. What do they do? They invent and try
something out there it is. They should drive 50 products a year or something and five
potentials should be something that needs to be built in there, the company. But in
order to have that speed they need to do something completely different.
00:51:28 Addison (interviewer)
Yeah, so they can't, yeah.
00:51:28 Morten (Interviewee)
They cannot. They can't rely on OK, IT set something up. It’s one a week. You cannot
wait, uh, if I had to spin up 50 then it's one in a week. I take two months, it's been about
a virtual machine or whatever. Set of products. You need to have that instantly. That
should not be the limiting factor. Then you can say OK when it's mature enough,
validated enough. Then you can put it down to the hairball.
00:51:54 Louise (Interviewer)
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Yeah, and how do you then see the regenerative going into this big mess?
00:52:02 Morten (Interviewee)
I actually do not see it can come there. I actually see that this will be smaller and
smaller and you need to build something beside .I, uh, that's one option. The other
option is that you start with some of the nodes. And those nodes will be bigger and
bigger. And then eventually the entire company. So then you start from the bottom.
Especially in Denmark.
00:52:37 Addison (interviewer)
Why is that?
00:52:39 Morten (Interviewee)
Because the culture in Denmark is so different, so you cannot. If you have a hierarchy.
With the company here is your boss, your boss, boss, boss, boss. And here's your
people. If this one says we need to do something really different. This man will say.
Yeah, but I mean this and I have this one. In the bank if you take somebody else or
normal companies. Uh, if you look at their day. Around 70% of his day is maintenance
of things that run already. So 30% is a new thing. I just looked at this or actually on the
green light I did a speech so then you come with your green initiative. New process,
new way of thinking. That’s probably 20% on top of the 100. So my first ask is, what
should you not do? So these people need to come down to 80 to add those 20. That's
why the program office or the Portfolio Office need to be part of that. So you need to
do less in order to do this, and I haven't ever seen anybody doing less .The only thing
they do, they do more. Which was kind of the problem you had. You are stretched
already .It doesn't help you put some green stuff on top of the stress that will never be
balanced. So the biggest question is what do you not do? That means if this is your
revenue today you need to go. So they need to lose money in a period of time in order
to gain money.
00:54:49 Addison (interviewer)
And that scares people to be like we're going to go down for a while to get things
yeah up again in good in better order.
00:54:59 Louise (Interviewer)
Theory U for economy.
00:55:02 Addison (interviewer)
yeah yeah. We're going to go yeah..
00:55:05 Morten (Interviewee)
Of course it is because you need to for a period of time need to do less which is your
revenue and that gives you conceptually. Yeah, net revenue negative.
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00:55:16 Addison (interviewer)
But so that just sounds like it's economic theory or knowledge already. So
people know that that's an option to do that..
00:55:23 Morten (Interviewee)
So the problem is this is the challenge if you were hired here. This is your period of
hiring. Let's see as a CEO. Then you have a huge problem because in your period
what happened because we did a huge change but we didn't earn any money? So the
leadership needs to have courage. So I listed courage as the biggest thing. You need
to face your fear. You need to be conscious of that. So it is OK to be. You cannot
expect that you will have this kind of because everybody expects this curve. This is
your expected earnings. This is your reality. So you can say that that's why it's so hard
because you need to have that courage. So if you are a stock market, how do you
explain your stock market that you I'm not producing? I'm losing some money because
they are investing in the future. So you need to be smart. For example the multinational
IT company did when they built their cloud's strategy. And the same thing everybody
else does. So they need to have that (hairball) running. Just as is to keep those
margins as little as possible.
00:56:54 Addison (interviewer)
And then have the satellite.
00:56:55 Morten (Interviewee)
And then have the satellite. So the MNC’s digital offering is a completely different
building. The Innovation Lab is a different building, so they need to build those
satellites that are not influenced by the hairball.
00:57:11 Addison (interviewer)
Do you see your role, too, as a consultant, as sort of doing that, or are you going
into the hairball and just be like I'm going to try to do some small change in the
hairball?
00:57:21 Morten (Interviewee)
Until now I totally respect the hairball because the hairball also makes the current thing
running and they have the earnings. So my question to the hairball is how do you
support the satellite? Because the more you can support the satellite and the more
future value you have as an organization in the organization.
00:57:47 Addison (interviewer)
So are you able to be that or you're able to kind of explore and investigate OK,
well, what's happening out there?
00:57:53 Morten (Interviewee)
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Yep, so I did nothing else than these satellites that were around the MNC.I said you
can actually talk to those satellites because this is your future.
00:58:05 Addison (interviewer)
So you're connecting.
00:58:07 Morten (Interviewee)
Yeah, connect the dots, which is weird. Why is a company never doing that, that's the
big problem companies do not know what they're doing.
00:58:16 Addison (interviewer)
So you come as an outsider and then you say, OK, here's where some value is
and then yeah it changes from yeah an outside source. That's super interesting.
Yeah, do we have any more?
00:58:31 Louise (Interviewer)
Ah, it's just so interesting. It's nice to see these drawings. Yeah, actually,
because I've never considered it that way. I have also done an internship there
so I know what you're talking about I also went through.
00:58:45 Morten (Interviewee)
The same goes for the logistic services built in The Hague, which was far from IT which
was in London, yeah. And then there were when they were really they had a huge
success down there. And So what did they do then? The other hairball asked what
they did? So there was actually some learning there.
00:59:14 Louise (Interviewer)
It's really interesting. It also adds a new layer because our whole hypothesis has
been how do we go inside organizations this one with the regenerative, but it
also adds a new layer, too. Maybe it's not there, we want to start.
00:59:30 Morten (Interviewee)
I was a no. And you can say the good thing about this, this one is that you can actually.
You can easily set up what kind of KPI the conscious KPI. It will not vanish into the
hairballs KPI. So if you're in software projects, it's normal to say we have a project
office, which is where we take the people out of the hairball. I need one here. I need
one here and one here and they take those out and put it into building. And there they
can build a completely different way of thinking because they are not inheriting so
much from the hairball. Routines and stuff. I think that is probably the fastest way to
do a change, and it doesn't require so much courage because it's typically few people
that can do something. And it's measurable and you can say for example, in the
innovation that they have there they can measure they can control. They have a
complete connection to the directors board which monitors that of course. So this is
an experiment and they know that and that's why they expect that they will have this.
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Of course they hope that they will come up with the ideas that could give that. But they
have a way of doing conscious change management.
01:01:03 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, do you see any link towards like this innovation lab and the community
that we are kind of creating here? Like could there be some link?
01:01:12 Morten (Interviewee)
That could be because conceptually all of us are in different... Well maybe not, but if
this is a hairball you could say this is we are outside. We meet places where we
consciously discuss what is regenerative leadership for us. And there we don't have
to apply the hairball strategies. That's probably also why any community works, and I
think the biggest success with Facebook is also their way of having groups because
people meet up in groups that are so different. Yeah, it's not. I don't like Facebook
because you can share what I'm doing, cooking or whatever you do, but the network
piece is really huge.
01:02:01 Addison (interviewer)
New layers for sure.
01:02:07 Morten (Interviewee)
Increased complexity.
01:02:11 Addison (interviewer)
But it's really from your background and your experience that you can bring this
point of view, so it's so valueable to have the we were talking about how diverse
the Let it Grow Community is with your different backgrounds. Like you said, if
we could somehow bring together there's just a lot of knowledge.
01:02:29 Morten (Interviewee)
Yeah, it's it's like 1 + 1 is 3 or 2 + 2 or five or something. We can do more when we
are with this kind of skill set, but we need to. It takes some time to know what our skills
are there. And what is our product? What do you want to be?
01:02:49 Louise (Interviewer)
Have you seen any shadows of anything that could you know, be a product in
this network from the people you know attend.
01:03:02 Morten (Interviewee)
The only thing I have seen right now can definitely be a group of interesting
consultants. But also sharing, I mean if we have a challenge, we could say you should
use this one. But if we have something in common. The only thing we could have in
common is the value of the community itself.
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01:03:29 Louise (Interviewer)
And what would that value be just to go back.
01:03:33 Morten (Interviewee)
Just to have people sharing that outside view of the world looking from the outside in.
01:03:44 Addison (interviewer)
Well, thank you so much.
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Appendix 3.4 - Eva Damsgaard Interview
Interviewer: Louise Boe Weis Jensen

00:00:03 Eva (Interviewee)
You are welcome to use it for transcription and whatever you need in order to make
your thesis, yeah.
00:00:10 Louise (Interviewer)
Thank you because we would like this to be open source so we can share
whatever is found out during this process externally as well, because we believe
it's so important the conversation is going regarding this area.
00:00:11 Eva (Interviewee)
Perfect. I'm looking forward for contributing as much as I can. Somewhere yeah yeah
and.
00:00:32 Louise (Interviewer)
Amazing, and we've been looking forward to it as well.
00:00:35 Eva (Interviewee)
I think it's very important that someone takes the lead and gathers data. It's kind of
new this area, and I think that's part of your challenge as well. It's kind of new and
maybe… Uh, I'm also working with fearlessness in organizations and I could assume
there is some level of fear engaging in a project like yours, because what if I didn't get
it right?
00:01:06 Eva (Interviewee)
Or what if I? What if I? What if the ways we are working are not exactly regenerative
and or yeah?
00:01:16 Louise (Interviewer)
I think you're completely right in that.
00:01:19 Eva (Interviewee)
It's not just about being busy.
00:01:21 Louise (Interviewer)
No, exactly. We sense that as well.
00:01:26 Eva (Interviewee)
Being busy is the most common excuse for not prioritizing, not daring, not. Umm yeah.
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00:01:41 Louise (Interviewer)
Exactly exactly.
00:01:41 Taler 2
Yeah, all right, but you take lead and you decide what house this interview is going to
proceed.
00:01:50 Louise (Interviewer)
Amazing and it will be me interviewing today. And Addison taking notes and
having maybe a follow up question or two. So we would like to begin with you
telling a little bit about yourself to start.
00:02:05 Eva (Interviewee)
Yeah, so from a professional perspective who am I or? Like that?
00:02:10 Louise (Interviewer)
Ehhm things seem to intertwine sometimes, So what you believe is necessary
to know about you? In order to..
00:02:19 Eva (Interviewee)
I believe you should always try to do your best. And… So when I work with
management consulting and organizational development I always… I have this way of
working where I meet the organizations and meet the people that I'm going to work
with and from there I try to always… What's the English term here? Uærbødighed?
There's a specific translation to that.
00:03:10 Eva (Interviewee)
Ehh.. reverence! Reverence is one of the principles I use when I work with people and
organizations and development. Because it's so easy to attempting to feel assured
and to feel certain and to know the ways.
00:03:37 Eva (Interviewee)
Because we're all puzzled by these mental models that it's cool to be self assured,
cool to know everything so I'm really trying to work in ways where I use reverence as
a principle, both in dialogues with people I'm supposed to help.
00:04:04 Eva (Interviewee)
And in relation to me so that I try to challenge my own thoughts, I challenge.. I try to
challenge my own hypothesis and whenever I feel too sure about things I know I need
reverence.
00:04:27 Eva (Interviewee)
Yeah, because everything is different when you work with people and it is all the
nuances that are important when you want to actually create change.
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00:04:42 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, and maybe just low practically what do you work with? What is your job?
00:04:49 Eva (Interviewee)
Im self employed, I have my own little company. *Screen feezes* I…. I work from a
pragmatic constructionist point of view with managers, leaders, bossed. Whatever you
translate that “ledere”. And employees in different organizations and I help them in
many different ways trying to succeed better.
00:05:22 Eva (Interviewee)
What's our common vision? And what's a common purpose? Why raison d'etre? Most
important task in the world. What.. What strategy? How can we work with strategy and
when I do this, I draw on different ways of thinking. For instance, regenerative… It's
really difficult to say in English.
00:05:54 Eva (Interviewee)
Regenerative approach as well inspired by Laura Storm.
00:06:00 Louise (Interviewer)
Cool, amazing introduction and we got a good picture of you for a good start
here. And then we'd like to ask you, were there any specific events that made
you turn to the regenerative path or interest?
00:06:24 Eva (Interviewee)
I saw. I participated in a conference at AU or Aarhus University about Væredygtighed.
So inner sustainability. She (Laura Storm) was one of the speakers there and to be
honest, at first I thought she was a bit too… hmm.. Different for me I thought she was
I was like: who is she?
00:07:00 Eva (Interviewee)
So, I actually chose some of the other workshops and discussions and I was very
happy with that. And then I have a colleague at Aarhus University. And she reads a lot
too, and she said, did you notice Laura Storm and I said yes, but I was?
00:07:27 Eva (Interviewee)
I was not sure who she was and if that was too… Far away from my approach. Yeah,
just to be honest, yeah. Then I saw her book and then I bought it and I buy too many
books. So sometimes I have this pile and it was in my pile of books and so it was like,
you know, I'm just trying to say that was where I first met that way of working and then
I saw Lederne having this course.
00:08:03 Eva (Interviewee)
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And I thought, OK. If I'm going to use approaches, methods, theories, ways of working,
it's always good for me to meet these people live. I've met Robert Kegan, I've met
Kenneth Gergen. I've met Jennifer Garvey Berger. I've met John Shabba. I have met
Maturana. You won't believe it. Roberto Maturana. I've met a lot of important thinkers,
Peter Lang, and for that reason I can use their work differently than if I just read their
books.
00:08:50 Eva (Interviewee)
Yeah, so that was. Was that a long answer maybe?
00:08:54 Louise (Interviewer)
No, it was a really good answer, because it was not love at first sight you can
say. You kind of had a longer introduction to it.
00:09:03 Eva (Interviewee)
I actually consider myself pretty critical.
00:09:08 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, interesting, we need that view as well. Uhm so talking about that. What
does regenerative mean to you?
00:09:18 Eva (Interviewee)
If I should explain it in a one liner, I would say: Making cultures, organizations,
environments where you leave more than you take, yeah. At all levels, and it's. That's
the one liner.
00:09:43 Eva (Interviewee)
And then I would add: Drawing on the logic of life, drawing on the intelligence of nature,
Drawing on History as well insights in history using nature in your actual work - Is part
of what I understand as a regenerative approach, yeah?
00:10:15 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah OK cool very good description can you tell us a little bit about your
regenerative journey ever since you kind of got into like this whole area.
00:10:32 Eva (Interviewee)
Yes, I can say that… So I participated in this course via Lederne, and I met some of
my… Some of the prejudice I could find in myself. You know. Oh is it too…(silence)
too far away from my approach in some ways.
00:11:04 Eva (Interviewee)
Is it too, like Laura said.. In one of the sessions, she said. It's not like me being the
priest in the church. Interesting, I thought.
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00:11:19 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, elaborate?
00:11:20 Eva (Interviewee)
Because that's…That's one side of it…That can push me a bit away from it. So
participating in the course made me understand better: What is it actually? And I also
met some of my own values and beliefs. And so, so from participating in the course I
needed to. Do my own work with it, since in my inner system, how can I work with this
in ways that are well integrated into what I do and what I believe in as a professional
human being.
00:12:26 Eva (Interviewee)
Then I at the same time, was part of a journey led by some Swedish researchers and
consultants and you know it, Louise and maybe you too Addison. This inner
development initiative, inner Development goals initiative, and in some ways these two
paths made sense together so I see the inner Development Goals initiative as…. A
theoretically based and practical angle in working with regenerative leadership.
00:13:22 Eva (Interviewee)
So I do not.. in the path I've been on. I do not copy Laura's words and spread them
further out into the work that I do. I would rather say I draw on the logic and I draw on
the ideas and I try to merge it into… Ways of working with managers and
organizations.
00:13:58 Louise (Interviewer)
Perfect and we'll get into that just after my next question, because we first need
to do a little exercise with you. We have made this little line here from 1 to 10
and then we would like it if you could try to position yourself on this little line
between one beginner's level and 10 expert level in terms of your regenerative
leadership knowledge.
00:14:29 Eva (Interviewee)
Uh my knowledge yeah. So one is no knowledge and 10 is expert level?
00:14:37 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, exactly.
00:14:43 Eva (Interviewee)
You know now it's interesting who I compare myself to. Hahah. If I compare myself to
all the managers I just met Monday evening at Folke Universitetet, I would say…
*Screen freeze*...
00:15:01 Louise (Interviewer)
Oh shit..
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00:15:02 Eva (Interviewee)
… If I compare myself to people like Anne Weber Carlsen..
00:15:07 Louise (Interviewer)
Sorry, you just froze… You just fell out, when you said “the leaders”.
00:15:14 Eva (Interviewee)
If I compare myself with Anne Weber Carlsen and people working professionally with
this I would say 5?...6? yeah yeah. Somewhere between 6 and 8.
00:15:33 Louise (Interviewer)
Six and eight. Yeah, depending on the audience.
00:15:38 Eva (Interviewee)
I can meet many people who are more experts than me, but I don't feel new in this.
00:15:50 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah it was just you know, to kind of visualize where you believe you are. And
then again there's no examination. So just for curiosity reasons.
00:15:59 Eva (Interviewee)
Yeah, yeah.
00:16:00 Louise (Interviewer)
And then maybe back to what you kind of emphasized before that little exercise.
So what have been some of the important aspects of regenerative leadership for
you in your work?
00:16:15 Eva (Interviewee)
Ehhh. Some of the important aspects. Now it becomes… Actually it becomes quite
specific. The picture Laura drew at some point; connecting the outer and the inner
systems like you know, she said: Our inner stress is related to a system of outer stress
and a society generating stress.
00:16:55 Eva (Interviewee)
I knew it, but I have. Yeah I haven't seen that picture… Uh, before, so It was like “Oh
yes, Oh yeah.” That's so true, and then she also made this exercise with us the first
day in Copenhagen.
00:17:23 Eva (Interviewee)
There was this piece of paper and in the corners you would have separation between
inner and outer, masculine and feminine, left and right brain and man in nature. So
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you would have these separations in the corners and then you would have the
integration in the middle.
00:17:47 Eva (Interviewee)
So understanding when am I feeling separated and when am I feeling integrated?
What makes… when and what makes this possible? Understanding that was also a
big eye opener for me.
00:18:07 Louise (Interviewer)
And why was that? Why was that a big eye opener for you?
00:18:16 Eva (Interviewee)
I hadn't seen that picture before. And flipping through her book, I had not noticed that
part of it. I also really, really liked all her examples mentioning Biomimicry. How to
draw on Nature's intelligence AND the seasons! Now you ask…
00:18:55 Eva (Interviewee)
The seasons have made me understand that on a daily, weekly, monthly basis, I and
the people I work with all need winter, all need spring, all need summer, all need
autumn.
00:19:15 Eva (Interviewee)
The difference it makes for me is accepting that I too need winter. Hahahaha, because
it's you know getting back to society's outer systems inner systems I think I and many
others have been brainwashed with this industrial society logic and this ever optimizing
logic where we can push ourselves further and further and further and further.
00:20:06 Eva (Interviewee)
And it's just a matter of… Hanging on, yeah. Haha. Yeah, very important for me to
realize, and that's that's also from her, yeah.
00:20:24 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, and what are some of the ways you have investigated these aspects in
your work life?
00:20:34 Eva (Interviewee)
Are you asking in relation to myself or are you asking in relation to the people I work
with - or both?
00:20:41 Louise (Interviewer)
Both actually like in terms of how you structure your work day and in general
work life.
00:20:49 Eva (Interviewee)
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Yeah, ehm, before I attended the course I had some months where I felt sad in a way
that I had not known before and not like a depressed way or in a way that I should
rush away from but rather a feeling of this sadness that I had to learn from it.
00:21:25 Eva (Interviewee)
So I talked to some friends in a network, a professional network I'm part of working
with Robert Keegan and Jennifer ?? and ways of working with development and said
to them because they are different from your neighbors, they understand this way of
working, and so I said to them, I'm actually quite sad these months or weeks.
00:21:54 Eva (Interviewee)
And I don't know why and it's not something we should just take away from me it's
something I need to learn from… And during that seminar with these friends. There
was a nature walk and I realized through that nature walk that I needed to recharge
myself. I needed to give myself, exactly the same value and respect that I give others.
00:22:38 Eva (Interviewee)
It's like I'm not just a machine helping others with this. In order to stay fresh, healthy,
lively, skillful, powerful and full of energy, I cannot just use myself as a machine.
00:22:59 Eva (Interviewee)
Hey, it sounds so stupid when you say it out loud.
00:23:00 Louise (Interviewer)
No, it makes totally fine sense, really.
00:23:03 Eva (Interviewee)
Yeah, I think many people do it, and since I'm now working with courage, I need to live
that on my own inside as well. So I decided after those days to create a work life that
was like an Oasis.
00:23:26 Eva (Interviewee)
And this means that… Creating an environment. It's very easy for me to make a
dessert in my work life: Simply filling it up with important things, important stuff.. rush
through it. Be quick, be fast. And 1 + 1 *Screen freezes*.. 200 means desert to me or
makes desert in my work life, so I promised myself to make an Oasis.
00:24:08 Eva (Interviewee)
Which is more like when you enter into this, the air makes you feel fresh and you
recharge just by breathing that air in and sometimes you feel comfortable in the Oasis,
both working hard and relaxing in the hammock.
00:24:31 Taler 2
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Yeah so. It's not. There are many ways that? It's not in just one way. It's more like I
want to create that atmosphere for me in my work life.
00:24:49 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, and how is it specifically that you do this? Create the Oasis. What does it
consist of?
00:24:57 Eva (Interviewee)
To begin with, it's a promise I made myself. *Screen freezes briefly* It's a vision on the
inside of my little organization, and since I'm the boss, it's up to me to create it. Haha.
I create it by being very strict with my calendar and sometimes I succeed better than
others.
00:25:31 Eva (Interviewee)
Uh, But I created it by being very strict with my calendar so that I cannot fill it up with
more than this because there are always people calling with short notice wanting this
or that. And then I need to be a mother as well and the owner of a puppy. Haha.
00:25:59 Eva (Interviewee)
So in some ways I am, I ask myself if my work life is an Oasis. How can I fill it up?
What do I need in my life in order to get that sense or that feeling. So I also need to…
So when you ask me, can we have an interview?
00:26:27 Eva (Interviewee)
I know in my heart that of course I want to do that and I need to manage my time so
that I can take things like that in.. and I need to have time for reading. I need to have
time for being creative with the education I make with the different sessions I make
with my customers, clients.
00:27:02 Eva (Interviewee)
And I know many interesting people, so I also book meetings with these people
because I know when I've been in these meetings I'm full of all these ideas.
00:27:13 Louise (Interviewer)
Amazing yeah, really inspiring to hear how that can be structured and done.
Super cool. And now maybe going back to what are the important aspects of
regenerative leadership for you. Do you feel that you have any like
competencies or capabilities that you lack within the regenerative to work with
it?
00:27:36 Eva (Interviewee)
Oh yes! It's a big field. There are so many corners in this field that I am not skilled at
and that I don't know enough about and some of the corners I will leave to other people.
Because it's, uh, it's such a big field like I don't need to know it all in order to use it.
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00:28:05 Eva (Interviewee)
I just need to know enough for what I'm using it for. I don't know enough about all the
climate parts. All the, how to make the oceans cleaner? Or… because it's not my field,
so it's like there's this regenerative field and there's my professional field and I just
need… These parts of it matching with what I do.
00:28:39 Taler 2
Uh, I could definitely learn more from all the examples relating to “nodal punkter”?
00:28:50 Louise (interviewer)
Nodal points actually in English, yeah.
00:28:52 Eva (Interviewee)
Nodal points alright, I could definitely learn more when it comes to examples from
nature's intelligence and logics of life. I could I could… There are many corners that I
could investigate more, yeah?
00:29:16 Louise (interviewer)
Have you considered if this is something you want to learn more about, and if
so, then who could like teach you? Or how could you learn more about this?
00:29:27 Eva (Interviewee)
If there was all the time I wanted in the world. I think I would hook up with some
anthropologists and some biologists in order to learn more… like.. and Heidrun could
be one of them.
00:29:43 Eva (Interviewee)
I know she knows a lot. And her way of being it also inspires me like she's in one way,
extremely competent, and in another way such a nice person. Right? So I think I could
learn a lot from her.
00:30:10 Eva (Interviewee)
And we have this network and I think just by being different in that network and meeting
I will learn a lot from the others. You know, I don't know anything about…Indian drums
and drum trips. It's very far away from what I do and I was just with a group they wanted
to make a funeral burning all the bad habits they had built up through some very
difficult years, and I was torn on the inside, because I don't do stuff like that.
00:30:46 Eva (Interviewee)
I don't. And it's I, I know why I don't do it. It's because I don't want to be one of these
consultants that you know, invent crazy stuff and people afterwards people say “it's
just a stupid consultant”.
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00:31:10 Eva (Interviewee)
I want my work to be based on solid studies and research and methods. And so in that
story about me it becomes new and different to join a drum trip and understand me
and I'm not saying this to judge it. I'm just saying I'm different and it might be the perfect
thing for others, but it's very new for me.
00:31:46 Eva (Interviewee)
Yeah, and yet you're still…. I don't know if you're going to attend, but you still
have the invitation to attend the next meeting and you're going to…
00:31:52 Eva (Interviewee)
Yes yeah yeah yeah I am definitely going.
00:31:56 Louise (Interviewer)
And how do you feel about that?
00:31:59 Eva (Interviewee)
Amy Edmondson just said, as part of the marketing for this global summit Inner
Development Goals global summit in April. She said it's difficult to learn if you already
know. So back to the reverence.
00:32:22 Eva (Interviewee)
You need to challenge yourself. You need to stay open. You don't need to like
everything. You don't need to agree with everything, but you can always stay open
and learning.
00:32:36 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah yeah cool. Now we kind of opened up a little bit for the community that we
have created the “Let it Grow” network and that is what I want to talk about here
in the rest of the part of the interview. So I just want to ask you first from your
perspective, what is the purpose of the “Let it Grow” community?
00:33:02 Eva (Interviewee)
Like the other Louise, one of the Louise’s… Louise Kronstrand and I made the first
meeting and we talked about the purpose of this network as having someone else in
your back when you step out on these new paths, so when you create these new
paths. Ehm when you dare to step out into something new, it's very comforting and…
opbyggeligt?
00:33:42 Eva (Interviewee)
What's that in English?
00:33:44 Louise (Interviewer)
Uh, could you say the context? Because then I…
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00:33:50 Eva (Interviewee)
It's just good to have someone in your back. It's good to have someone behind you
that you can call turn to… so it builds you up. Opbyggeligt. It builds you up. It builds
up to have a group of people you can call whenever you step out into something new.
00:34:15 Eva (Interviewee)
So I think the purpose is to share ideas and to have someone else to have a group
behind you, a group behind you that you can share doubts with, share questions with,
share ideas with test ideas with. Become wiser with. That's how I understand it.
00:34:39 Louise (Interviewer)
Yes, and how would you describe the values and culture of this specific group?
00:34:49 Eva (Interviewee)
I think we are in the making… And still I would say. I experience some values related
to being *Screen freeze*.
00:35:14 Louise (Interviewer)
Sorry you fell out Eva.. You fell out before, was it generous?
00:35:17 Eva (Interviewee)
OK. Yeah, being generous. Being curious, yeah. Developing together. It's OK to be
different. Still be strong. I think that's there are some of the values I already sense,
yeah?
00:35:44 Louise (Interviewer)
And what about the culture?
00:35:54 Eva (Interviewee)
Uhhh, I think it's too early to say a lot about the culture yet, but I… But then again, I
would say it's. I can already say, I think it's a kind of a learning culture. A developmental
learning and developmental culture that would be my answers yeah already.
00:36:20 Louise (Interviewer)
And it might evolve to something different than what it is now, but let's see and
you know, it's just an immediate picture of what you see. And again, this second
question might also be a little tough to answer, but how do you see your role in
this community right now?
00:36:48 Eva (Interviewee)
Being part of it. On the one hand and then on the other hand trying to add to it that it
stays friendly, learning and open yeah, because I think that's important. If it moves or
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develops into something else, I would… I would be one saying, “Hey, what do we
need?” I vote for being open.
00:37:42 Louise (Interviewer)
That's really cool. That's super nice to hear. You already talked a little bit about
it just before, but how does the community facilitate learning about the
regenerative approach to leadership?
00:38:02 Eva (Interviewee)
It's also very early since we had two meetings, right? Can you repeat your question?
00:38:13 Louise (Interviewer)
Yes, so how does the “Let it Grow” community facilitate your learning about the
regenerative leadership/paradigm. If it does so, you know it might still be too
early to say.
00:38:30 Eva (Interviewee)
Right now, I think the way we made the structure was on purpose. So the structure
makes everybody… makes it possible for everybody to host the meetings and the idea
is that everybody can show what they think is important and everybody is equal and
everybody can participate in designing the different meetings so it's not just one shape
that's perfect. The shape will differ from meeting to meeting.
00:39:24 Eva (Interviewee)
Meeting design, the processes, the content will differ from meeting to meeting. Yeah,
so in that way it will facilitate my learning because I could never invent that myself. I
can suggest a structure and then people can offer whatever they think is important.
00:39:51 Eva (Interviewee)
Maybe you are hosting one of the meetings in the future?
00:39:53 Louise (Interviewer)
That would be super cool if we could do that in Aalborg, and then we at least are
three people that would love to be there. Haha. How do you see the community
supporting your regenerative practices professionally?
00:40:17 Eva (Interviewee)
I'm not sure I have that hope. I'm not sure I have that hope because like last time we
saw Mortens model. And at the same time, I really liked it. And I was very impressed
about all the many details they had connected in these different models.
00:40:47 Eva (Interviewee)
And then at the same time I thought when I went back by car. Where is the
regenerative part in this? So I don't know if it will enrich my practices or if it will inspire
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me to use other methods than I already do, but that's also a big wish to have because
I've been working since 2005 with organizational development and….
00:41:29 Eva (Interviewee)
Can you hear me?
00:41:34 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, we hear you… Are we frozen?
00:41:40 Eva (Interviewee)
Can you hear me? Alright, your picture. It was just still. I have been working with
process consultation since 2006 - 2007 maybe so in some ways I am… I have a big
huge backpack full of methods and ideas. So I'm not sure I'm looking for more
methods. I'm more looking for insights or fellow developers of thinking or something
like that.
00:42:22 Louise (Interviewer)
Exactly, and do you feel like the network supports you in that mission?
00:42:27 Eva (Interviewee)
Yeah, Oh yes yeah yeah in many ways. So when we meet, we talk and share ideas
and the first round was extremely inspiring for me. Listen to where are you? What are
you doing? Where are you? What are you doing? So that's very useful for me because
that enlightens me in all those different practices and perspectives and ways of
working, and it makes me sense at a practical level that there are so many different
ways to bring this alive. Yeah, bring this out into the world.
00:43:13 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, and what are your core purpose of even engaging in this community? I
know you have so many different networks and and and you know you're busy
at work. So so why do you prioritize this community?
00:43:31 Eva (Interviewee)
Because I think there is so much insight from this regenerative field that the world
needs. And it supports my systemic background very well. Laura also refers to a
Deepak Chopra, and he has he's the author of one of the very famous books on
systemic approach to organizational development. And in some way this approach,
and she stretches this idea connecting climate, the world, as a context to
organizations. So I think it broadens that perspective. So more insights, more. More
insights.
00:44:44 Louise (Interviewer)
Yeah, in what ways do you think this Community will develop in the future?
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00:44:54 Eva (Interviewee)
I don't. I don't know. I know we have agreed on meeting four times this year, one time
every season, and I don't know. I only attend network meetings if they are full of the
value, so if they develop in that way, I will continue, and if they turn out not to do. It
will, you know, dissolve.
00:45:47 Eva (Interviewee)
Networks depend on their ability to create value. Yeah.
00:45:55 Louise (Interviewer)
It's also hard to say, but… Yes, now we want to jump a little bit back to your
work life, because as you know we are really interested in trying to understand
how these regenerative principles can be integrated into work life and
organizations. What seems to work for you if you have worked regeneratively…
I know you have worked a lot with the iInner Sustainability Goals, at least. So So
what seems to work for you from these practices?
00:46:37 Eva (Interviewee)
Focusing on the inner system, not as a psychologist, but more as an anthropologist.
With the Managers that I work with investigating their inner systems, their inner beliefs,
their inner values, their inner.
00:47:14 Eva (Interviewee)
So in some ways this merges with Robert Kegan’s work I have been doing before. And
the inner development goals and the inner sustainability work that I have that I'm also
part of. So in some ways this and these practices seem to merge and doing speeches
for managers. They all nod when I say: “We used to have a saying that we could that
you should leave your feelings with your jacket, before you enter the office and or, you
should leave them at home because feelings are private and.. you.. the private part of
what's that your private self belongs to in your home, right?
00:48:20 Eva (Interviewee)
Uhm, but we are now understanding ourselves in different ways where we need to
respect feelings as a part of being a human being and we don't not just need machines
coming to work. We need human beings coming to work in order to change these awful
statistics showing us how much stress there is, how many people struggle with mental
illnesses or mental uncomfort.
00:49:02 Eva (Interviewee)
It's 52% of young women between 16 and 24. That's a lot. We have created a society
that we need to change.
00:49:23 Louise (Interviewer)
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Yeah, I know you worked a lot with people in leadership and management
positions. Do you have any concrete examples of this integration of their
understanding of inner sustainability, regeneration in your work with them?
00:49:45 Eva (Interviewee)
I've been working with a manager for two years now and initially he just wanted like 3
sessions and he said I'm very insecure on the inside. And I have read this book and
I'm going into that sea. I don't know if you can translate it directly. Sorry for my Danish/
English and I want to…I want to go out there. I want to swim in that sea.
00:50:22 Eva (Interviewee)
But I don't know how. Can you help me? And that was fearless leadership. So I said
yes, let's start talking. Let's start investigating this. Let's start understanding this in
ways that can hopefully be helpful for you and it turns out that his insecurity is not just
on the inside, it's. It's his inside meeting a system, a system of managers that he's part
of and their ways of communicating and relating.
00:51:05 Eva (Interviewee)
And he keeps making appointments every month. Now understands how to use this
insecurity in ways that are not just: “I want to get away with it or no, I want to get out
of it. I want to make it stay away from me that insecurity.” It's not like I feel some
insecurity and I want to be secure, it's more. Like how can I hold that insecurity in
clever ways, in skilled ways that makes my group comfortable with insecurity, because
insecurity is in the world.
00:52:01 Eva (Interviewee)
Yeah, so the more he becomes comfortable with holding that insecurity his group
thrives. They can manage a merger where they get 9 new coworkers. With a very
different perspective and culture, they can impress the organization. They can stay
healthy through Corona. He feels comfortable with putting up frames for them that are
not the same as his Co-managers do.
00:52:40 Eva (Interviewee)
Uh, so he becomes strong with his insecurity. Does that make sense? Because he
doesn't want to leave it or make it stay away, but because he stays with it and uses it.
That gives him extreme power. Not in the old understanding, but in living systems
understanding.
00:53:09 Louise (Interviewer)
…systems understanding. Yeah yes, that's a really cool story. Very good
example. Uhm, you might see it as well, but we see more and more people that
would like to work regeneratively within their business environment. Why do
you think this might be the case?
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00:53:31 Eva (Interviewee)
Frederic Laloux says.. he's not from that field, right. He's from the teal world. Oh he,
he's what's that? Let's just call it teal and he says our way of managing organizations
seems increasingly out of date.
00:53:55 Eva (Interviewee)
And we can all feel this in our inner systems. The match between how work is
organized and what we need… Is in increasingly out of date. It doesn't match. And
how can we work with that? Also heard you, Louise, saying: “Where do I want to work?
And if we are going to create workplaces where we are not just thriving, but where we
can also develop as human beings and where we can have big lives.
00:54:39 Taler 2
Not just work lives, but big lives where we can thrive. Then we need to design them
actively. We need managers and leaders to be aware of how they design workplaces.
00:54:57 Louise (Interviewer)
Thank you, that was a good end note, yeah, do you have any questions I missed or
anything?
00:55:05 Addison
Think you guys covered a lot of good ground.
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Appendix 3.5 - Thea Lyng Thomsen Interview
Interviewer: Addison Hyldahl Rogness

00:00:16 Addison (interviewer)
I have nine questions here, so we'll just jump in, so maybe you can start with
sharing a little bit about yourself.
00:00:27 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Well, my name is Thea. I'm 42 and I heard a future scientist in this car who said the
42 that was the age where you were really angry you had like an entire year where
you were allowed to be really angry and really kind of stuck in fuck phase. And I don't
at all feel that 42 is that year for me. Maybe it'll come later. But for now it's not.
00:00:56 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
I have a husband who I'm on my 15th, 16th year with and I have three children. They're
15, 12, and five, so we cover kind of everything from boarding school to kindergarten,
and that's lovely. And then I live in a closed down farm so it's with 120 million open
projects that I really enjoy and I think that kind of also speaks to who I am as a person
in my professional life that I really enjoy. I love the process. I love the process of
building, developing and bringing into life and I very much have an interest for
sustainability and the regenerative and bringing that into life and giving it form and
manifesting it.
00:01:57 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
And I always like to manifest in a local setting because I really think that the local
settings and the fact about being local is what can give us speed when we talk about
this sustainability and when we talk about regenerative and I see it as an absolute
factor that we need to bring into our work that we need to speed up the transition from
a more conventional way of working, doing production, doing businesses to
transitioning to a more sustainable, more regenerative way of living and working and
doing business and that's what my focus, my mission is is to build these local platforms
because they give us the speed that we need in order to transition and I have my way
into to working in a more business focused environment makes sense to me.
I have a masters degree in literature in comparative literature and I always feel that I
work with negotiation or negotiating new realities. So when I meet companies or meet
citizens or education, whoever it is, it's always about a very subtle or a very forceful
negotiation about what reality can look like. Is it possible to make money and make a
viable business working with sustainability and ten years ago everyone was like, no,
you're a hippie. That's never going to work and now they're like, OK, it might work. And
somehow it's absolutely the only way.
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00:03:51 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
So what I use from my background is to kind of this ability to be able to negotiate new
realities forward. So when I told you business owners, business leaders it's about
finding the right approach, the right next steps for them to go into this new reality. And
that's how my educational background makes sense to me in what I do now, and I've
been working with creating these local platforms, the last one I did and the biggest one
was setting up a full scale industrial park that worked around sharing resources. So
that the productions that were located within the industry park they would share their
excess resource, whether it would be electricity or hydrogen or it would be yeah,
whatever they had an excess of and then creating a value stream within the business
park focusing on P2X and X being either green methanol, green hydrogen or green
ammonia. And we also made a very political push so that the P2X as we are focusing
on now in Denmark and in Europe came to life.
00:05:19 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
And now building a new platform in Sustainable Herning. It's going to be with the focus
on transforming the textile industry, the event industry and also focusing on creating
like a sector coupling in the area of land use and that's why it makes always makes
really good sense to be immersed in the local area because there's a lot of demands
on legislation coming in that says we need to have this amount of biodiversity secured.
We need to reach these climate targets. We need to reach these targets of storing
CO2 emissions underground in the land. We need to erect this amount of forest, but
we only have these square meters. The square meters that we have available to reach
all these targets are finite, so how do we create the coupling between all these targets
so that we actually reach them and that needs to be at a local level and create a local
solution that works for it because we can't reach them. If we were to reach all targets
with single line use of land, we don't have enough land. Pure and simple, so we need
to fight to figure out which can coexist and which can not coexist.
00:06:48 Addison (interviewer)
OK, thank you for that introduction and I think we'll go more into your actual
work. But I think let's go back a little bit and we would we're so curious, were
there any specific life events that brought you onto the regenerative path?
00:07:12 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
I think for me the… just as a premise that the sustainability and regenerative kind of
flows together for me. So I don't necessarily separate the two in a very sharp manner,
and I think a life defining moment for it. No, I think it's always been there as a part of
my consciousness. I grew up in a small village in the western part of Jutland. And there
was a lot of conventional farming. That was the main business there, but there was
also a very deep rooted social conscience.
My mum and dad both worked as social workers and taking care and trying to facilitate
a better life for some of the really challenged groups of young, if not criminal, then
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young potentially criminal or on the route to that. And then seeing those two societies
or communities trying to live together trying to coexist I always had this, these values
with me that they should be merged and you should take care of the ones who are on
a very destructive track in their life and you need to take care of that within the
community. So I think for me it comes from the social side actually. So doing green
transition becomes a way of also doing a social transition.
00:09:00 Addison (interviewer)
Very interesting, makes good sense.
00:09:02 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Yeah, and I think also the fact that there was a lot of conventional farming going on
around me. There was also a picture of exploiting the land and then we had the social
side that was also kind of in a non positive regenerative state and those two kind of
became my poles and the picture of what was wrong in society was wrong in the way
that we connected to the land and used the land well. So I think that's the poles that
kind of set me on this track. And I always felt like I won't say the outsider, but definitely
someone with another focus and another look, another gaze into how I valued the
society that I was also part of.
00:09:59 Addison (interviewer)
That's a very important part. You already talked a little bit about your view on
sustainability and regenerative, but can you tell us what regenerative means to
you?
00:10:13 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
For me, regenerative is to keep it in a nourishing self cycle. That it nourishes itself,
whether it will be soil, or it's going to be a person and their own personal leadership
or it's a team. It needs to be self nourishing. So it kind of restores itself whereas
sustainability for me is maybe a step on the way. It's a step on the way towards self
nourishment. But it's not necessarily creating a full circle or a circle that is there that
has a more positive output, so it doesn't necessarily give back, it just keeps it in a good
loop.
So it's a step on the way. Which is also why I think it kind of flows to me because a lot
of the stakeholders that I work with they're on a journey that is maybe going from
conventional businesses or conventional farming and then I just meet them where they
are and then try to move them as fast or as long as I can. So there they go through
sustainability and I'm not. And I mean not a lot of them had to have even begun to
think about regenerative yeah.
00:11:37 Addison (interviewer)
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So not yet. Yeah, can you tell us then a little bit more specifically about your
regenerative journey. Maybe when you started learning about regenerative or
hearing about it and so forth.
00:11:54 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
I actually don't know when that started coming up for me. I think it's only a couple of
years ago I started kind of feeling that I saw a new vocabulary arising, and it was
something that I've been looking for that kind of tied a lot of things together. So before
that I had a lot of methodology. There was a bit from here, open innovation a bit here
from something native knowledge about here's and a bit all over the place and they
kind of just picked whatever I thought was appropriate for the given situation, so I think
there are a couple of years ago I started seeing like a new vocabulary arising that kind
of tied everything together that I've been looking for and there was very… It was a big
wish for me to actually find a language that kind of gave me a language to what I was
trying to communicate to my businesses or to the ones that I was trying to transform.
So I think a couple of years ago, and I think definitely strongest with the book that
Laura Storm wrote. I think I saw really the language and the methodology being tied
together and really come to life. So if I have to point to somewhere where I saw it the
first time, being really brought together, I would say it was Laura actually, yeah
definitely.
00:13:30 Addison (interviewer)
Yeah, I think it was for us too.
00:13:35 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Yeah, before that it was just like an island here an island here. An island here. We all
utilized it and we all had it as a background and everyone was kind of aligned to what
we were doing, but no one had brought it together as a complete language as a
complete methodology and I think really Laura’s work does that beautifully, or Laura
and Giles. Yeah, but I think I definitely see that as a turning point.
00:14:04 Addison (interviewer)
If we were to draw an imaginary line, an actual line with one at beginner and 10
at expert, where would you put yourself on the regenerative?
00:14:26 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
I would give us a 4. I would give us a four because it's very much living with me
because I'm trying to adopt this new language and this new way of working. So I have
many little tests going on and I have many trials and errors going on within the team
but we don't have a full vocabulary. We don't have anything set in procedures or
anything like that yet and partly is part of it, is that we're also a startup and part of it is
that we…. That I brought this team together and just trying to kind of have everyone
settle in with their own and trying to actually be respectful of that they come with every
kind of knowledge, any kind of visions and have that. I want to make room for them as
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well doing Sustainable Herning and bringing that into life also as what they could
envision it as and not only being my vision, yeah, but that also means that I'm not
going to set up saying Sustainable Herning is going to be a regenerative association.
Point fact. Yeah, and that's also something that I've been debating with myself whether
I should or shouldn't, but for now, my choice at least is to kind of let it form within itself,
yeah.
00:15:57 Addison (interviewer)
Yeah yeah. And if we go back to Laura and Giles’ book, what have been the most
important aspects of regenerative leadership for you?
00:16:16 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
I think maybe the acknowledgment and what comes after acknowledgment of the story
of separation. Kind of bringing that kind of taking going into depth with that and kind of
also going into depth with how many places that it shows it’s face and how many
places that it actually the problem’s problem arises from the separation yeah or
separations. One of the four or a combination but just really having another gaze, as
some of the problems that we're meeting, or some either externally or internally. How
many of those arise as a problem’s problem from the story separation so and and the
fact that this methodology is now tied together gives me better traction of actually
working at the core problem, yeah?
00:17:20 Addison (interviewer)
Can you talk a little bit about how you've worked with it, either personally or
professionally?
00:17:25 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
For myself, I would say the masculine feminine that's always that's the something that
I've been working with for a long time. Also, before I met Laura and Giles’ book, being
a female leader and also, maybe not 42 but before that when I was younger I was also
being a young female leader who was also project leader. I wasn't CEO at that time,
but just a project leader standing as a transformational leader.
And when working in the industrial park where I worked with a lot of well, basically all
my stakeholders there were like 50 plus men from engineering. And that was just... I
took a lot of fights there and I took on all of them because I was like what the fuck? I'm
going to change this and so definitely the masculine and feminine and trying to find
the balance within myself because I always wanted not to just suit-up and do the guys
thing and then there's always something that I also spoke with other female leaders
that was further down their journey than me, where I could see they took various
strategies and a lot of them just kind of said OK, I'll do the masculine style and that
was something that I really didn't want to do. I didn't want to just swap my femininity
and my female leadership for a masculine leadership. Also being a mother of three
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and with a husband also working, I didn't just want to swap, saying OK, we're just
going to swap the gender roles and then do it. Yeah, just with a reversed sign.
00:19:12 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Yeah, and that's still something that my husband and I work on finding our own way in
that. But it's something that we work on very consciously, saying, OK, so I'm not the
one who's primarily picking up the kids, but the kids they are still primarily come to me
for emotional comfort. And how does that function? How does that work and how does
it work when I have many hours outside the home? And how can we create this
balance that is not necessarily masculine feminine tasks underneath that.
So how do we do something that is a bit more flowing? And that's not always given.
Well, actually it's it's. It's easy within our family. It's not necessarily easy when we come
to the outside gaze and look in on our family, there's a lot who's like what? How does
that work? Does it work? OK seems to be working for them. So that was a personal
journey and then I would say in the team now I think it's all four. I think it's all four
separation themes that are working they’re kind of bubbling around, and sometimes
it's the inner-outer kind of tops and other times, it's the masculine feminine, so that
kind of just works around.
00:20:54 Addison (interviewer)
What ways have you been able to address it here in the workplace because
you've mentioned consciousness?
00:21:01 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Yeah, I worked most with it as introducing a more cyclical approach like talking about
wintering, putting that forward, saying it's important that because we're also startup
with, which is a completely normal phase of startup, that you have way too many tasks
in when comparing to how many hands and hours that you have. And it's important
that we do wintering. How do you do wintering within your day? How do you do
wintering within a team? When is, when is the team in wintering? Is it? How does
wintering feel for you? Is it OK to be in winter?
So mainly just introducing that and then also introducing small meditations, small when
we have our team meeting every Friday morning and then just sometimes we just start
we're kind of sitting in a circle saying OK, we're just going to quiet down now. Just
going to be here together with all that we are and allowing the personal-professional
to kind of be a bit blurry and say OK, we're just going to go round now, say, what is
filling for them now? Are you filling up? Are you emptying out? Where are you? In
which space are you? And just taking just a small round saying where we are now as
a with the persons that we are part of this team. So introducing small elements like
those.
00:22:32 Addison (interviewer)
And what have you noticed?
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00:22:34 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
That some are really uncomfortable doing it and other they're like just in tune with it at
once, and that this introduction takes... You just need to be respectful that not
everyone is ready to share that not everyone thinks this is a wonderful idea and a
wonderful journey to be on. And that's OK. Then they just listen.
00:23:02 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
There's actually a really good pedagogical theory from, I think the 70s or something
like that. They draw this children's development and it was someone in the daycare
who developed this method who said that you can see the child’s development journey
as what also goes on in the playground.
So you have like a top of soil where they always compete to be on the top and you
have someone who's just standing downstairs here and they just look and they just
see and then you have someone standing up here who’s kind of talking and shouting
and has this shovel, and you know, that's the top guy and then, and that's kind of what
I also imagine going on with the team that you just have someone sitting in the circle
not saying anything, not sharing and think it's just at the bottom of the of the mountain
getting ready to do the journey and getting ready to maybe share and say something
and just maybe getting ready to maybe just step onto the playground. Maybe they're
not even close to. Or maybe they're just standing over here. Yeah, not wanting to go
in but that's OK. And it's also. It's not like a symbol that you have to be on top. It's just
like the progress of getting ready to be yourself and express yourself, yeah?
00:24:29 Addison (interviewer)
Yeah, that's a good approach.
00:24:31 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Yeah, and I say that's kind of living within me when we do this kind of work.
00:24:37 Addison (interviewer)
You placed yourself at a four. Is there any capabilities or knowledge you feel
you lack?
00:24:47 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
No implementation time, time to let it grow, and I think that's kind of why I'm saying
we're at a four because nothing is implemented, everything is just in a small try stage.
Yeah, and then there's definitely things that I haven't even started talking about yet or
started seeing as I haven't found room for it or time for it. Practice, I think it's just a
matter of practicing and trying to take the next steps and kind of build upon that, yeah.
00:25:23 Addison (interviewer)
I would like us to turn the attention to the Let it Grow group. From your
perspective, what is the purpose of the community?
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00:25:32 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
I think it's to create a sense of, well, community that you stand shoulder by shoulder
and you have knowledge sharing where you can help each other to experience and
explore the practice. Really explore the practice of regenerative. So you need
someone to kind of be your body. It's a body system that we set up. Yeah, so you have
like shoulder with shoulder. We're trying to learn this. We're trying to implement it with
all the mistakes and successes that we have and it's just nice to have a community
sense of bringing this into life.
00:26:15 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Yeah, so having the network as a body system when trying to implement this and then
on the other hand I also see it as having a role when we create these networks. When
we say I'm going to use my network to start bringing something into life when talking
about manifesting things. I also took or signed into the year course with Laura because
I wanted both. I wanted to learn more. I wanted to have an entire year of going into
depth with it, and I also wanted to give my support and my contribution to bringing it
into the world and that's so I see it two fold. You both by going in and supporting it.
You also support whatever theme it is, in this case regenerative into being manifested
into the world. I could also just have not signed into either of them and then the group
and the amount of effort being done to bring regenerative into life would have been
less. So shoulder by shoulder I really believe in that.
00:27:27 Addison (interviewer)
And how would you describe the values and culture of the Let it Grow
community?
00:27:34 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
I don't know yet. I don't know yet. I think that's to be discovered. Yeah, yeah, I think
it's to be discovered. I think there's some small seeds of openness and curiosity and I
think there's also maybe a small seed about spirituality growing, but I see it as seeds.
I don't see it as a culture yet.
00:27:57 Addison (interviewer)
Not yet, and how do you see your role in the community?
00:28:10 Louise (Interviewer)
If we just maybe look at this small group first.
00:28:12 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Yeah yeah yeah, no, I was only there. I think for me, I'm kind of well maybe this will
help my personal mantra… my key belief is that water finds its way. It is something I
always say. It's my belief water will find its way. And for me I can take on any I can
take on the role needed. So if someone needs some minutes being written, fine, I'll do
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that. If someone needs a leader, fine, I'll do that. I mean. And I haven't completely
found my role there either, and I think it's just letting it grow, letting it grow, and being
curious about it and seeing where it might go.
00:29:05 Addison (interviewer)
OK yeah, so I think we'll hop to the next question of what ways do you think the
community will develop?
00:29:12 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
The Let it Grow community? I hope it's going to develop into a more personalized
network for one, one side where we can share the personal growth that we have. And
then on the other side I also see it as it could have a really good role as being a network
in Jutland that kind of brings regenerative more into the world and kind of also validates
it because when new ideas emerge it always needs a base that validates it and say
OK guys this is OK you can go with this, it's good, it's good, it's not too hippy. It's not
too business. It's all good, just come along with us and I see the network as being a
strong group actually that can validate it, which will help it emerge. So the 2 legs I hope
that it's going to stand on that.
00:30:14 Addison (interviewer)
And you've touched on this already a little in your introduction, but we really
want to understand how some of the regenerative principles can be integrated
into organizations. What seems to work for you and not work? Maybe if you can
talk about the businesses that you do work with.
00:30:36 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
I think for them, for the businesses that we work with, outer transition is definitely.
That's always easy. That's their go to. And when we then try to shift the conversation
into the inner that always... there's always like just a second where everything is
hovering and they're like am I going with this or am I going against this and that's really
where they need someone like me to validate and say it's OK. You can go with it. It's
not dangerous, you just go with me and they're like, OK, OK, I believe that. And then
they go with and sometimes they don't. Yes, like no that's going to be an absolutely
no. Then we just continue working on the outside, and soon they might be ready. And
so I think the inner transformation that always has the most difficult or the highest step
for them to overcome. But once they overcome it, they also really see how much faster
than they can do the outer transformation, because the inner outer that kind of also
works in that way.
00:31:50 Addison (interviewer)
Do you have any examples from your Business Network where you've seen
business partners more open to the inner transformation.
00:32:00 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
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Yeah, it comes mostly when they connect to their employees. When they say OK, I
had this employee who was coming to me and they had a difficult time. A concrete
example could be a large scale entrepreneur who had some of his younger employees,
young boys who were kind of very much astray. And they came to him and said, OK,
I fucked up big time and my life is in ruins and he kind of took them in, and that became
very much part of his DNA and was very much part of his DNA to take these young or
semi young persons and kind of helped them in a really extended way. Finding houses,
finding someone, maybe even lending them help to clean up. Learn how to dress,
learn how to show up for work. And to have that kind of extended leadership that goes
way beyond what you would deem as professional, but that also kind of created a self
nourishing cycle for the company and a self understanding of the company that we're
someone who helps and who nourishes in this case younger people into a good way
in their life and to find their good life. And I think once he took that in, how special that
was and allowed himself to really understand that that was part of his core DNA and
what that actually did in society before that he was just like that's just something we
do. We do that somewhere down here just because we do that. We don't talk about it,
we just fix it, but when he kind of took it in and appreciated it and he said that is part
of the company DNA because it's part of my DNA then they really got a different self
understanding in the company of their role as a local actor and how they could, how
their work could influence the local community in a broad sense. And then he started
looking at the outer transition. Then he started looking at materials and we had talks
by saying OK this material. Can you do it the same like you do with the young guys?
Can you kind of put that into a good circulation? And then his glasses. Now then he
the next time I met him, he was like, fuck, now I'm just seeing it everywhere.
Everywhere I look I see waste that I can put into resources and he was like it was just
like a veil being shedded from his eyes and I think that came from being able to unlock
that there was something in his core DNA that had to do with revitalizing and putting
into good loops. The young guys, the younger people who were in a bad place in their
life and then it kind of just came full circle all around. So I think that's an example where
I saw. And of course this was something that developed over time, but it was also a
fairly short time and fairly few conversations that kind of put this track into motion with
him.
00:35:31 Addison (interviewer)
Interesting, uhm, maybe I want to add in addition to these questions that we've
written, you hold kind of a formal leadership position, and so it sounds like the
people that you consult or help. In terms of regenerative leadership, how do you
see leadership or leader roles influencing the transformation?
00:35:57 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
I think well, we work with both management level but also the employee level that
varies depending on the case. How do I see leadership influencing the regenerative
yeah? I think definitely there's a big role because you need someone again to validate
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it and to manifest it, and it can be done by someone very purpose driven as an
employee, but then you still need management to validate it and to give it room and
for me, speed and scaling that's important. And we can speed it and scale it faster if
you have leadership level on board.
00:36:53 Addison (interviewer)
Yeah, and why do you… You had already talked about it in your introduction,
but why do you think more businesses are interested in moving towards
sustainability and regenerative?
00:37:04 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
One thing is that I'm seeing a lot of leadership, management level people connecting
their own their own purpose, their own values to the company values to society values.
So this connection between the individual and the company and our society, I think
that is going faster these years. You're understanding that I want to be part of a
company where I want to lead and run a company that's in alignment with my own
value set, and most people actually have a value set that is doing good. They just
normally hang it by the door when they come to work and they kind of separate this
private part from the professional part of their life, and now they're starting to see OK,
I'm not going to hang my private values by the door when I come to work. I want to
drive and I want to put forward a company that actually is in alignment with my personal
beliefs, personal values because that connects with society's need for doing good. So
this alignment between the individual level to the company level to to the society level.
I see that as going faster. That's moving quite a lot these years.
I also at the same time, which is like a “knivtangsmanøvre.” So it's a two fold approach.
You have this with the fact that you want to connect your personal beliefs and values
to the company or society, and then you have the legislation. You have legislation
coming in and you have demand that covers things like the outer transformation.
Danish industry just came out the day before yesterday I think it was with a new report
saying that the company demanded to transition their… really, I think 75% is
experience for business to business now, so it's just going down the value chains from
EU regulations to the bigger companies that then pushes the demands to their
suppliers. Yeah, so I think you're seeing it as a twofold.
00:39:31 Addison (interviewer)
Yeah, outside pressure.
00:39:33 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Yeah, exactly an internal. I don't think it's an internal pressure. I think it's more like a
feeling to elevate yourself. You don't want to be part of a problem and you don't want
to create a regenerative or a degenerative cycle, yeah.
00:39:52 Louise (Interviewer)
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Yeah, do you experience that people have a longing for doing better?
00:39:57 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Yeah, yeah, definitely I remember a conversation I had a couple of years ago. Or a
conversation that I have had continuously over the last 10 years with it was actually a
cousin of mine who's working within MAN. MAN Industries. And for years he's been
like Oh my God, you're so hippie that's never going to work. That is just dead dead
dead stock living as that's not it's not going to work at all. And then I think a couple of
years ago I had a conversation with him, started out the same way it always does. And
then he just slowly slowly moved and I was like, OK. Where's this moving? And in the
end he had one question which was, well, how did you do this? So how did you build
all that knowledge? How are you driving this and how does it work? And I was. Like
OK, now we can talk. Now you're moving. Now you're open, perfect, wonderful. So I
think that's also a big part of it that you have.
00:41:02 Addison (interviewer)
Openness and curiosity
00:41:05 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Definitely.
00:41:06 Louise (Interviewer)
You also kind of described this stair like this first step to inner sustainability.
Why do you believe the first step to inner sustainability is so much higher than
to external sustainability?
00:41:18 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
I think part of it is our context. We're in Denmark, we're not comfortable with bringing
ourselves to work. We like to park that at the door. If we're in there. I also have a large
collaboration with the Mexican companies that I have had for many years. And when
I work with them, they're just like free throwing. It's just everything is your person, it's
your spirituality. It's your projects. It's just one big party, and they're much more
comfortable with being in a place where you are both personal and professional and
in Denmark we are not. We are not. We'd like to be professional and just close the
door to our personal lives. So I think it's definitely a cultural context.
You also see that in the states you have a long tradition of working within the Church
society. Yeah, and you support church society. Even you do that both at a personal
level and you do it at a company level, and that's much more it's a much larger
openness to that that we need to also contribute to the society that you're part of. And
in Denmark we don't have that tradition so very often we're at a stop and we are at a
loss because we don't know how to bring that part of ourselves into the workspace.
We just really really worked hard on closing that part off from ourselves. And now we
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really have to try to find ways to open that again, and that's why that step is so big in
Denmark I think in particular.
00:43:04 Louise (Interviewer)
I really see how the separation is a thing.
00:43:07 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Exactly, yeah. Again, if you go to England, it's also a larger openness. I think somehow
Denmark we just I don't know how we got there but we did. If you go to other cultural
contexts, it works in different ways. There's always some part of it, yeah, but I think in
Denmark we really specialized in kind of shutting that door.
00:43:36 Addison (interviewer)
Do we have more questions? We got through the ones we wrote.
00:43:40 Louise (Interviewer)
That's good. It's just, you know, maybe like one very last small question. Do you
see the community can help open up this door between private life and
professional life?
00:43:51 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
Definitely, definitely I hope so yeah, most definitely, and that's why I think it's the
approach should be twofold or I hope it's going to be twofold where we both share for
ourselves, because that's also practicing our own taking our own medicine. OK, if we
want the story of separation to be done then we also need to close it for ourselves to
try to close it or open? Yeah, and also to bring it into validating and manifested into
society. Yeah, so we need to practice for ourselves while we simultaneously try to
bring it to life. Yeah, yeah.
00:44:33 Addison (interviewer)
Yes, thank you so much for giving us your time today and space.
00:44:36 Thea Lyng Thomsen (Interviewee)
And, thank you for your wonderful questions.
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Appendix 4: Thematic Analysis Process, Canva
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Appendix 5: Pictures of Regenerative Selfratings
Ellen Elsnab:
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Louise Lykke Kronstrand:

Thea Lyng Thomsen:
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Morten Damgaard:
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Eva Damsgaard:
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Appendix 6: Definition of Regenerative
Ellen Elsnab:
“I think for me personally it's.. it's very closely related to this process that I'm in in my
own life. Because I felt so drained and I didn't know before it was too late. And I have
the greatest respect for the resources now, my inner resources. For many years I have
focused on.. well.. the climate and those resources. But now I realize that… what I
knew intellectually before. I now know personally and very innerly. I know that if I don't
take care of my own inner resources, I cannot help the outer agenda in sustainability.
I need to be in balance before I go out and try to do that job. So to me it means balance
I would say yeah.” (00:08:35)

Louise Lykke Kronstrand:
“I think two things. One is putting the whole of the ecosystem in the center of everything
like the thriving of the ecosystem, more than for nature, actually including us ourselves.
That needs to be the center of decisions and systems and yeah, everything. And I
think for me, it's easy to think that way because nature has always been a very
important part of my life, and I've always felt very connected with nature. So I think for
me it's very natural to think no it's not human beings and our wants and needs that
should be the center of things it should be nature and we are part of nature. So that
means also people. But so that's one thing. And the other thing I think is… at the
human level there's room for wholeness. Like the whole human being. And I think
that's at all the stress and people are stressed, depressed, suicidal. Different physical
diseases as well. More and more. Picking up the sign that there is not enough room
for the like the whole human being then and it's more than in many cases it's more. It's
the economy that's different. Yeah, it could be anything. It could be down just to the
very small level that is the room for emotions at the workplace and it could be at the
hospitals. Is it the way things are running, is it fit to people to different bodies too. Or
is it like a system you need to fit into this box? We can give you 3. I was having
everything we need to be healed and then are not.” (00:09:49)
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Morten Damgaard:
“It means coming back to where we came from in terms of especially the relationship
we have with nature. It means that we should have respect for the female and the male
way of thinking so that the duality should be clear. It means recycling. It's a way of
being in the world for different individuals more than when you say I should go back
to where we came from. It wasn't good either, because there was lots of harassment
that was there. You've also seen this. The male in the top and the female underneath…
that it was not a regenerative thing. It was regenerative in terms of nature and respect
for the native, but not in terms of the people in my head.” (00:14:52)

Eva Damsgaard:
“If I should explain it in a one liner, I would say: Making cultures, organizations,
environments where you leave more than you take, yeah. At all levels. That's the one
liner. And then I would add: Drawing on the logic of life, drawing on the intelligence of
nature, drawing on history, as well insights in history using nature in your actual work
- Is part of what I understand as a regenerative approach.” (00:09:18)

Thea Lyng Thomsen:
“For me, regenerative is to keep it in a nourishing self cycle. That it nourishes itself,
whether it will be soil, or it's going to be a person and their own personal leadership or
it's a team. It needs to be self nourishing. So it kind of restores itself whereas
sustainability for me is maybe a step on the way. It's a step on the way towards self
nourishment. But it's not necessarily creating a full circle or a circle that is there that
has a more positive output, so it doesn't necessarily give back, it just keeps it in a good
loop. So it's a step on the way. Which is also why I think it kind of flows to me because
a lot of the stakeholders that I work with they're on a journey that is maybe going from
conventional businesses or conventional farming and then I just meet them where they
are and then try to move them as fast or as long as I can. So there they go through
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sustainability and I'm not. And I mean not a lot of them had to have even begun to
think about regenerative.” (00:10:13)
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Appendix 7: Follow–Up Question Answers
Question
We know that you are deeply engaged in inner sustainability, væredygtighed,
regenerative leadership, personal development etc. in the workplace and
through the work you do.

But what do you hope that this focus will bring for you, colleagues, leaders, and clients
in your sphere in the end? Why is this an important focus for you? "The bigger/
idealistic picture" so to speak.

Louise Lykke Kronstrand:
Through my personal and professional work on "inner sustainability" and regenerative
leadership I want to contribute to a deeper connection between human beings and
nature.

Because I believe that this sense of connectedness can spur a deep need to take care
of nature and to start aligning our actions, our choices with nature. Aligning with the
balance and health of our own inner nature, and outer nature, meaning the global
biosphere.

My hope is that when people realize their deeper connection with nature, they realize
that we ARE nature. And seeing that, we naturally start re-designing our lives and work
lives, making room for the rhythm of the body, of nature, of life. Thereby causing less
harm on our inner nature (stress, burnout) and on outer nature (harming ecosystems).

Research data shows that when we experience "nature-connectedness" we feel a
deeper need to take care of nature.

So, the goal for me is really to contribute to a sustainable future and helping others to
live in a way that honors life
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Morten Damgaard:
I hope that I can contribute for people and organisations to make consensus
substantial decisions. I will with my work at Ex3 contribute to this movement though
our tools and educations.

Ellen Elsnab:
I hope that my focus in my working life will help to create better balance in people so
that they become more "væredygtige" and can make a bigger and more positive
difference for the highest, common good.

I know how difficult it is to be in transformation processes. It is so for both individuals
and organizations. That's why I focus on personal leadership, which is where all
decisions come from. It is in the physical, the emotional, the spiritual and the mental.

The universal shamanic practice is based on an understanding of the laws of nature
and how we are deeply connected to our earth. My desire is to help more people thrive
better, become more valuable and able to contribute sustainably to leaving the earth
more beautiful than they found it for future generations.

Thea Lyng Thomsen:
The focus is important for me, as I see a need for the individual to connect at a much
deeper level with the world around us - and connection to ourselves can bring the
connection to the world as well. We so need this in order for us to have stamina and
the motivation for going through the transformation needed in society, business,
education, government level and finding our way through the inter- connectedness,
complexity and interdependencies in this transformation to a more sustainable and
regenerative way of life.

Eva Damsgaard:
What I hope this focus will bring (in the end) for the people I work with is surplus and
focus: surplus so that we don’t just survive - but feel free to live lives full of qualities
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and richness (understand this wide) with purpose and meaning… It is also about
connecting people to themselves, each other and the world…
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Appendix 8: Notes from First Let it Grow
meeting by Louise Boe Weis Jensen
(Translated into English and private information, addresses etc., edited out)

Regenerative network
First meeting was on Friday 11 February. 2022
We discussed how the regenerative focus requires work on ourselves. Therefore, the
network will be a space where we can support our own and each other's processes
based on the regenerative principles.
Our wishes for the community:
- Professional community
- Support each other in going new ways
- Share experiences
- Test concepts on each other
- Think of possibilities on behalf of each other
- Create something together
- Sparring
- Life-giving and inspiring space
- Etc.
Seasonal meetings:
We agreed to meet 4 Fridays in 2022 - once in each season. Every day we meet from
13.30-16.00. These are the regular meetings. There is openness to have other
meetings in addition to this, for example to plan events etc.
We are working on
We shared different ideas and opportunities to create something together.
We landed at regenerative inspiration meetings, which we named "Let it grow" after
the Disney movie Frozen.
The basic idea is "go-home meetings" - a Friday afternoon from 14-16, such as. can
take place at a cafe in Aarhus. We choose the theme and leader from time to time.
The goal can e.g. be to spread the knowledge of regenerative leadership and
concretize how it can be translated. Ie. that it is a relevant marketing platform where
we together get the opportunity to expand our network and create concrete openings.
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